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Variable Cloudiness

Through Wednesday,
Continued Mild

Two Children
Die in Merrill
Trailer Fire

MERRILL, Wis. -fV-Two of
six children living with their divorced mother died Monday
night in a fire that destroyed
the family's bouse trailer, parked in an Isolated and wooded
section of Lincoln County about
11 miles northwest of Merrill.
The dead were Robert Swope,
18 months, and his brother,
Steve, 6 months, the sons of
Mrs. Kathleen Swope, who is in
her early 30s.

SMASHED AND BURIED BY MUDSLIDE . . . A workman at right begins the task of digging out an auto which
was battered, overturned and partially buried by floodwaters
and mud Monday in a suburban Los Angeles area, not far

from the home where Mrs. William Miller was swept away.
The battered auto came to rest at the entrance to a large
catch basin. Heavy rains triggered the mudslide. (AP Photofax )

Johnson Looks for
New Military Cuts
JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (AP)
— President Johnson is reviewing U.S. military commitments,
looking for possible savings to
help finance other administration programs.
To help in the hunt, Secretary

30 CHILDREN HURT

ot Defense Robert S. McNamara and Secretary of State Dean
Rusk meet with Johnson today
at his ranch home for a toplevel conference.
The President wants them to
pinpoint ways to economize —

These proposals — Including
broadscale efforts to aid education and promote prosperity —
are still in the drafting stage.
McNamara flew to the LBJ
Ranch Monday for an intensive
review of the Pentagon budget.
He is expected to hold a news
conference this afternoon at
Bergstrom Air Force Base,
Austin.
Johnson is making a fine-print
study of defense spending behe believed not more than 15 cause he wants to keep his next
were hospitalized. Most serious- budget under $100 billion.
ly hurt were three with broken
The defense budget la the
arms or shoulders, suffered
when they were tossed about as prime target for penny-pinching
the bus rolled 71 feet down an because it accounts for more
than half of all government
embankment.
In the group was Jan West- spending — $49.9 billion this
era, about 17, an exchange stu- year out of an estimated $97.2
dent from the Netherlands, who billion,
Aides said Johnson and Mcsuffered a cut over one eye.
The state patrol said driver Namara discussed ways to
James H. Cobb told officers he "keep the highest degree of
pulled to the shoulder of the national security within the
road as a city bus approached. lowest possible cost. "
They pictured Johnson as
The wheels of the school bus
slipped into a drainage ditch, feeling that without strict super-,
and Cobb said he was unable to vision the new budget could
maneuver the vehicle back on reach $103 billion to J105 billion.
They said this would be the
the road.
Cobb said the bus rolled once, "normal projection" for year-tothen half over again. Dr, Muller year budget increases that resaid his daughters, Donna and flect an expanding population
Pam, 15, thought it was three and existing commitments.
It is regarded as most unliketimes.
Donna, who was unhurt, ran ly that Johnson will send Conto the nearest house and called gress a budget that large. He is
her father 's clinic. Her sister expected to try to keep it under
Pam suffered only a bruised $100 billion, although White
House sources say he has yet to
knee.
decide on a target figure.
Last year, Johnson talked of
submitting a budget of $103
billion or more. In the end he
came up with the recently revised total of $97.2 billion, which
MEDIA, Pa. (AP) — The was lower than the budget
United States has a new Colin prepared a year earlier by the
Kelly.
late President John F. Kennedy.
Lt. Colin P. Kelly HI , son of
the World War II hero, sent a
telegram to his mother, Mrs. J.
Watson Pedlow of Media, Monday night announcing the birth
of a son, Colin Brent Kelly. The
child, born Sunday in Munich
where his father Is stationed
with the Army, weighed 6
pounds, 13 ounces.
He is the first child for Kelly
and his wife , the former Mary
Margaret Cooper of Denton,
Md.
Lt. Kelly 's father , Capt. Colin
P. Kelly II , went down Dec. 10,
1941 , three days after Pearl
Harbor , with his bomber after
ordering his six crewmen to bail
out of the plane damaged during
an attack on a Japanese warship.

School Bus Rolls
Oft ^ fmfaonfemenf

BREMERTON, Wash. (AP)
— "Tell daddy to get out here
quick," said the excited young
voice of Donna Muller, 17, into
the telephone.
"There are kids cut and
bleeding all over the place."
Dr. C. D. Muller thus was one
of the first to reach the hillside
near the city's edge where a
school bus rolled over Monday
afternoon, injuring about 30 of
the 67 high school students it
was returning to their homes.
None was hurt critically and
school Supt. Bud Winderl said

State Property
Tax Levy
for 1965

ST. PAUL (AP) - A 1964
property levy for state purposes
of 16.14 mills was certified by
county auditors today by State
Auditor Stafford King. This is
one mill less than a year earlier.
The 14.14 rate applies to nonhomestead property outside the
cities of the first class, Minneapolis, St. Paul and Duluth. In
the same area, the homestead
rate Is 6.84 mills.
In cities of the first class,
which have their own teacher
retirement systems and pay no
state levy for this purpose, the
non-homestead rate is 7.13 mills
and the homestead rate is 6.84
mills.
One mill on non-homestead
property is estimated to produce
$253,716 ; on homestead property
$1 ,731,275, and on property outside of cities of the first class ,
$1 , 166,517.
Items covered bv the state
levy are teachers' retirement ,
9.2 mills for 1964. compared
with 8.82 the previous year;
state buildings, 6. 16 in 1964,
compared with 7.51 a year earlier ; rural credit deficiency,
dropped from .71 a year ago to
.68, and soldiers' relief , ,10
mills both years,
¦

WEATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY Variable cloudiness t h r o u g h
Wednesday. Low tonight 38-44,
high Wednesday 55,
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for (he
24 hours ending at 12 m. today:
Maximum, 62; minimum, 45;
noon, _ . ; precipitation , none.

particularly in the defense
budget — so funds can be freed
for other legislative proposals
Johnson will send to Congress in
January.

U.S. Has New
Colin Kelley

More Rain
Predicted for
Los Angeles

LOS ANGELES (AP ) - Rain
was predicted today in Southern
California , where storm-triggered mudslides Monday struck
with avalanche fury at areas
saved earlier from dry-season
br_shfires.
One mudslide sluiced down a
fire-denuded canyon and into a
residential street, sweeping a
fleeing housewife with it.
Police say Aimee Miller may
have been carried three-quartrs of a mile and entombedin a
catch basin — along with cars,
furniture and household debris
—in a 20-foot-deep mass of
mud.

RACINE . Wis. i-fi - A La
Grange, 111., man-dining on
a three-pound steak in a
Racine restaurant after ti pping the cook $5 — died of ¦
strangulation Sunday night ,
Racine County authorities
said Monday.
Joseph Vergadoma, assistant county coroner, said
a piece of steak was found
lodged in the throat of Hugh
B, Gentry , 34, who had been
working in the Racine area
as a horse trainer.

Boy Runs
Away to
Join Army

k

Increase of
27 Percent
In Estimates

ST. PAUL (AP) - Budget
requests of major Minnesota
state departments for the next
two years total a whopping $169
million more than the legislature appropriated for them for
the current two-year period, a
survey showed today.
This
compilation
coven
departments which account for
about 93 per cent of the state's
spending.
Their requests total $777.7 million. If remaining department
requests are up in the same proportion, the total would amount
to about $836 million, or 27 per
cent above actual appropriations of two years ago.
LAST SURVIVOR . . . Admiral Donald M. MacMillan
enjoys November sunshine on porch of his harbor-front home
at tip of Cape Cod, near Provincetown, Mass., where he
mark, his 90th birthday today. MacMillan, a veteran of nearly 30 voyages north is last survivor of the successful North
Pole expedition of Admiral Robert E. Peary in 1909. Mrs.
Miriam MacMillan, herself a veteran of nine trips north with
"Capt. Mac" smiles as the skipper talks with a visitor. (AP
Photofax)

Autumn Drought
Bad in Places

Unable to locate his father,
young Rodekuhr hitchhiked to
San Francisco, where he said
he hoped to lie about his age
and join the Army.
The Highway Patrol took the
youth to St. Anthony 's kitchen,
run by St. Boniface Church,
where he stayed last night.
He and his mother, Mrs. June
Bielke of Darwin , Minn., were
reunited Monday by telephone.
She persuaded him to return
home. But return plans were
not firmed up.
"I went to Atwater a week
Sunday (Nov. 1) to tell Clark
I'd moved to Darwin ," she told
reporters, "But he was gone,
and I've been driving myself
crazy looking for him."

CAROL LEAVES HOSPITAI . . . Comedienne Carol Burnett wears a neck brace aa her husband , Joseph Hamilton,
helps her in leaving New York's Hospital for Joint Diseases.
The actress had been in the hoapital since Oct. 19 for treatment of a back and neck injury, A spokesman said she'll be
confined and receive further treatment in her apartment. (AP
Photofax)

$169 Million
Budget Rise

The woman's four other children were across the road with
Mrs. Swope's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George Bowman, according to Lincoln County Undersheriff Louis Ross.
Ross said authorities did not
know the names and ages of the
surviving children. He said the
woman 's former husband was
living in another state.
Ross said the fire, of undetermined origin, apparently broke
out in the bedroom where the
small brothers were sleeping as
Mrs. Swope prepared supper.
Mrs. Swope was uninjured but
was in a state of shock Monday night.

Her husband, William, 49,
singer Frank Sinatra's accompanist, tried to save his wife
from their crumbling home, and
was also swept away. Firemen
rescued him as be clung to a
car in the swirling flood.
Their daughter, Meredith, 17,
climbed uphill Unsafely as the
family 's canyon home twisted
and cracked under the onslaught of mud.
The Miller home was destroyed and eight others damaged in the Verdugo Hills secClark Rodekuhr
tion of Burbank, a Los Angeles
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) suburb, which is near the scene
of a major brush fire in the Clark Eldon Rodekuhr, the 16year-old Minnesota boy who set
foothills last spring.
out across the country to find
Other mudslides hit the Santa his parents and get their conBarbara area, 100 miles to the sent to join the Army, may renorth, which lies at the foot of turn home today.
mountains ravaged by fire last
The youngster was picked up
September.
Sunday night by police on a San
"All it takes is a good down- Francisco freeway — wet, penpour on open ground, where the niless and hungry.
native brush has been burned
He told police he left a farm
away," said the weatherman.
job in Atwater, Minn., to find
The forecast for today was for his mother in nearby Litchfield
scattered showers in the moun- to get her written permission to
tains and foothills, with heavy enlist. After learning she was no
showers expected in scattered longer there, he hitchhiked to
Barstow, Calif., in search of his
areas in the afternoon.
father, whom he hadn 't seen in
seven years.

Man Chokes
To Death on
3-Pound Steak

EIGHTEEN PAGES

At first the youngster refused
to return to Minnesota.
"I want to stay here, get a
job, and then when I'm 17 go
into the Army," he said.
But Ted Worth , administrative
assistant to one of the church's
priests and a retired Navy officer, talked fi rmly:
"Look," he said, "your mother 's worried about you. She
loves you. You go back to Minnesota. You get that high school
diploma. Then you can go into
the service and when you retire
25 years from now you can look
at this (a newspaper clipping)
and realize that people care. "
"Yes, sir," said the boy .

CHICAGO (AP) — A n autumn
drought described in some areas as the worst in history has
turned hundreds of communities
into emergency areas, threatened the nation 's farmers with a
multimillion-dollar loss in winter wheat and made forestlands
fire traps.
An Associated Press survey
today showed that hundreds of
counties have become eligible
for federal aid as wells, streams
and springs have dried up and

Badger Solons
Plan fo 'Tie
Up Loose Ends'

MADISON CW-Legislators indicated Monday in the opening
meeting of the fourth and probably final session of the 1963
Legislature that the tying up of
some loose ends will be the major item of work this week .
The Assembly was expected
to consider the vetoes by outgoing Gov. John Reynolds of
bills to provide bounties on wild
animals and to give legislators
membership on the State Recreation Committee. Chances of
overriding those vetoes seemed
slim since the Republicans do
not have a two-thirds majority
in the lower house.
Four bills are due for action
in the Assembly, said Assemblyman Alfonsi , R-Mlnocqua.
They include measures to validate Milwaukee 's night parking
regulations , make more legislative aides subject to patronage
appointments rather than civil
service, require sealed toilets on
Wisconsin river boats and direct state agencies to speed up
water research programs.
The Assembly received three
new bills Monday. One would
rewrite part of a previously
passed property tax measure
for the elderly to clarify the
point that only persons over 65
with annual Incomes of $3 ,000 or
less are eligible to benefit
from the bill.
Other new bills would extend
t.ic statute of limitations to give
local governments more time to
seek correction of tax distributions in the last three years and
change boundary restrictions
f o r cooperative educational
service agencies , scheduled to
replece county school superintendents next year.

water has been pumped to
farms.

The drought has taken on
major proportions in New England, which the U.S. Weather
Bureau said was the worst in
the area's history. The bureau
said the drought has extended
for more than six months in
four New England states.
Farmers scanned the skies
grimly in the Midwest and
Southwest as one .of the worst
moisture shortages in the 20th
century began taking its toll on
the winter wheat crop.
In California, the drought situation was eased by a torrential rainstorm.
One of the hardest-hit states
is Colorado, where the state 's
entire $100-million winter-wheat
crop is near total destruction
because of lack of rain. The
situation also was described as
critical in parts of Wyoming and
western Kansas.
The New England drought
plagued an area from Pittsfield,
Mass., to Hartford , Conn., and
from Haverhill , Mass., to Concord, N.H.
The Massachusetts Department of Water reported a 30 per
cent water shortage in October
and described the situation as a
statewide emergency.
Thousands of dairy farms arc
short of water In Vermont and
New Hampshire.

In 1962, Gov. Elmer L. Andersen submitted a budget totaling
$673 million and the legislature
appropriated $655 million.
Current requests are likely to
be scaled down considerably
before being submitted to the
legislature in January by Gov.
Karl Rolvaag.
Although the legislature in its
turn likely will make sharp cuts
before authorizing spending, a
record budget seems assured.
The request total covers programs financed from a variety
of tax sources.
It Includes the budget for
Highway Department maintenance, plant and equipment,
financed from gasoline taxes
and automobile license fees. It
does not include the department's construction and maintenance budget, " which runs
around $150 million a year and
is no. subject to legislative
control.
It also includes the conservation program, financed by hunting and fishing license fees; the
school aid program, paid for out
of income tax receipts, and welfare and corrections programs,
supported out of the general
revenue fund.
Built into all the requests Is a
provision for a pay increase of
approximately four per cent.
This follows general lines recommended by the Civil Service
Department to bring state salaries into line with those in private employment.
Large increases appear in requests of all educational institutions. They are accounted for
largely by growing enrollments
and the resultant needs for more
teachers.
The b i g g e s t percentage
increase is the 114 per cent
boost in the request of the State
College Board.
Generally, the proposals contemplate no major new programs.
Here are the requests, together with the amount of increase
over the appropriations of two
years ago:
Welfare, $168.7 million, up $30
million ; conservation, $26.7 million, up $... million ; highway
administration, plant and equipment, $31.9 million, up $11.6 million ; agriculture, $3.1 million,
up $430,890.
Corrections, $23.8 million, an
$6.9 million; taxation, $11.1 million, up $2.3 million; education ,
$.157.9 million, up $47 million;
University of Minnesota $87.1
million, up $22.9 million; University Hospitals , $15.5 million, up
$2.8 million ; University of Minnesota specials, including the
county agent program and agricultural research, $7.7 million,
up $2.4 million.
State College Board, $38.8 million, up $20.7 million , and Junior
College Board , $5.2 million, up
$2.3 million.

TAX TKOUBLE . . . Internationally famed f o l k
singer Joan Baez , of Carmel , Calif., smiles upon approaching Internal Revenue
office in Salinas , Calif., Friday. Tho Internal Revenue
Service has ti led a $50,182.48
lien against her for non-payment of 1963 income taxes.
Miss Baoz , a pacifist , objects to uxe of tax money
for defense spending. (AP
Photofax)

Churchill Agrees
To Speech Record
LONDON (AP ) - Sir Winston
Churchill says he has agreed to
the Issuance of a long-playing
record album of hi. .peaches,
including many of the famous
ones of World War II.
The former prime minister
said Monday night dome are
speeches made In the House of
Commons, and hoard only by
those present at the time.
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By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: We have been married for 24 years and
w« have .so problems except that my wife likes to read the
twwtpaper in bed before going to sleep. I like to read in
bed, too, but my wife is still reading the newspaper long
after I have dozed off. She has a certain-way of turning the
pages wit_L_a quick SWISH , which invariably wakes me
upT(Ncw that I have put in in writing it looks like such
a silly little thing but, Abby, you have no idea how irritating
this can be!)
She promised a few times that she would not read the
newspaper in bed any more, but she always starts up again.
I just moved into another bedroom. No fights. Just a decision. Was I wrong?
ETHEL'S PARTNER
DEAR PARTNER: No. It's too bad
that more people don't realize that the
biggest chasm in the world started with
"
the tiniest gap.
DEAR ABBY: Last August a niece of
mine was married. Two of my daughters
were bridesmaids and my little boy was the
ring-bearer. There were three showers for
the bride, which my daughters and I attended. (This meant NINE separate gifts).
In addition to that, we gave her a very
expensive wedding present. The bridesmaids' dresses were store-bought and came
ABBY
to $49.50 each. I am not counting the shoes, gloves and incidentals. The boy's ring-bearer suit was made by a dressmaker, and that wasn't cheap, either. You can imagine
how much all this added up to, but I'm not complaining.
I loved every minute of it.
My sister (the bride's mother) paid a photographer to
come and take pictures of the wedding. She had a book
. made up and it was beautiful. I asked for a picture or
two. My sister said I could BUY them from the photographer. I told her the one that was in the newspaper would
do me all right. Now she's peeved at me and refuses to
talk to me. Will you please tell me if relatives and members
of (he bridal party are supposed to buy pictures?
ONLY A SISTER
BEAR ONLY: Close relatives and members of the
bridal party are usually given a picture of themselves
and one of the brid.al couple. Your sister is either uninformed or tapped out. (And possibly both!)
DEAR ABBY: I am 18 and am engaged to be married
soon. I wear braces on my teeth and have for two years.
My dentist tells me that I must wear these braces for
another year. He has offered to remove them for my wedding
if I will let him put them back afterwards. My fiance feels
that I should get married with the braces and complete the
treatment. I just can't see myself getting married with
braces on my teeth. And then wearing them after I am
BRACE PROBLEM
married. What would you do?
DEAR PROBLEM: I would let my dentist remove
my braces for the wedding, replace them afterwards
and complete the treatment.
Troubled? Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif.
For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.

by Moreton Rolleston Jr., an
Atlanta attorney, who is an
official of the Heart of Atlanta
Motel.
Rolleston, on Oct. 5, arguebefore the Supreme Court an
appeal by the motel that asked
for the overturning of a lower
WASHINGTON (AP) - The court decision upholding validity of the section.
Supreme Court denied Monday The Supreme Court acted
a request for an expedited de- | today on numerous cases, but
cision on an appeal involving'! made no mention of the Heart of
constitutionality of the public | Atlanta Motel case, other than
accommodations section of the to merely note that Rolleston .
1964 Civil Rights Act.
' request was denied.
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Fall May Come John W. Dugan
Judge Hears
Back to Area
Succumbs
at
71
Arguments in
AboutThursday
Paternity Case
John W. Dugan, 71, Winona 's
postmaster and long a civic
leader, died unexpectedly Monday evening.
He suffered a stroke at his
home at 426 Olmstead St. about
6:30 p.m. during a family dinner, at which two of his daughters and their families were
firesent. He died about an hour
ater at Community Memorial
Hospital.
Mr. Dugan had been at the
post office, where be had been
postmaster since April L, 1961,
until late afternoon as had been
his custom.
PRIOR to Us appointment as
acting postmaster, and t h e n
postmaster, he had been cashier in the freight office of the
Chicago _t North Western Railway, which he joined as a clerk
Dec. 5, 1916.
He was on the City Council
from the 1st Ward from 1939
to 1947 and was its president
the last two years. He. also
served a term on the Board of
Fire and Police Commissioners,
beginning in 1950.
Born on a farm southeast of
Lewiston Nov. 22, 1892, to Dennis and Mary Ronan Dugan, he
bad lived in Winona since 1910.
He attended Winona State College one year.
During World War I Mr. Dugan served with the 88th Infantry Division. He entered the
service as a private and was
discharged as a second lieutenant. Since then he bad been
continuously active in veterans
affairs, particularly the American Legion.

A return to more normal fall
conditions, beginning about
Thursday, is forecast by the
WeajherBureau for Winona and
vicinity.
Variable clo//ness and continued mild is We prediction for
tonight and Wednesday with a
low of 38-44 tonight and a high
around 55 Wednesday, But
Thursday, says the weatherman,
will see some showers with a
turn to cooler weather .
THE WINONA temperature
rose to a pleasant 62 Monday
afternoon, dropped to 45 during
the night and was 54 at noon
today.
A year ago today the high was
the same and the low 37. Alltime high for Nov. 10 was 67
in 1909 and 1930 and the low
for the day 12 in 1926. Mean
for the day was 50, far above
the normal figure of 38.
Temperatures again w e r e
mild across Minnesota with lows
of 38 reported at Rochester and
Duluth. Bemidji and International Falls had lows of 40.
Only reported precipitation in
the state was a drizzle at Duluth.
Fog and drizzle cast a pall
on the WISCONSIN weather picture today but despite a new
cool front, temperatures continued above normal.
Several hours after daybreak
heavy fog still was reported at
Superior, Lone Rock , Madison
and Beloit . Low clouds covered
the entire state.
The Beloit area and Shorewood reached a peak of 70 degrees Monday. Milwaukee , RaHE WAS commander of Leon
cine and Burlington had 69.
Madison hit a freezing 32 during the night .
Light drizzle fell in some
northern areas Monday.
McALLEN a n d Childress,
Tex., set the national high of
65 degrees Monday. Limestone,
Maine, and Broadus, Mont.,
reached the low of 23 early to, JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (AP>day.
President Johnson will meet in
Washington early next month
with Britain's Prime Minister
Harold Wilson.
Malcolm Kilduff , acting presidential press secretary, read
the following statement today
to newsmen at the White House
Press center in Austin near
Herbert C. Kleyla filed for the here:
"Prime Minister Harold Wilposition of Qpodview village
trustees this morning, thus be- son has accepted President
coming the first person to an- Johnson's invitation for an innounce himself a candidate in formal, working visit to Washington on Dec. 7 and 8. "
the Dec. 8 village election.
Kleyla, 6.,' lives at Shangrl La
Motel on Service Drive. He owns
and operates the business , This
is his first try for public office
in Goodview.
Deadline for filings is 5 p.m.
today. Prospective candidates
may file at the office of the
DAKOTA, Minn. ( Special ) village clerk.
The
principal of Dakota School
The post of trustee for which
fell
backward
while students in
Kleyla filed is now held by Harris Anderson. He has not yet her grades 7 and 8 were taking a test Monday at 2:15 p.m.
filed for re-election.
Other offices open are those of It was determined later that she
constable and justice of the fractured her left hip.
However, Mrs. Clyde Girod,
peace. Incumbents are Willis
Norton and Floyd Farnholtz, re- 56, Stockton , insisted on completing her day and conducted
spectively. Neither has filed.
The term ef trustee runs three classes from the chair on which
she was sitting until school was
years ; the others, two years.
dismissed at 3:15. Girls in the
school helped her from the
Money Stolen at Home floor.
After dismissal Mrs. Lamar
On Chatfield Street
Fort, Mrs. Clyde Grant and
Police Captain Marlowe L. Mrs. William Stetzler, the other
Brown today reported that the teachers, and Mrs. Edward
Gerald Amundson house, 508 Strutt, custodian, called Mrs.
Chatfield St. , was entered be- Harry Foust, wife of a school
tween 3 and 6 p.m. Saturday board member, who transported
Mrs. Girod to Community Meand about $6 stolen.
Amundson told police Monday morial Hospital , Winona.
Reportedly she received fracthat the thief entered through
the back porch and stole a pig- tured ribs two weeks ago when
gy bank with $3 to $4 in it. her car was struck.
Mrs. Merrill Holland, MinneThe thief also pilfered two
silver dollars from a dresser sota City, was hired Monday
night as her substitute.
drawer.

Wilson Coming
To Washington

Kleyla Files
In Goodview

Dakota Teacher
Breaks Hip,
Stays on Job

J. Wetzel Post . in 1930, was
post adjutant in 1944 and was
district adjutant in 1939 and
1951. He promoted wrestling and
boxing for the post, was a member of major post committees,
was in the post's drum and
bugle corps in the late 1920s,
served two terms on the board
of the American Legion Memorial Club, was co-chairman of
the 1961 district convention
committee and had been a delegate to district state and national Legion conventions, including the one in Dallas 'in
September.
The post had honored him
with an honorary lifetime membership.
He also was a member of the
40 & 8, of which he had been
chef de gare. A member of the
voiture 's nursing scholarship
committee since its inception 10
years ago , he was now its chairman.
During World War II, Mr. Dugan was battalion commander
of the State Guard. His battalion consisted of companies at
Rochester, Austin, Owatonna
and Winona. He commanded the
group from November 1940 to
April 1947.
Frequently he was parade
marshal for the Winter Carnival , Memorial Day and Steamboat Days. He had been president of the Memorial Day Association.

HE WAS RECORDING secretary seven years for the, Knights
of Columbus and served on the
board of control for the Winona Baseball Association. He
handled ticket sales for the
Chiefs.
In addition, Mr. Dugan had
been a member of the executive
committee of the Veterans Service Center since the group was
organized and had been its
chairman. He is a former
member of the Winona Activity
Group board. He also was a
member of the Winona Athletic
Club, the Cathedral of the
Sacred Heart, the Holy Name
Society, the Benevolent and Protective Order of Elks, the Transportation Ciub, Veterans of
World War I and Winona County
Old Settlers Association.
' He had been Winona County
chairman of the DFL party.
Recently he had hosted the
district postmasters meeting,
the first time that this group
had met here in recent history.
He was a member of the National Association of Postmasters and of the district unit, as
well as of the Brotherhood of
Railway Clerks, of which he
was local secretary-treasurer a
number of years. He participated in Community Chest, Red
Cross.____ (Loil.er drives among
railway employes.
He married Ethel Dooney
Nov. 18, 1922, at St. Thomas
Pro-Cathedral.
SURVIVORS are: His wife ;
three daughters, Mrs. John
(Margaret) Finley, Wauwatosa ,
Wis. ; Mrs. William (Dolores)
King, Winona , and Mrs. Daniel
(Mary ) Richter , Rochester; 12
grandchildren, and two sisters,
Mrs. C. K. (Mayme) Baldwin
and Mrs. L. J. (Eliza) Ritter ,
Winona.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at 9:30 a.m. at
Burke's Funeral Home and at 10
a.m. at Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart , the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Harold J. Dittman officiating.
Burial will be in St. Mary 's
Cemetery with graveside rites
by the American Legion.
Friends may call at the funeral home Wednesday afternoon and evening. The Rosary
will be said at 8 by Msgr.
Dittman and at 8:30 by the
Knights of Columbus and the
Holy Name Society. A memorial Is being arranged.

District Judge Arnold Hatfield
today heard opposing arguments on a motion to dismiss
two paternity suits against Joseph A. Abraham, La Crosse.
Abraham's lawyer, Roger P.
Brosnahan, claims that neither
the complainant, her two children, nor the defendant are residents of this state. Therefore,
he told Judge Hatfield , Minnesota courts have no jurisdiction ;
and, for that matter, the complainant has no claim for state
welfare aid to her children , as
the state contends.
ASSISTANT County Attorney
Richard H. Darby answered
that the complainant has not established legal residence in
Iowa, where she now lives, so
that aid to iler dependent children awarded by an Iowa court
would still be paid by Winona
County, her last place of residence.
Brosnahan filed a brief outlining the defendant's contentions. Darby told Judge Hatfield
that the state would not file a
brief since the complainant's
deposition, which is before the
court , gives the full and true
facts of the case.
Judge Hatfield will consider
the documents filed with him by
the opposing sides and render
a decision on District Court's
jurisdiction. If he decides that
the court does have jurisdiction ,
a trial date will be set, probably in December or January.
BROSNAHAN outlined the history of the complainant's relations with Abraham. He said
that according to the depositions
made by the principals the complainant worked for Abraham
in a beauty parlor he operates
in Winona.
In 1962 atd in June 1964 the
complainant was delivered of
babies in Winona. She moved
to Iowa in July to work in another beauty parlor owned by
the defendant . Her personal
property was packed for shipment but has not yet left Winona, Brosnahan said.
On several occasions last summer, the complainant visited
Winona to "tie up loose ends."
On one of those visits, she visited the county attorney and
swore out a complaint against
Abraham (Aug . 24).
Brosnahan cited a state law
which says that after a charge
has been made "further proceeding shall be had in the
county where the mother resides, or in the county where
the alleged father resides, or in
the county where the child resides. "
"EVERYBODY agrees , " Brosnahan said, that none of the
principals are residents of Winona County , or of the state.
Furthermore, he said, it is not
true, as the state claims , that
Winona County is liable for support of the complainant's dependent children. The state is
not liable because neither the
children nor their mother fulfills statutory residence requirements,
Brosnahan concluded by asking Judge Hatfield to give jurisdiction of the case to Iowa .
Darby made no objection to
the written brief filed by the
defense with the court. However, he pointed out that the
complainant hasn 't established
residence in Iowa . Consequently, he said , she is still a welfare
charge of Winona County, if she
chooses to make application .
Darby also claimed that Abraham moved the complainant out
of the stale for his own purposes by giving her the job with
his Iowa establishment.

Now or Later?

City , Chamber, Debate
Parking Program Speed

• With the addition of three
new businesses downtown directly dependent on more offstreet parking space, will federally financed planning meet
the situation soon enough?
• If the city , forced to earlier decisions on parking, goes
ahead with this isolated project ,
can it be incorporated later into
the overall downtown improvement plan for which a 577,600
federal grant was recently authorized.

ONE OF THE authority'! actions, said Krier, was appointment of James Kleinschmidl,
former city engineer, as a parttime executive for urban renewal .peratiorisTHe will work
with Arthur A. Gallien, executive director for WHRA. The
agency has the legal responsibility for administering any
federally assisted planning or
renewal operations that may be
instituted.
Kleinschmidt, whose employment was effective Nov. 1, will
recieve $330 per month from
WHRA under the planning grant
budget . He was city engineer
from June 1956 to July 1961.
A former member of the Planning Commission, he resigned
in May, giving conflicting interests as the reason. He operates his own office of engineering services.
Next step for V.'HRA, said
Krier, is hiring of a planning
firm and another to do the
market study that will form part
of the General Neighborhood
Renewal Plan for downtown
areas. If the parking project
can be included, he said, it
would eliminate duplication of
expenditures, since the council
had indicated it would act only
on the basis of professional adSheriff George Fort Monday vice. Expense of obtaining such
arrested three brothers who ad- advice had been variously estimitted three break-ins in Elba mated at $1,000 and more.
during late October.
SPEAKING for the Chamber
The sheriff said he question- committee, D o n a 1 d S t o n e ,
ed the Elba youths, 10, 11 and Chamber manager, warned that
12 years of age, for some time waiting for federal processes
in his car parked in front of might be fatal to present prostheir home. The boys at first pects for new downtown busidenied knowledge, of a break-in ness. Inquiries by such prosat the Elba Creamery Oct. 26 pects always include questions
and break-ins at two Elba about parking, he said.
homes Oct. 31.
At present, two or three solid
HOWEVER , the sheriff said , prospects for downtown locathe three finally admitted their tions are awaiting city action on
part in the break-ins, twhich net- parking provisions, he said.
ted small amounts or money, They must have a commitment
and described how they did it. by city officials within another
A large storm window was 45 days that something will be
removed from a window of the done .r their attention will turn
Elba Creamery office the night elsewliere, he said.
of Oct. 26. Two of the beys jim- The Chamber does not intend
mied the inner window , enter- to supersede the WHRA or the
ed the office and made off with Planning Commission. Stone
$5 and some loose change, they said, but it does ask quick action. Any plan for downtown imtold Sheriff Fort.
The night of Oct. 31 one of provement could well be tailored
the boys who broke into the around a possible new half-milcreamery, with a different lion-dollar retail unit and the
brother, got a basement window three banks, he said. None of
open in a house whose owners these would likely be demolished
were not home. They entered in any event , he contended, and
the house through the basement construction of new parking lots
and ransacked its upper rooms , in the general area also need
making off with $1.40 and mis- not impair planning to any great
extent.
cellaneous goods.
The two boys proceeded to the
FURTHERMORE, since the
house next door and cut a
requested parking area expanscreen on one of the first-floor
sion will practically assure
windows. Tthey were scared
major new business building
off before they could enter the
downtown, it will spark other
second house, however.
privately-financed r e n e w a l ,
CONFRONTED by the sheriff , Stone argued. Shopping centers,
the boys' mother denied that with adequate parking, could
they could have done the brealc- eventually take several present
ins. She said that she knew downtown firms away from the
where they were at all times city center , thereby depressing
and that they didn't go out at values and making risk capital
night. However , the three re- for other downtown ventures
peated their confession in front harder to find, he continued.
If , in the next few years, the
of their mother.
Deputy Helmer Weinman as- city elects to go ahead with a
sisted Sheriff Fort in the inves- definite renewal plan, some extigation.
change of areas could be made
if dictated by subsequent planning, Stone said.
Emphasizing that he did not
opppse foregoing suggestions but
sought only to develop these
points, Krier suggested that a
quartet are Jack Stephari, Lar- general plan might show a comry Curran , Willard Adank and plete shift in business areas is
Mike Henge! George Cutler desirable. In this case, the $1
million invested in parking may
awarded attendance prizes .
not be well spent.
WRESTLING with these questions Monday night at the
Chamber of Commerce offices
were representatives of the Winona Housing and Redevelopment Authority, City Council ,
City Planning Commission, Citizens Advisory Committee on
Urban Renewal
and the Cham- ;
ber p a r k i n g
committee .
Joseph Krier ,
WHRA v i c e chairman , pres i d e d . The
meeting's purpose, he explained, was to
coord i nate
downtown
renewal planning Kleinschmidl
with such projects as the
Chamber-backed expansion of
retail area parking space.

Brothers Admit
Elba Burglaries;
They 're 10 to 12

Altura Man Wins Top Farmer Award

A 34-year-old Altura farmer
was named Outstanding Young
Farmer of the year here during Farmers ' Night ceremonies
Monday at Hotel Winona.
He is Nick Meisch , who owns
360 acres on Oak Ridge near Altura. Meisch was one of about
100 farmers from the area who
had been invited to attend
Farmers Night sponsored for
the 25th consecutive year by the
Winona Lions Club. The award
was presented to him by the Winona Jaycees.
MEISCH FARMS his 360-a.re
farm and rents another 130
acres on shares. He has a herd
of 60 dairy cows, has 75 other
dairy cattle and 30 steers. His
dairy herd average is 450
pounds of butterfat , Recording to
DHIA reports.
Moisch's key to good farming
is the use of good quality
roughage, lt keeps the feed cost
down and the production up. A
conservation farmer, he has
contour strips , diversion dams,

follows crop rotation and provides shelter for game.
He has been participating in
farm management service three
years and has above average
records in labor earnings, crop
yields and returns from livestock , Meisch farmed in partnership with his father, Otto , 10
years and purchased his father 's
share in 1962.
He and his wife , Darlene ,
have three children, Ricky, 10;
Terr! 8, and Phil , 5. They are
members of Jehovah Lutheran
Church , Altura, and he Is
church treasurer. In addition he
is a member of the DHIA board
of directors , is treasurer of
school district 2572, Is a member of the Altura Public School
PTA and belongs to the Tri-City
League bowling team.
GUEST «peakrr was Adolph
Bremer, city editor of the Winona Daily News.
"The farming industry takes
a bigger , consistent beating than
any other group, " he said.
"They 're either being accused
of being poor farmer., living off
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WHRA has been active , he said,
and the agency in turn needs to
inform itself about related
phases of development.
The council last week gave
preliminary approval to an
engineering study of location
and construction factors of the
Chamber proposal . This proposal recommends acquisition
of two or three more half-blocks
for parking, financed by $Lmillion in meter revenue bonds.

the government , or not keeping presented the award.
up with the times.
Arnold Stenehjem introduced
"As a group, farmers are the members of a barbershop quarhardest working • people in this tet who sang. Members of the
country. They don't know and
can 't know about this 8-to-5 business, overtime , and time and a
half and a 40-hour week or even
a five-day week .
"The most Irritating criticism
of farming for me is the one
about living off the government," Bremer said. "Farmers
aren't in agreement just what
the federal program should be,
or if there should be one.
"But some people say it's only
farmers who have subsidies, or
whatever name you might have
for them. I don 't believe there 's
a business that isn't subsidized
in some way,
"We can afford to send billions of dollars in aid to other
countries each year, in direct
aid , in military aid in technical aid. That makes sense to a
lot of us, for selfish reasons ,
for humanitarian reasons. Why
cannot We also be generous
with our own?"
James Cummings was toastOUTSTANDING YOUNG FARMER . . . Earlc Drenckmaster for the event and the
hahn, left , chairman of the Winona Jaycees ' agriculture com
Rev, Armln Deye, St. Martin 's miUee,
presents the outstanding young farmer award to Nick
Lutheran Church, gave the inMeisch
,
Oak Ridge farmer who lives near Altura. Meisch ,
vocation. Norman Schellhas, Liwho owns 320 acres and rents another 1 3(1 , was presented the
ons Club president, gave the
award Monday evening during Farmers ' Night Ceremonies
welcome. Earle Drenckhahn,
at
Hotel Winona , sponsored by tho Winona Lions Club. (Daily
chairman of the Winona Jaycees . agricultural committee, News photo)

diate progress is vital in the
present situation. Since it
would be difficult to move established retail centers, he argued, planning would have to
take existing f acilities into
account,
Steve Morgan , a former alderman, said :
"We're not talking only of
possibilities. We have definite
prospects who won't be interested six months from now if
nothing is done at present.
Nothing will be considered if
parking isn't going to be made
available. It's the key — the
essential requirement — to
getting and keeping business
downtown. "

CITY Attorney George M.
Robertson Jr. asked whether
planning - development firms
could contract all phases from
preliminary planning on. If so ,
he pointed out, local capital
may be shut out. These firms
could do all or . any part, according to his information ,
said Krier, adding that not
enough local capital can be
found for a full 10-year standard renewal program.
Gallien pointed out that package contracting is not possible
at this point, since the city
has made no decision thus far
to go ahead with renewal after
the basic plan is finished.
Dr. W. O. Finkelnburg,
WHRA board member, said
that since it's the city's plan
and since the city needs parking now, this will have to be
within the framework of the
plan. Instead of saying "they, "
meaning planners, the city
should say "we," meaning the
plan is directed by the city itself for its own good, he said.

Dr. Finkelnburg raised the
question again of whether the
city must pay separately for a
study. Gallien said he would
call the HHFA regional representative, Elmer Binford, Chicago, for an answer today on
whether planning grant funds
could be used.
(After calling Binford this
morning, Gallien said diversion of any planning grant
funds for the special study
is impossible. According to
Gallien, Binford said the
HHFA contract would be
with the WHRA , not the
City Council , and the WHRA
would have no authority to
set aside any funds lor the
purpose.)

ROYAL THERN, Chamber
ex-president, suggested an informal motion of approval for
the Chamber's plan, recommending that all possible steps
be taken to put it into effect.
"This is a grass-roots project
of self-help that we can all support," he said. The group chorused approval with no dissents.
Aid. Briesath doubted the
council would give assurances
to business prospects without
specialized advice and feasibility studies. Kleinschmidt asked
whether the same planning firm
could do both these studies and
the over-all plan , putting the
parking situation at the head of
the list. Robertson said it probably could be done without jeopardizing prospects, if an early
commitment was given to the
firms interested in downtown
locations.
THE CITY could "start making some money now by charging for Levee Park auto parking
and by changing courthouse meters to longer duration," Stone
suggested.
Would business prospects be
satisfied with a commitment,
even though a city planner
might not be hired until January? Aid. Briesath asked. Robertson agreed but suggested that
plans be set up before the January term of court in order that
any contesting actions could be
disposed of before the spring
construction season. Robertson
asked Martin Beatty, an attorney who said he was present
as "a taxpayirfg citizen," whether this would be sound procedure. Beatty agreed it would.
Kleinschmidt noted the existing lot fits thF$$'_ .$5$ Masi
ter Plan but wondered_vd__ ther
the new concept of three halfblocks would also harmonize as
well. Stone said some philosophies of downtown parking have
changed, from large spaces to
smaller, scattered areas which
promote more evenly-distributed customer traffic among
businesses.

FRINGE AREA metering, recommended by the Chamber,
was questioned by Aid. James
Stoltman, who said shoppers
will walk "four or five blocks
in ether cities but not here. "
He said a city attempt to rent
space at 5th and Center streets
as a metered off-street area
has been unsuccessful.
Stone replied that one of the
functions of meters is to control on-street parking. Fringe
metering would require the 500
cars now parking free each day
in downtown areas to-pay a
share of parking area costs.
Moreover , he added, streets are
primarily to move traffic and
parking is only a secondary
function, sometimes unavoidable
because other space is lacking.
Safety hazards are created hy
heavy residential-street parking, Stone charged. Commenting on further extension of control areas, he said:
"Regardless of how we proceed — all at once or bit by bit
— meters eventually will be extended west of fhe Interstate
Bridge and east to the Watkins
plan. Our plan is designed for
RESPONDING to an earlier
1970 and 1980. It's up to a few
leaders to chart the future qtlestion posed by Krier, > Morcourse of the community now ." gan said downtown businesses
don't buy off-street parking beSTOLTMAN maintained that cause they can't. The city may
gradual installation was better use condemnation, however, he
and that the public would "ask noted. If land is cleared, the
for them" when needed: He fa- city is still in a negotiable posivored off-street parking, he tion because it can be traded
said, but if "you meter too for other space, retaining downmuch, you get empty spaces town actitivity instead of forcand criticism, " Stone replied ing it to the city 's edges, he
that off-street parking must be concluded.
paid for and meters' are the
James Schain, Planning Comonly answer.
mission
member, asked whether
Criticism was heavy, recalled
Council President Harold Brle- the city "really needs an expert
sath , when the present _rid for this limited project." If a
Street lot was purchased and big store conditioned its downcleared. Today the lot is "filled town location on an accessible
to capacity most of the time. parking lot, he went on, what
We're overdue on another one ," would an expert say? It's likehe said , "because we have ly, he went on, that the city
more cars downtown all the would not need to spend the
money for an improvement that
time."
N. J . Fischer , WHRA board is so obviously required.
member, said these topics ap- Frank Cunninghom, WHRA
peared to get away from the president , who arrived late,
central purpose of the meeting. agreed. Such companies have
It should be recalled, he said, their own engineering consultthat some firms will start down- ants , he said, and their needs
town renewal soon if off-street could legitimately be considered
parking is provided . The plan in drawing any subsequent plan.
should be worked around this
Aldermen indicated their deSTONE REPLIED that such fact , he said , and present pros- cision would be made at next
improvements would be figured Eects should not be jeopardized Monday 's regular council meetinto the city 's cash credits y delay or indecision.
ing.
against its one-fourth share of
federally-assisted renewal costs.
He suggested that parking be
the first item for study in the
downtown plan , since time is an
urgent factor.
Gallien said a planning firm
could not be hired until contracts were drawn by WHRA ,
and approved by its attorney )
'
and the Chicago office of Housing and Home Finance Administration , urban renewal division, j
Local Union 7.9
|
This, he observed , "would take i |
time. "
'

NOTICE!

KR1KK SAID some development companies ate available
to handle the entire renewal
package ; Area planning, market studies, site clearance ,
purchase of level sites and rebuilding thereon for sale or
lease to subsequent occupants,
Stone suggested their interest might lag if in the meantime one or two more trlpleA-iHt ed firms left the area.
In any event , Stone pointed
out , federal agencies move
much more slowly than the
city government and imme-
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Holding Conferences
For Grade Parents
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LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
'— Parent-teacher conferences
began in Jefferson Elementary
School here Monday and will be
continued next Monday. Similar
conferences are scheduled at
WashingtonElementary Friday
and Nov. 20 and at Zumbro
Falls Friday.
Lincoln High School will hold
open house Friday at 7 p.m.,
followed by an all-star music
concert at 8:15. The PTA will
serve coffee after the open
house and concert. Parents
were invited to visit ill classrooms during the current American Education Week.
Open house was held today
at St. John's Lutheran Church.
Classes were in session. The
PTA will serve cookies and coffee. Parent-Teacher conference
day will be Nov. 30.

Family Night
In the Saloon

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — Don't look now, but those wicked, lascivious,
risque New York night club shows are changing to family style
•tuff.
Robert Goulet comes out at the PLaza Persian Room and
introduces his obviously expectant wife, Carol Lawrence, who,
he remarks, Is having the baby — a boy, he states — in about
three weeks. Carol remarks to me, sitting next to her, that
she has dreamed she has the baby in the middle of his act.
Rosemary Clooney over at the Americana Royal Box brings
out large pictures, aoout 7 leet
high, of each of her five child- "It's a X^X-I^X-!* - miscarriren and fills the stage with this age of justice!"
family album. She introduces TODAY'S BEST LAUGH : Joe
the five kids (from their piche likes worktures) and sings their favorite E. Lewis claims clubs : "I aling late in night
Mickey Moose song.
ways get time and a fifth for
Rofile's husband, Jose Ferrer, overtime. "
beams from the ringside. She is
I'D SAID THAT: Bill
so elegant, snapping her fingers WISHrecalls his first view of
Cosby
though wearing long white glovMahal : "I marveled at
es, that we were glad she fi- the Taj
what could be accompliBhed
nally took them off. She was without foreign aid. "
also so shapely and girlish and
decollete that we could believe REMEMBERED QUOTE: "It
it when she sang "There Is is harder to conceal ignorance
than it would be to acquire
Nothing Like a Dame."
knowledge." — Johnny Martin,
It was Celebrity Night at the Columbus.
Goulet opening with Van Johnson, George Maharis, Ford & EARL'S PEARLS: "Today's
Hines, Skitch Henderson, Morton salary is nothing more than a
DaCosta and Norm Crosby down payment on next week's
cheering the very slim Goulet expenses." — Phil Moore.
who worked with a "walkie- Maestro Herb Zane rememsingie mike" and used come- bers he once led a band that
dian Alan King as a joke target. had so many boozers they
wouldn 't follow his baton until
WHILE SINGING "Why Can't he put a cork on it. . . . That's
a Woman Be Like a Man?" earl, brother.
¦
Goulet sang at King. "Would
you be wounded if I didn't send
you flowers?" King shouted
•YES!"
President Johnson'll be the
the most lionized man in the ROME (AP) — Violent winds
world from now on. . . . English and rains swept wide parts of
musical star Shard Wallis is al- Italy, including Rome, and
ready plotting how she can get caused flash floods and scatLBJ to hear her act at the tered landslides Monday. DamWashington S h o r e h a m next age was heavy, but no casualweek.
ties were reported.
"We've got to get him in!" Hundreds of automobiles were
exclaimed one of her advisers. stalled in flooded streets in low"Maybe he'll come into the lying quarters at the edge of the
room Nov. 21, the night John- capital. Police used amphibious
ny Carson gets the Washington vehicles to bring help to dozens
Variety Club award at the of persons cut off by the floods.
Shoreham!"

Othello Cast: Finely Honed
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By GEORGE McCORMICK
Daily Newt Staff Writer
Wenonah Players' "Othello,"
/
which opened at Winona State
¦
_______________________________________ P;^
^V ^ ^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^ b
* « .^'-ffi-tfr _^J__»__________I
College Sunday, is a full-blown
performance staged by a finelyhoned cast.
___ _.i _____ .4 _¦
_______________________ %' **¦ 3§*^_________________
______________ #L>., ¦<-,¦ >•sff
Adapted to the open stage of
1
1¦
3 _r^
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¦
¦
_________E_________Hl
^^^ Bfe
^m I I
*
^f*M____________H
________________ ^s ^> ^K^c^^^^^^ i^i^^^^^^^ B^B^^^^^^^^^^^^ __
N^,
the college 's arena theater by necessary to the scene. Indeed, i
only two — Iago 's and the sec- j Lights and sound are by Carl
ti___ ^!_ £fi______________ r
d i r e c t o r Dorothy Magnus, it would be either too violent ! ond w o r n by Desdemona — Fratzke, Steve Lewis and ^^^HK'V^!>||iTil 1111 if 11 i L._______________________________
or
too
ludicrous
without
it
seem
to
have
any
real
connecLeonard
Rollins.
They
are
wellis
done
simply
but
in
"Othello"
.
I handled.
Costumes are elaborate, but I tion with their wearers.
a. manner that gives full rein to
Shakespeare's bigger-than-Iife
characters.
\____________ \m%^ w&4»PQj_^HH_^^^^HHg ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ H
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made
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STEVE ANDERSEN
monumental treachery of Iago
¦
more believable than it might
j ^_
mm9d
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/ '4/ *9Wf O- ^^i^__________________________________________________
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acter as a person with a pleasant side. This tends, at the beW^{WmMM.^im^ii^MM^i_ ^a\WtBmmmmw ^mm
CHICAGO (AP)^It was blue
ginning, at least, to make the
Monday
again for the manager
audience understand part of his
of a North Side loan company
motivation for his later villainy.
office when a familiar robber
Later, he is a personification
took more than $200 from the "¦
'
^'.^fHil^r .________l_____i_ R
By
GRETCIIEN
X.
LAMBERTON
till Monday.
of evil. Andersen is a convincm
i _ ^[_ ^_ ^Wa
_ ^__\W________
The robber has looted the
BEING essentially the horse-and-buggy type and pretty
ing Iago, and he delivers his
old fashioned, I'm inclined to be very suspicious of ail
loan company on three Monlines and moves well.
the electronic gadgets ih and around my hospital bed. Some- days in the last three months.
Bruce McLean plays Othello times I discuss the situation with Millie, (that's not her name)
ANYWAY, FT appears that
James Sullivan, the manager,
Eddie Fisher, her sometimes
with dignity. He makes the a nurse whom I dearly love because she's so strong and said the bandit was a bit miffed
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER ID, 116A
boy friend, who's due back in
Moor 's frank and unpolished jolly and built like a Green Bay Packer fullback and because last month when one employe
VOLUME 108, NO. 302
the East, will be there to see
laughter wells up in her feet and rumbles up through her chased him after the robbery. I
Publbhtd dally except Saturday and holi- character clear to the audience
her. "Of course," as one of her days
ample body. Millie is whimsical about my nurses call bell. One
Expressing disapproval of
by Republican and Herald Publishadvisers explained, "that's not ing Company, 601 Franklin St., Winona, without being too obvious about day she twines it around my left bed rail , another day around such action, the robber told emquite the same as President Minn.
it. His becoming consumed by the right bed rail, one morning she pins it to my pillow, by ployes on his third trip, "This ]
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Johnson."
jealousy is a process terrible to afternoon she has attached it to my hospital gown sleeve; time, don't get smart. Stay
Single Copy - 10c Dally. 15c Sunday
one day the bell is fastened near the foot end of the mattress here."
Loyal workers for defeated Delivered by Carrier—Per week 50 cents watch.
Well trained by now, everyand the next day near the head of the mattress, one never
52 weeks $25.50
Senator Keating say President U weeks $12.75
one stayed put.
Johnson phoned him from Texas By mall strictly In advance; paper ifop- IN THE OPENING night per- knows and it's pretty baffling. I said to her, "Millie, this
ed en expiration .ate.
and offered him a U.S. post
formance, Karen Van Auken game of button, button, who 's got the button that you play
in Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted, Winona.
is getting too much for me. You're getting too good at it
Is Rex Harrison's 'Tair I_ady" Wabasha,
MARCH GOING
Buffalo, Jackson, Pepin and was a strong Desdemona. She
and I won't play with you anymore."
(Rachel Roberts) expecting? Trempealeau counties:
KINGSTON, Ont. Un - The
avoids playing the Moor's wife
#
*
*
That's the bzzzz among Lon- 1 year
$12.00 S months
*.__
United
Church of Canada here
$_ _ . 1 month
$1.35 as a pretty but rather vacuous
"It's never happened yet and
Her laughter rumbled up
doners who just love her in _ months
is doing away with the tradisubscriptions:
couldn't happen."
young thing, thus making her
and she gave the "up but"Maggie May " . . . Staff writ- I yeer All other
tional wedding march, "Here
$15.00 3 month!
U2S
"Now listen Millie," I said,
ton" on my bed a violent
ers for a major publication are 6 month!
$8.00 1 month
$1.60 love and devotion more conComes the Bride" and replacing
"Don't talk like that. Just
push.
getting the money due them and Send change of address, notices, undeliv- vincing and more powerful. It
"thee" and "thou" in the wedcopies, subscription orders and other required a few minutes to get
you cut
because it never happened ding service with "you." The
"Look
Millie,
saying, "Where do we go from ered
mall Items to Winona Dilly News, P.O.
used to her small voice, but out that wild free stuff with
before is no reason it won 't reform is described as an athere?" . . . Lenny Bruce, found Box 70, Winona, Minn.
happen tomorrow. L o o k ,
guilty of obscenity, commented, Second class postage paid at Winona. as soon as she had any real my bed. One of these days
tempt to make the service more
lines, this became an asset.
everybody said Khrushchev religious and modern.
you're going to push the "up
After all, Desdemona is a young button" at the head and the
couldn't be ousted and today
M
H _HMM
»
• ENDS TONIGHT •
girl.
he is out, isn't he?"
foot at the same time and
"SEND ME NO FLOWERS"
L*Hn] (¦?* M U }_|
"Yup, but don't you worry
Miss Van Auken will play you're going to mash me to
£J
7:0fr-t:l«-Uc4ScUe
Friday
and
Desdemona
again
"
about
being mashed in bed.
a
bloody
pulp.
JL___________
M
J
B
^H
Saturday. She is rep laced MonThat won't happen, lt never
"Oh no, that couldn 't posday through Thursday by Joan
has happened. "
sibly happen, " said Millie.
_
Mi
ik
"McHALE'S NAVY" STARTS WED. Vanderau.
My New York son who flew out to see me said: "Mother
John Hess does a good job
f—¦¦BBSaPW THPR rmST fUlt-lENCTH MOTION HCTUKE —¦ as Cassio, and Jeanne Morrison
you go easy on all those fancy buttons around your bed or
you just might press the one that blows up the hospital."
comes into her own as Emilia
in her deathchamber confrontaWhich didn't seem to be much of a help.
tion with Iago. She is replaced by Pat Patterson through
mony that had only one hitch—
Mouseketeer Cheryl
Thursday.
the bride put the groom's ring
I Among the competent supportI
m EJy^&LJ-re. —JOE FLYNW-TIM CONWAY
on his right hand instead of his
-¦_--__ iru ^W^»mrM vn *7ui*>Mirm<mtwikmK mLmvK *ming players, Ron Schmidt must Holdridge Wed
left
.
be singled out for his appearHOLLYWOOD (AP ) - Forances as the clown.
Prompted by the minister, the
mer Walt Disney Mouseketeer
'TH E MIRACLE Of SANTA'S
Rev. Ronald Potter of Unity
JACQUE Reidelherger, as us- Cheryl Holdridge honeymooned church, the nervous liride corMonday
with
Lance
Reventlow
,
ual , has constructed a simple
WHITE REINDEER"
and flexible set and a few all- heir to the Woolworth dime rected the error.
Some 600 guests, including
purpose properties. The play is store fortune.
SAT. NOV. 14-1:15-3:00
ALL SEATS
Miss Holdridge , 19, and Rev- actor Gary Grant, crowded the
staged on the replica of the
SUN. NOV. 15—1:15—3:00
501
Tyrone Guthrie Theatre stage entlow , 28, were wed Sunday in Wcstwood Community Methofirst used here for last season's an elaborate double-ring cere- dist Church.
"Ghosts. "
i
ENDS TONIGHT
One thing — an involved setI
1 I
MARTIN AND LE^
ting in place of a bed canopy
mm_wm/ ^^mma ^^._ "YOU RI N_ VER TOO YOUNO "
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for Desdemona's m u r d e r —
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seemed at the time a fussy bit
A . ^JLk_Jb»**___r*
"1HB CADDY " l:9° °n|yof business, but the canopy is
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Violent Rains
Sweep Italy
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Loan Firm
Robbed for
Third Time
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60 G,Rls ATTENDING
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OF ANNETTE SINGING
"BIKINI BEACH PARTY"
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Iand Dumplings I
I (Br.-sts and Lags Only)

NOV. 14, 1964-8:30 A.M.
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I CHICKEN I
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FAMILY STYLE
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PLACEMENT TEST
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More than 8,000 Peace Corps Volunteers are needed to meet urgent requests from developing nations in Latin America, Africa and Asia. To be
considered for training programs you should take the non - competitive
placement test November 14.' Either send a completed application to the
Peace Corps before the test , or fill one out and submit it at the time you take
the test. For an application, or more information , write the Peace Corps or
,
see your local Postmaster.

PEACE CORPS

Washington, D. C. 20525

¦Jf ^ Minima,IP
Coniirnlp ntly Locatrrl tn Downtown Winona
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MORE TROUBLE IN VIET NAM

Inside Help I Business Mirror
Storms Damage For $75,000 Flood of Yule
Armed Junks
Armory Theft Money Ready

SAIGON, South Viet Nam
(AP) - Sixty-nine US. adviser,
were flown today from Wuang
Ngai, 330 miles northeast ol
Saigon, as 10 flooded provinces
in central Viet Nam were declared a disaster area.
Much of South Viet Nam's
armed junk fleet , which patrols
the coast against Communist
seaborne infiltration, was ra

Heileman Buys
Gluek Brewery

LA CROSSE, Wis. - The G.
Heileman Brewing Co. of La
Crosse Monday announced the
acquisition of the trademarks,
patents and distribution of the
Gluek Brewing Co. of Minneapolis.
This is the fourth such acquisition by Heileman since 1960.
In 1960 it acquired Kingsbury;
in 1962, Foxhead; and in 1963,
Braumeister.
Roy E. K u m m , Heileman
president, said that in 1963
Gluek had sales of about $4 raillion and production of more than
100,000 barrels. He expected 1964
sales and production will be
about the same.
Gluek produces Cluck's Beer
and Gluek Stite malt liquor. The
Gluek company is to be liquidated, under a plan submitted
to its stockholders at a meeting
Friday.
Kumm said the purchase will
increase production in La
Crosse but employment effects
will not be known until after the
first of the year.
He said Heileman now will
have total beer sales in excess
of one million barrels annually,
bringing the local brewery well
within the top 25 breweries in
the United States.
NOT WORK OF NECESSITY
LEXINGTON, Ky. <_v-Kentuckey's Sunday closing law is
putting a crimp on weddings in
Lexington.
It's not a question of getting
a clergyman, it's the decorations.
City officials, enforcing the
blue law, have told florists thenactivity on the Sabbath must be
confined to work of necessity,
like delivering flowers for fu_ . .- . _,. _ » -_;,
-nerals. . ¦ ¦
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ported destroyed or damaged by
recent storms.
U.S. military helicopter, were
carrying out a massive airlift ,
bringing supplies to refugees
and evacuating hundreds from
the wont hit hamlets. The
Americans
removed
from
Quang Ngai were taken to a
military headquarters on higher
ground.

The government made $20,000
worth of supplies available to
refugees. The U.S. development
mission was pouring in rice,
wheat and blankets.
Storms during the past two
months have saturated the
mountain watersheds, and continuing rains are adding to the
overflow from rivers and waterways.
Vietnamese troops followed
up a bombing campaign by
smashing their way into jungles
near Bien Hoa airfield. They
sought the Viet Cong unit that
shelled the airfield Nov. 1, damaging or destroying 27 planes
and ki_U_ft>_eurAmericans.
Early contact was reported
limited to sniper fire.
In Saigon, the chief of state,
Phan Khac Suu, conferred with
Buddhist, Roman Catholic and
student leaders in an effort to
head off new political upheavals.
Suu also conferred with U.S.
Ambassador Maxwell D. Taylor.
The immediate danger of
demonstrations appeared to
have abated somewhat since
Sunday, when a show of force
by government security forces
caused demonstrators to disperse.
Various factions have demanded the resignation of Suu
and the government of Premier
Tran Van Huong. They complain that they weren't consulted about the Cabinet's composition.

Houston Co. Education
Unit to Hear Winonan

NEW YORK (AP) - The two
masked bandits who stole the
$75,000 gem-encrusted gold cover of the Seventh Regiment's
role of war dead had inside help
— deliberate or accidental.
A steel door in their path to
the loot in the plush fortress-like
armory on Park Avenue was
left unlockedSunday.
The commanding officer of
the regiment said the door
"hadn't been opened in years. It
could have been an inside Job.
Anyone who had access to the
building could have left the door
unbolted."

The armory is used for social
functions, as well as military
training.
Thieves broke into the massive, turreted structure about 5
a.m. through a sidewalk grating
on the 67th St. side. They
climbed down a metal ladder to
the steel door, once used for
coal deliveries and removal of
ashes. It could be unlocked only
from the inside, police said.
The pair jumped Watchman
Jesus Lopez on his rounds and
left him gagged and tied hand
and foot.
Then the bandits smashed a
glass display case to remove the
100-page, 14-by-18-inch volume,
ripped the solid gold covers
from the Book of Remembrance
and escaped the way they entered.
The front cover of the book —
honoring the regiment's dead of
five wars — contains coats-ofarms encrusted with diamonds,
rubies, emeralds and sapphires
representing four countries: the
United States, Britain, France
and Belgium, allies of World
War I. In the center is the Seventh Regiment's diamond-studded cross of honor.

Man Can't Break
$1,000 Bill to
Have Auto Fixed

HOUSTON, Minn. — Dr. carroll Hopf, coordinator in the
Winona school system, will be
guest speaker at a meeting of
the Houston County Education
ROCKFORD, 111. (AP) Association at the Houston Ele- James Barton says he is selling
mentary gym Nov. 19 at 8 p.m his car because he does not
The Houston and Caledonia have $30 to fix it.
schools will provide music.
He has a $1,000 bill, but the
,
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NEW YORK (AP) - An an- "Christmas Club A Corporanual flood of money is spilling tion."
into pre-Christmas business The Christmas Club has been
promoting the savings program
channels.
It is the $1,77-1,172,000 gave _ since 1910.
this year by 14,750,000 Christ- A survey oy the club indicates
that 38.11 per cent, or $676,136,mas Club members.
949 will go for Christmas purThe money is being distribut- chases; 31.29 per cent, or $555,ed by 9,900 banks and savings 138,419, for savings and investand loan associations through- ment for future use; 12.51 per
cent, or $221,948,917, for taxes ;
out the country.
It compares with savings of 6.19 per cent, or $109^21,247, for
yearend bills; and 11.9 per cent,
$1,659,430,000 last year.
"This substantial increase in or $211,126,468, for miscellaneChristmas savings f orecasts ous uses.
Four states account for about
good Christmas business," says
Edward F. Dorset, president of 50 per cent of the total membership and savings. They are New
York, 2,849,339 members and
$376,593,264 in savings; PennsylHarmony Schools
1,845,891 and $227,890,681 ;
Open Thursday Night vania,
New Jersey, 1,234,126 and $181,HARMONY, Minn. (Special)— 054,946; and California, 1,154,167
American Education Week will and $186,810,0-4.
be observed at the Harmony Dorset says a survey indiArea School Thursda. night.
cates that 45 per cent of the
Parents will follow the sched- members felt that their 1964
ule of their students in high checks represented money that
school classes from 8:15 to 9 never would have been saved
p.m., after which coffee will be without the systematic plan.
served in the high school audiThe savings plan is based on
todium to all visitors by the the psychology of obligation. It
Harmony Education Association. has beep described as a convenThe elementary building will ient, fairly painless way for
be open for visitation during people to trick themselves into
school hours.
saving money and developing
the habit of thrift.
sheriff's office will not let him The program gets under way
break it.
each November with members
Barton, 20, who does odd jobs, signing up
to save anywhere
found the bill on a Rockford
from 50 cents to $20 a week for
street Friday night.
"It was just lying there big 50 weeks.
The banks pay no interest on
as life," he reported. "I felt
the deposits and some levy a
better after I turned it in."
Sheriff's officers told Barton small service charge.
he would have to advertise i
three weeks, wait a year, and
the bill would be his—if nobody
claimed it.
"It'll come in handy > in my
old age," said Barton sadly.
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one low price1|jf|ptf
Never before in King's Optical History have we offered so
much for so Wife. Think of it, American made National
Branded frame., comploto with Single Vision top qeolity
American lenses that you need, ot the one low price of
$9.98 rf bifocals are needed or desired, then for only
$12.96 you have your choice of the kind of bifocal you
need-Kryptok, Ultex or Flat-top, at the one low, low price.

100 STYLES, SHAPES AND COLORS TO CHOOSE FROM
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SHOP THE EASY WAY — READ THE ADS FIRST
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BADB BROS.
IIVDD STORE
V & S HARDWARE
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How long have you waited,
for your new Buick ?
Toolong.
If you have an order in, your Buick's
on its way.
If you haven't, better hurry .
Choose your color,
choose your model.
Convertible? Coupe?
Sedan? Station wagon?
Order yours soon.
We might have your favorite
right here, right now.
Hurry.Toyour Buick dealer's.
Special. Skylark. Le Sabre.Wildcat.
Electra 225. Riviera.
The '65 Buicks are rolling again.
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A new gas dry er g ives clothes sunshinef reshness every single washday

Wouldn't you really rather have a Buick?
Y0_* luOCAl AUTHORIZED BUICK DEALER. AUTHORIZED BUICK DEALER \H WIS AREA :

WALZ BUICK ,

,

225 West 3rd St

.

The tun that _iiii.es in a gas dryer i_ gentle and warm.
It never bakes, fades or yellows clothes because it spreads
• gentle blanket of heat that softens and fluffs .
And a gas dryer given you more than the. warmth of the
aun. It given you springtime sweetness and blue-akjr
f reshneis all year long,

In short, a RUB dryer givea yon more of everything yoa
want in a clothes ilryer and giis dries clothe* for Iese than
the otltnr type.
So, see about a g«» dryer at your gas appliance dealer's*
Then you'll see what it's like to have springtime 365 days
* >«««-. Lino modern for Uiss- ^oithCat.
_ INorthern
K (Natural Gas
INCompany

__ _

T_ » HlMllM ••__ _ NtfiwalOM _Iraw__¦( _ M «__

TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS I'D PICK MYSELF UP, IF I KNEW WHAT TO STAND FOR!'

EDUCATION WEEK EDITORIAL

lands lides '
Can Change

Improving
Earning Power
¦ ¦„¦ <

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — How long Tto "landslide"
political victories last? History tells us that
they have often been wiped out in less than
two years.
The headlines o_ the last couple of days
have proclaimed that President Johnson has
won in the biggest landslide since 1936. But it
so happens that two years later — in 1938 —
Mr. Roosevelt suffered a set-back in the congressional elections. Republican strength in the
House almost doubled, rising from 89 to 164,
and the number of Republicans in the Senate increased by seven. As James MacGregor
Burns, a sympathetic biographer of Franklin
D. Roosevelt, wrote, "The liberal bloc in the
House was halved."
BUT THIS wasn't the only instance. In the
1920 election Warren Harding, Republican,
swamped James M. Cox , Democrat, and received the biggest popular majority which had been
registered up to that time by any president.
He got 60.4 percent of the total vote. But two
years later, in 1922, the Republicans lost 76
seats in the House of Representatives and ft
seats in the Senate, retaining only a narrow
majority.
Herbert Hoover won by a landslide in 1928
—with 58 percent of the popular vote and all
but 87 of the electoral votes. Yet in 1930 the
Republicans lost the House of Representatives
and barely held the Senate. Mr. Hoover was
defeated for re-election in 1932, when he got less
than 40 percent of the popular vote and only
59 electoral votes.
President Franklin D. Roosevelt won in 1936
by the biggest landslide of electoral votes any
candidate has ever received, exceeding even
that which President Johnson got last week .
The Democratic majority in both the House and
Senate was the largest ever attained by either
party, but it balked at FDR's plan in 1937 to
"pack" the Supreme Court.
GEN. EISENHOWER won by a landslide of
electoral votes in both 1952 and 1956. But after
his first two years, his party did not have a
majority in Congress during the remaining six
years he was in office.
Why, it may be asked, does a president
win by a landslide vote and yet fail to carry
Congress, or suffer considerable losses in both
houses two years after a landslide victory? Often a business recession is primarily responsible. This was the case in 1922, 1930, 1938, and
1958.

(Tki * it one of a terlet of editorials on
EducationWeek by Winonansin the educof_M /Ml. Another icUI appear tomorrow.)

By Theme. W. Raine, Director
Winona Area Vocational-Technical School
"IDUCAT.Ot. ef ovary individual it
4__ent___ If our society is to endure. The
public schools must assume main responsibility for the education of children, youth
ind adults." This is a quotation from Forfest E. Conner, Executive Secretary, American Association of School Administrators,
and formerly Superintendent of Schools , St.
Paul, Minnesota.
This year the United States Department
of Labor estimates that 1,800,000 persons
holding jobs will be displaced by machines.
It is estimated by national management consultants that the next generation will see
60 nullum jobs change substantially in character. Tho six year old just entering school
this year can expect his vocation to change
three times in hit lifetime.
TRAINING BEYOND high school is now
mandatory to obtain and hold employment.
America's universities, colleges and vocational-technical schools are hard pressed to
moot tlie demands made upon them. But
meet the demands they must because the
future <>f our businesses and industries is
dependent upon the quality of our work
force.
Winona is a relatively small community
situated in a very beautiful and scenic valley. To survive and grow our businesses
and Industries must modernize and keep
pace with rapid changes taking place
throughout our country. Our working force
must be as productive as other community work forces. To be competitive our
work force must be trained technologically.
Our high schools, vocational-technical
schools, and colleges must equip students
to produce economically. Employers must
have a fair return for wages paid and in
addition provide enough profit to develop
and grow. The more our capable young people can be employed in Winona -the stronger our community will be now and in the
future. The alternative is decreasing profits and decreasing wage standards, then increasing unemployment.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Tears Ago . .. 1954

HIGHER QUALITY training increases
productivity, productivity increases wages
or salaries, generally in proportion. The
higher the skill or knowledge level required
in an occupation the higher will be the
wage or salary paid. This thesis holds for
the private entreprenauer also.

The Merchants National Bank plans to provide additional space for its investment loan
department and offices and construction of a
30-car customer parking lot.
Fire Chief Frank P. Witt has been named
chairman of Winona's "Fire Fighters March for
Muscular Dystrophy" that will take place during the Thanksgiving week.

The writer is, of course, most familiar
with the vocational-technical fields. Winona
Area Vocational-Technical School has been
in operation a very short time, but already
several hundred Winona residents and Winona area people have doubled their previous income upon graduation. In addition
to improving their income they are now
working at a type /of employment they
enjoy. They are now contributing members
of our society.

Twenty-Five Years Ago ... 1939

Carl G. Breitlow was elected president of
the Kiwanis Club for the coming year.
With about 130 men in camp and the additional quota of 60 men expected to arrive before the end of the week, activity at the Winona
CCC camp was at near normal operation in
the East End.

Fifty Years Ago .. . 1914

A new business block is being erected on
East 3rd Street between Market and Walnut
streets by V. Suchomel. It is a two-story building modernly constructed of brick.
Dr. John Steinbach has been appointed a
special pension examiner for Winona and vicinity .

Many examples could be cited. There is
a man in his thirties and another in his
twenties who could not continue previous
employment because of health or body
changes. There are widows who are supporting their families now because they
have learned the skills needed for employment. There are the many young people
one, two or three years out of high school
who hold jobs with a future. Previously
they were unable to find employment at
any level. Despair and morbidness have
given way to hope and enthusiasm. An additional bonus, which cannot be measured, is
the example of children being reared in a
self-supporting home instead of subsisting
in an environment of low level existence
without hope. They are now being reared
in a home which radiates confidence in our
society and its future.
A STATEMENT must be included to
describe another type of endeavor at Wi
nona Area Vocational-Technical School
which will indirectly contribute to an improved earning power. This is a group of
forty-three people, ranging in age from 19
to 48, who attend classes twice each week
through which they will earn a high school
diploma. Their level of work and achievement is excellent,
Education does not cost society ; it pays
society. But society, through its schools,
must provide buildings, equipment and instruction to teach those who wish to learn
how to do the jobs demanded by industry
today. It is no coincidence that the rate of
unemployment among those with no salable
skill is nine times that of those who have
acquired employable skills. 96 percent to
98 percent of Minnesota 's Area VocationalTechnical School graduates are employed in
the skill for which they were trained. The
rate in Winona is still higher.
Winona , to grow and prosper , must provide education for all of its residents. This
involves retraining those adults who must
be retrained because of changing technology, as well as making employable those
adults who have no salable skill . The range
of instruction includes college level development and it includes vocational-technical
development for those who can best profit
from each. Facilities and opportunity must
be developed.

Day to Honor

Seventy-Five Years Ago .. . 1889

Sixty laborers went to Kasson to work on
the branch of the Winona & St. Peter Road being built from Kasson to Mantorville.
The Winona Sharpshooters held their last
shoot of the season at their Gilmore Valley
range. The first medal was won by C. R.
Scherer, and he will hold it until next spring.

One Hundred Years Ago ... 1864

Prof . A. J. Philps, assisted by Miss S. Mamie Martin , will give a free lecture and concert at the courthouse on the "History and
Progress of Writing. "
Another new locomotive for the Winona and
St. Peter Railroad has just arrived. It was
manufactured at Paterson , N.J.
day has been the occasion for commemorating those who have served in the armed
forces in all the nation 's wars , from the
Revolution to the present.
This is a time, then, to remember all
those millions in uniform — and more particularly those who fell in battle. Yet above
all it is a time to hope* and pray that this
nation shall never again be drawn into war.
It is a time, also, for each of us to do his
part in working toward an answer to that
prayer and assurance in place of hope. It
can be said categorically that the future of
this nation and of all human kind depends
on how well we meet this Veterans Day
challenge.
¦
Praise the Lord! Sing lo the Lord a new
long, his praise in the assembly of the faithful !
Psalm 149.1.
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All Vetera ns
THE DILEMMA involved in celebrating
the World War 1 Armistice Day after an
even more cataclysmic second world war
was resolved when Congress decreed that
Nov 11 should henceforth be designated
Veterans Day. .'or some years , now, this

(J OKDON H OI .TE
Sunday Editor
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Mississippi Whites App ly
Work Squeeze on Negroes
By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON-Paul D. Wilson is one of the white
men who pleaded guilty in
connection with the bombing of various Negro homes
and churches in the most
terrorized town in Mississippi, McComb. I talked
with him shortly after he
was given a suspended
sentence.
"Any statement by me
would be unwise at this
time," he said.
Wilson was at the Illinois
Central railroad when I
reached him, and said that
life was going on about the
same. Beyond saying that
the situation in McComb
was now quiet, he did not
want to discuss the incident.
His cousin, another confessed bomber, Billy Earl
Wilson, is also still employed by the Illinois Central,
a railroad partially owned
by the Harriman family of
New York. Averell Harriman, former governor of
New York, is now under
secretary of state.
TWO OTHER bombers
got suspended sentences
have been dropped by their
employers. Ernest Zeeck
was told by Western Auto
Supply that he "couldn't
come back at this time, we
have too many Negro customers," while Murphy J.
Duncan was dropped as
manager of the firestone
tire agency in McComb.
All of this raises the
question of economic pressure. This was behind the
forcing of Mrs. Alyene
Quin to move out of her
restaurant because she was
feeding Freedom Workers,
and was probably behind
the fact that her beer license
was
suspended,
though the official charge
was that a pint of whisky
was found on her premises.
Economic pressure was
also behind the arrest and
jailing of 12 Freedom Workers for cooking for themselves in Freedom House
without a health permit.
Cooking is almost compulsory for them because they
are welcome at not many
Negro restaurants and at
white
few
restaurants.
These were some of Ihe
Freedom Workers whom
America 's conscience fund
bailed out of jail.
ECONOMIC PRESSURE
was also involved in the
firing of a Negro plumber,
John T. Cotton, by the Burt
Plumbing Co. After FreeOPINION WISE

dom House was bombed
and it was learned that the
house had been leased to
COFO, by Willie May Cotton. John Cotton, no relation to .Willie, had worked
for the Burt Plumbing Co.
for 20 years.
Economic pressure is also
behind the requirement that
Negroes who register to
vote list their places of
employment.
But economic pressure
can be a two-way street,
Mississippians worry about
is the fact that under the
new civil rights law, President Johnson has the power to cut the vast flow of
federal funds to the state.
So far, federal officials in
Washington have been so
blithely unconcerned about
the racial showdown in Mississippi that most Mississippians don't fear economic retaliation.
For instance, at the very
same time President Johnson was spurring the FBI
into great activity to apprehend those guilty of
murdering three civil rights
workers at Philadelphia,
Miss., another agency of
the Johnson administration
was - handing $33,400 over to
Philadelphia for improving
its airport.
The FAA's explanation is
that this was a routine recommendation made by a

local inspector, which was
OK'd in Washington in conformity with the law. In
Mississippi, however, the
grant of $33,400 gave the
impression to white racists
that they could both thumb
their noses at the government and simultaneously
get subsidized by the government.
ANOTHER EXAMPLE :
Last summer, the Post Office Department in Washington handed $25,400 to Byron De La Beckwith, after
he had been charged with
the shooting from ambush
of Medgar Evers, Mississippi head of the NAACP.
Beckwith got off with a
hung jury.
Explanation for the Post
Office's generous payment
to Beckwith after the murder trial was that it was
a routine matter. Beckwith
owned some land in Jackson which the Post Office
Department wanted.
In Mississippi these matters are not regarded as routine, however. The White
community considers them
an indication that Washington is not overly concerned
with murder, crime, and
bombings. But with the Negro community, these federal handouts increase bitterness.
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To Your Good Health

Diet Pills
Can Cause
Problems

By JOSEPH G. MOLNfift. M.D
Dear Dr. Molnar : Can
the constant UM of diet
pills be dang-rous?Can
they make a person irritable at times? I am
29 and have been taking them for eight years.
I hive to increase the
dosage now. If I don't
take them, I have an
enormous appetite. I am
so tired I don't have any
energy to do my everyday housework. I have
two children. — MRS.
J. W.

Reason. Behind
OOP PafinreTo the Editor:
I am beginning to wonder
if the Republican party will
ever come to learn and to
understand the reasons behind Its failures. Just a matter of hours after his party 's
crushing defeat N e l s o n
Rockefeller, who tore the
GOP asunder last spring,
was there first as always to
spark a brand new party
struggle.
Indeed, those so-called
moderates who strove so
hard and successfully to
discredit Barry Goldwater
in the eyes of the American electorate are now the
ones who seek to pin complete blame for the election
fiasco on the wonderful man
from Arizona. Publisher W.
F. White, for instance, at
first urged the nomination
of Henry Cabot Lodge and
then William Scranton only
to end up slapping the Republicans in the face with an
endorsement of L y n d o n
Johnson. My point is that
Mr. White while refusing to
discuss the important issues
of the campaign on his editorial page did not hesitate
to call Barry Goldwater "irresponsible" and "unstable." I heard more intelligent political commentary
than that from the town gossip. The Daily News following such a performance
cannot expect to be convincing in telling loyal Republicans what they should or
should not do in the future.

Yes, diet pills can make
a person irritable, and they
can also be dangerous. That
is one reason why I flatly
oppose their use except under medical supervision.
Eight years Is a long time
to have taken them. They
are not intended for continued use, but rather may, in
difficult cases, be a temporary crutch until new and
better eating , habits are
learned.
Obviously you haven't gotten down to the root of your
problem. You are still "on
crutches" instead of "learning to walk." Learning how
to eat properly, that is,
BEING TOO TIRED to do
your housework doubtless
means that you are not getting sufficient exercise,
which only adds to your
weight. Worse, there may
be some thyroid imbalance
or other disorder of metabolism, or there could be
anemia — being heavy does
not indicate that you are
free from this problem.
Have a physical examination to find out what if anything needs to be done
medically. Tell your doctor
exactly what pills you have
been taking, and let him
help you control your weight
more successfully. Don't
ruin your disposition and endanger your health by relying on pills.

LIBERAL R e p n b 1 Icans have some nerve to
charge that Sen. Goldwater
dragged GOP to total defeat at the polls. I would
say that any candidate who
sets fire to the foundation
of his own party with the
flames of disunity cannot
turn around and blame
those on the top floor for
his own untimely destruction.
Gov. Rockefeller in an effort to win the New Hampi
shire primary last March
was the one who fabricated
the false story that Goldwater favored the elimination
of the Social Security System. Well, it worked but for
LBJ in November, and not
Rocky in July. It is obvious that this lie wrongly cost
Barry Goldwater vast retions of rural America.
Many voters cast their
ballots for Johnson in the
fear that Barry if elected
President would instigate a
nuclear war. And guess
who planted such a false notion in the American mind,
—William W. Scranton. Oh,
yes, Scranton attempted to
stop Goldwater with such
zeal that he badly damaged
Sen. Goldwater'. public image. After the battles of San
Francisco Hubert Humphrey
re-used Mr. S c r a n t o n's
speech material and nominee Goldwater never really
had a chance.
I WAS (and may continue to be) a strong advocate of Sen. Goldwater for
I admired him as a person,
shared his philosophy, and
actually felt that Barry
could win the office of President. However, the election
indicated to me that the
views and the opinions of
one man cannot gain support from the majority of
the American electorate.
Yet, Bafry did succeed in
capturing the votes of nearly 27 million Americans or
a hard core 40 percent of
the electorate. Certainly, the
large conservative vote will
not be overlooked in future
elections.
Mr. White and others have
the duty of helping responsible Republicans to achieve
a working unity of principle and purpose in the near
future. The GOP in 1968
must offer a composite set
of conservative and liberal
beliefs in order to appeal to
a far greater number of citizens. To fail to do so can
only spell the final fall of
freedom and the triumph of
tyranny. Let us begin right
here and now.
Lance A. Lamphere,
Nelson, Wis.
By Sskren

Dear Dr. M o 1 n e r:
What does leukoplakia
look like? I have small
patches of wrinkling
skin with tiny white
bumps on the inside of
both cheeks. It is not
sore or painful in any
way. - MRS. W. K.
Leukoplakia is a white,
patchy growth in the mouth
(inside the cheeks or on
tongue or gums). Except for
that, it is very difficult" to
describe, and the only reliable answer I can give you
is to have your doctor or
dentist take a look .
These patches are frequently found in smokers*
mouths; they sometimes disappear spontaneously when
smoking is stopped.
The danger is that leukoplakia may be a forerunner
of cancer, although not always by any means. If
patches begin to spread, it
may be wise to remove
them. In- any event , they
should be watched to make
sure that they do not begin
to show danger signs.
Dear Dr. M o 1 n e r:
What causes ringworm?
What should I do for it?
- M . G.
A fungus. There are several forms of it . With some
varieties, drug treatment
helps . In others, it doesn't.
This is one of those questions which I have to answer by saying, "See your
doctor."
¦
BIRTHDAY CAKE
LARNED, Kan. i_ i - Fellow workers modernized a
birthday cake presented to
City Manager Wayne Baxter on his 60th birthday .
Instead of the traditional
60 candles the cake was decorated with a 60-watt electric light bulb.
¦
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Kenyon Man
Cities Ask
Hometown Brings
And Daughter
Vocational
Back Old Memories
Dead in Crash
School Aid
SOMETHING TO LIVE BY

By BILL MERRILL
Recently my life flashed by
as I passed through my hometown. My reminiscing seemed
to begin in my subconscious,
and I became vividly aware of
what was going on in my gray
matter as we pulled into the
old depot that at one time was
so familiar to me. My theater
of the mind was featuring,
"This is Your Life, Bill Merrill," and was truly done up in
four dimension.
This was the depot where I
bid "Farewell" and experienced
gay "Hello's" during the war
years of the early 40s, and thus,
with each coming and going, another chapter of life was written. But the play of ray life in
the true form of reminiscing
moved back to my childhood as
we moved out of that railroad
station and passed through a
portion of that most familiar old
hometown of mine.
THERE WAS Harvey ', place
—they went to the same church
I did—had a daughter about my
age; the old West-End Laundry,
and now we were within four
blocks of my home. There's the
Foster home. Looks about the
same as when I was a kid. Ah,
sweet memory — the sandpit,
where for years just about every red-blooded boy of the West
End of town headed for — that
glorious retreat at the old swimming hole.
It's fun to think on these days
gone by. It's also kind of sad,
in a beautiful sort of a way.
Mostly because one realizes that
gone with those days are ties
of the past that can never be
remolded. They are, in the true
sense, gone.
As the curtain fell on this per-

sonalized stage of time, I found
myself in the reality of the
present.And for aU thej o y *of ST. PAUL (AP)—Representachildhood, I would not wish tives of Bemidji, Detroit Lakes,
them back, for each day is an Moorhead and Park Rapids
Investment in the bank of life.
Already it is paying dividends, aiked the State Board of Educaand I enjoy a childhood <n my tion Monday to locate vocachildren I could never know at tional-technical schools in their
a boy.
respective communities.
Each community called on a
WE LIVE In an adventnron. host
of leaders to describe it as
age, and I like being a part ot an ideal
location.
it as a full grown man, who, Spokesmen for Bemidji, for
by the grace of God, can think example, included Ray H. Witt,
for himself and reach for, and superintendent of schools; M.J.
achieve goals even beyond the Haack, president of the Board
fondest imaginations of child- of Education; Paul Ohlstad of
hood dreams. From where I sit, the Beltrami County area RedeI can see many years in the velopment Association; Allen
past, and feel quite qualified Locke, city manager; Jack
again, with the help of God, to Mueller, president of the Bemidlend my hand to the forming of
the years ahead, and I wouldn't
miss the opportunity for anything.
Reminiscing is fun, but living
in the present is much more
purposeful. While we speak
fondly of the "good ol' days,"
we should never sell today
short. There, on the horizon, it
another day filled with opportunities; and to the positive, it's
an adventure to be anticipated,
and can only be realized in the
passing of the present. So, we
live not only for today, but tomorrow, and we call it hope
It's really a good arrangement
don't you think? Besides, it's like
the Bible says, "Without a vision the people perish." So, enjoy the past, but live today, anticipating tomorrow.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
A 29-year-old rural Kenyon,
Minn., man died at a Faribault
hospital Monday from injuries
received in a traffic accident
Saturday. His year-old daughter had been killed in the
crash.
Among other victims in the
late weekend count were an
Idaho woman, and men from
Minneapolis, Wisconsin, and
South Dakota. The Minnesota fatality count rose to 709, or two
ahead of the pace one year ago.
In addition, a young Minnesota serviceman stationed in
North Dakota was killed in that
state.
Ronald Bakkedahl, 29, Kenyon
who was critically hurt with
head injuries when his grain
truck and a milk truck collided
at an intersection about four
miles south of Kenyon, died this
morning. His daughter Tammy
was killed in the crash during
heavy fog, and four other Bakkedahl children were treated
and released.
Mrs. J.B. Dollard, about 70,
Boise, Idaho, died Sunday morning when a church bus on its
way to pick up children for Sunday School collided with the car
in which she was riding.
Eight other persons were injured, most seriously Luke McNeil, 6 months, son of bus
driver Wendell McNeil. The
child was listed in critcial condition.
Police quoted McNeil as sayKINGS AND QUEENS
ing brakes failed on the 1941
The Kings and Queens of Wibus.
nona Senior Citizens will meet
Robert Riley, 28, Minneapolis,
Friday at 2 p.m. at Lake Park
died when two oncoming cars
Lodge.
Bloomington
street
collided on a
Saturday night. Neither of the
drivers, Robert Colin, 21, with
Riley, nor Eugene Davis, 24,
. _*_^_^_^_^_^Mmmmmmm&was seriously hurt. Both are
from Minneapolis.
George B. Palmer, 67, Rice
Lake, Wis., was killed Saturday
when two cars collided at Highways 47 and 95 east of Princeton. Two other persons were
hospitalized.
Henry Twete, Rosholt, S.D.,
was struck and killed by a truck
driven by Herbert Wessels,
Breckenridge, as he crossed a
street Saturday at Wolverton,
south of Moorhead, officers reported.
William John Granger, 21, ____________________ P__________________________________ ^*§'
Hopkins, stationed at Grand
Porks, N.D., Air Force* Base, ___P^ A^Lm^Lm^Lm^Lm^Lm^Lm^LMmmmmmmmmWmZ
'
'
was fatally injured early Sun________________________________________________________________
day on U.S. 2 west of Grand
_r^Pi^^?^^^_>8B_________________________
Forks.
The Highway Patrol «aJd his
C- _%_\__ts .^JJ __ £_________^-___________________
car was hit from behind and
thrown into an oncoming auto
driven by Kenneth Hallgrimson,
a Grand Forks high school fm mf^ & J^___________f_________________K
coach. Mrs. Hallgrimson was I •"¦'
_________¦¦£ /^9_£^__8_H_____________
ili________^'%_9^___>-SI________________________.'
-K
listed in serious condition.
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MoIIenkopf Gives
Players Day Off

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Fidel Castro regime in Cuba
now has at least partial control
over Soviet antiaircraft missiles
on the island, a State Department spokesman said Monday.
State Department press officer Robert J. McCloskey also
told a news conference that
Soviet military personnel remaining in Cuba now number
"no more than a few thousand."
He said they are not an organized force but an advisory and
training mission.

t__F\YETTE, Ind. (AP ) Feeling that his football team
has been emotionally tired from
the pressure of Big Ten play the
past five weeks, Purdue Coach
Jack MoIIenkopf gave the players a day off from practice Monday,
Fullback Randy Minniear was
voted outstanding Purdue player
against Michigan State, and was
named game co-captain against McCloskey made these points
Minnesota along with center Ed in responding to questions about
Flanagan.
statements made by Prime

Minister Fidel Castro in an I
interview with the New York i
Times.
COLOR TV SET?
Castro was quoted as saying
Cubans control the surface-to- Why buy an
OBSOLETE
air missiles which the Soviet
Union installed at 24 bases at Color Set when a _t-Inch
the time of the big nuclear mis- Rectangular Motorola Color
Set is available at. . .
sile crisis in 1962.
He also said Cuba was
prepared to shoot down U.S. U2 Winona Fire & Powir
reconnaissance planes unless
Equipment Co.
some legal means could be
Acrift
Frtm ]n_ St. Parkin* tat
found to end the surveillance
flights.
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The Continental Oil Company
Is Proud To Announce That
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campus barked so loudly, he
said, it upset his concentration
and caused him to fall two ex- SIAOHU DISTIIUIS COUPMIt. N.Y.C. ttfHDEO WHISKEY. t. MOOf. .6% *m KOTUl WW.
aminations.
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Castro Has
Partial Hold
On Missiles

TRAC OIL COMPANY
GOES CONOCO
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jl Civic and Commerce Association, and Mrs. Ervin Olson,
president of the Bemidji League
of Women Voters,
Similar presentations were
heard at earlier meetings of the
board from Mora, Pine City,
Pipestone and Luverne.
Dr. C. J. McQuiggan of Marshall, chairman of the state
board, said all the applications
would be considered together.

"HOTTEST BRAND GOING"
PRODUCTS IN THIS AREA
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|T) The Rocket Action Car!
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Les Christiansen, standing and Dave Kiral are ready to fill your order
witn the "Hottest Brand Going" products. Just call theml
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The Rockets are rolling...to your authorized Oldsmobile Quality Dealer's!
ORDER YOURS N0W...for earliest delivery!
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with low-price names...that's all!
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State GOP
Committee
Meets Friday

Tropical Storm
Is Breaking Up

MIAMI, Fla. (AP) - A tropical depression, watched the
past two days for possible
storm development, was breaking up along the Yucatan coast
500 miles southwest of Miami
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The today.
RepublicanState Central Committee's approximately 265 The Weather Bureau said the
memberswffl hold a post-elec-disturbance was weak and distion session here Friday night organized, consisting mostly of
showers with occasional winds
and Saturday.
up to 25 miles an hour.
¦
State Chairman Robert Forsythe said oaa objective will be
to reassure membersof the par- Librarian Reading
ty's basic strength in Minnesota
in the light of last Tuesday's re- Perry Mason Book
turns.
DENVER, Colo. HI - What
Another will be to chart fu- does the librarian of Congress
ture relationshipsamong enthus- read when he isn't working?
iasts of GOP Presidential nomi- Dr. Lawrence Quincy Mumne* Barry Goldwater and those ford, in Denver for a speech,
who opposed him for the nomi- was perusing Perry Mason in
nation.
"The Case of the Ice Cold
William McFadzean, Citizens Hands" when a reporter apfor Goldwater - Miller state proached him Monday for an
chairman, who has said Us or- interview.
ganization . will continue, has At home, MumTord said, he
been invited by Forsythe to ad- generally reads heavier stuff.
¦
dress the committee. He said he
was "delighted that this is the
Name of Former
approach being taken."
SENSE OF SATISFACTION
PADUCAH, Ky. (-V-After circling the block a dozen times
looking for a vacant parking
meter, Roy Burkeen found one.
It still had some time left and a
grin crossed Burkeen's face.
"There are few thrills comparable to parking on what is
left of the other fellow's nickel,"
he told a companion.

Bank: 'Piggy'

SAN FRANCISCO (AP ) Herman Slavsky gave his 9year-old daughter, Carol, $10 for
her birthday so that she could
open her first bank account.
She was filling out a bank
application when she came to
the line asking the name of her
former bank. Carol wrote :
"Piggy" in big bold letters.

District 2625
Land Goes
To Lewiston

A common school district in
Whitewater and Mount Vernon
townships was dissolved by
the Winona County Board of
Commissioners Monday and
was attached to Independent
School District 857 at Lewiston.
The district is CSD 2825, a
closed district, the residents of
which had voted in favor of
dissolution and attachment to
ISD 857. Such action had been
asked of the county board at
its October meeting in a resolution submitted by the CSD
2625 board.
THE COUNTY board made
its move Monday after a public hearing on the matter had
been conducted. The only per¦
sons to to ap_ ,
, I pear, both of
SchOOl them in favor of the req
u e s t e d ac_ ./ .__ DOaru tion, w e r e
1
Harry Haack
and B. J. Kennedy, both members of the CSD 1615 board.
They were . accompanied by
Jesse 'B. Jestus, county superintendent of . schools.
All assets of the district will
go to ISD 857. Taxable valuation of the district in 1963 was
$22,007. There is no debt. Dissolution and attachment become effective next July 1.
The only public school pupil
now in the district already goes
. .
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to school in Lewiston.
The board received t letter
from the board of CSD 2567, a
closed district in Stockton Valley, asking that the district be
dissolved. Voters in the district indicated a desire to have
the district split between CSD
2558, Stockton, and CSD 2565,
Minnesota City, both oi which
district pupils now attend. An
effective date of July 1, 1965,
was requested.
A public hearing on the request will be conducted at 2
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Versatile Coronet VSQ makes 32 different mixed drinks-and
improves every one of them! It's specially smoothened. Always
gentle.And how it brightens the flavor! For new enjoyment,mix
„,Pf
with Coronet VSQ-only the taste is costly! Fifth
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CORONET VSQ
the prize-winning brandy
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - A
roofer died today of injuries suffered when he fell SO feet off a
scaffold board ai it was being
lowered to the ground.
Marvin A. Lawrence, 27, Minneapolis, succumbed in a hos*
pital He wss injured last Friday.
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which Is expected to be ready
for occupancy in January.
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p.m. Dec. 7, opening day of Michael Yahnke, a county highway department employe now
the board's next meeting.
THE BOARD approved as- serving in the Army Reserve:
¦
signment of homestead classification to property owned by Spirit of Justice
Edward R. Pnytarski
, Winona
Rt. 2, a farmer in Wilson Statue Installed
Township. The action, recom- WASHINGTON (AP) - Spirit
mended by David V. : Saner, of Justic*haa Joined Majesty of
county supervisor of assess- Law at the new Rayburn House
ments, lower taxable valuation Office BuildlM.
of the property from $1,845 to The biggertiian-life statues of
$1,310.
seated figures face each other
A six-month military leave across the broad expanse of
of absence was granted to steps at the front of the building
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Two-Sta te Deaths

Mn. Oscar Pya Sr.
LEWISTON, Minn. - Mrs.
Vl-ltlns hourst Mtdlcsi ana Kirglcsl
patient*: _ to 4 snd 7 to 1:30 p.m. (fit Oscar Pye Sr., 76,
died ld.ii
XlWrsn under li.)
Mat-nitty pillMtst t t* 1:30 and ; to p.m. Monday at Community Mel.tt p.m. (Milts only.)
morial Hospital , Winona, after a
long illness.
MONDAY
The former Ida Miller, she
ADMISSIONS
Gerald Sauve, St. Mary 's Col- was born July 21, 1888, in Qautzow, Germany, to Mr. and Mn.
lege.
August Miller. She
to this
Ole Nygaard, 428 E. Sanborn country in 1905 andcame
bad
lived
in
St.
the area 59 years. She was marMrs. Hattie Hoffman , 602 ried in Winona Sept. 3d, 1911.
Dacota St.
She was a member of the United
Robert Whetstone, 219 Wash- Church of Christ here and its
ladies aid.
ington St.
Vickie Romlne, 577 E. King Survivors include her husband; one son, Oscar Jr., LewSt.
Mrs. Clyde Girod, Winona Rt. iston; one daughter, Mrs. John
(Elsie) Manion, Lewiston; 12
I.
grandchildren;
great-grandMrs. C. J. Stiever, 168 St. children, and fiveone
brother,
Charles St.
Frank, St. Charles. Two sons,
Herbert Dummer, Nelson, one daughter and two brothers
Wis.
and six sisters have died.
Dennis Russeau, 1017 W. 2nd Funeral services will be at 2
St.
p.m. Thursday at United Church
Louis Stiehm, Rollingstone, of Christ, the Rev. Walter
Meyer officiating Burial will be
Minn.
Mrs. Fred Prigge, Lewiston, in Saratoga Community Cemetery.
Minn.
Thomas Rolbiecki, 516 Main Friends may call at JacobsEllison Funeral Home after
St.
Patrick Ford, 120 Washington noon Wednesday and at the
church after 1 p.m. Thursday.
St.
DISCHARGES
Pallbearers will be Rudy
Andrew Pleha, 310 W. Sanborn Mueller, Harold Schott, Hugo
Braatz, Hugh Sim, Martin LanSt.
Mrs. Michael Waletski and dro and August Klavitter.

baby, Lewiston, Minn.
Brian Goede, 562 E. Wabasha
St.
Miss Lynda Literski, Minnesota City. . .
Mrs. Norman Marr, 308 Emherst St.
Mrs. John Meisch and baby,
Altura, Minn.
Miss Kathy Kenney, 956 Gilmore Ave.
Thomas Rolbiecki, 516 Main
St.
Miss Linda Todd, Houston,
Minn.
Miss Linda King, 1050 E.
Wabasha St.
Mrs. Robert Gavin and baby,
720 E. 3rd St.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Elroy Reidt,
Alma, Wis., a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Kam
rowski, La Crosse, Wis., a son
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Dahl
Rushford, Minn., a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Bronk
Stockton Hill, a son.

Mies Betsy Skutley

TAYLOR, Wis. CSpecial) Miss Betsy Skutley, 70, Minneapolis, formerly of Taylor, died
at a Minneapolis hospital Sunday morning. She had been in
ill health several years.
She was bom June 16, 1894,
in the Town of Springfield to
Mr. and Mrs. Iver Skutley. Before retiring she was employed
many years at Northern States
Power Co., Minneapolis.
Survivors are: One sister,
Miss Sadie Skutley, Minneapolis; two brothers, Andrew and
Gay, Seattle, Wash.; one niece,
one nephew, and several cousins. Two brother, have died.
The funeral service will be
Wednesday at 1:30 p.m. at Taylor Lutheran Church, the Rev.
W. H. Winkler officiating. Burial will be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
Paul A. Jensen

WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
—Paul A. Jensen, 66, Flushing
Mich., died Sunday night at
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
Sparrow Memorial Hospital,
Mich., after a short
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special) Lansing,
illness.
— At Tri-County Memorial Hos- He was born Feb. 28, 1898, to
pital:
Mr .and Mrs. William Gard- Mr. and Mrs. Peter Jensen at
ner, Whitehall, a son last Tues- Banders, Denmark. He was
day. Mrs. Gardner is the former married in Denmark in 1918 and
came to the U.S. in 1920. The
Karen Oerke of Pigeon Falls.
couple
lived in New York state
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pogreba,
Independence, a son last Tues- until moving in 1922 to Michigan, where they had resided
day.
SPRINGFIELD, 111. - Mr. since. Mr. Jensen was a landand Mrs. Jack E. Stehn, a scape gardner.
daughter Monday at St. John's Survivors are: His wife; three
Hospital, Springfield, 111. Grand- sons, Eric, La Crosse, formerly
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd of Whitehall; David, Madison,
Stehn, 4328 Sth St., Goodview, and John, Phoenix, Ariz.; one
Mrs. Dexter (Marian)
and Mrs. Elsie Kalmes, Rolling- daughter,
Logan,
Rogers,
Utah; eight
stone, Minn.
grandchildren,
and
one sister
PAUL,
ST.
Minn. - Mr. and
Sweden.
Mrs. Wilton Berger a son Sat- inThe
funeral service will be at
urday. Maternal grandmother Is Johnson
Funeral Chapel, WhiteMrs. C. D. Conzett, 822 W. hall, Friday
at 2 p.m., the Rev
Broadway. Paternal grandpar- 0. G. Birkeland
officiating.
ents are Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Burial will be In Lincoln
CemeBerger, 321 W. 3rd St., Winona. tery, Whitehall.
Friends may call at the
Two-Sta te Funerals chapel Thursday from 2 to 5:30
and 7 to 9 p.m.
Mrs. Margaret Stanley

ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special) — Funeral services for
Mrs. Margaret Stanley, Minneapolis, formerly of Utica and
Winona, were conducted at a
Minneapolis funeral home and
St . Elizabeth's Catholic Church
there Thursday. Burial was at
Hastings, Neb., Saturday.
¦

Mailboxes Damaged
The Minnesota City postmaster has told Sheriff George Fort
that mailboxes there have been
damaged. Reports came from
Mrs. R o b e r t Olson, Mrs.
Blanche Putman and Mrs. Manley Elton.

Lawrence H. Funke
THEILMAN, Minn. — Lawrence Henry Funke, 88, died
suddenly Monday morning at
Lake City Municipal Hospital
where he had been a patient
one day.
He was born Feb. 14, 1876,
in Glasgow Township, Wabasha County, to Christofer and
Wilhelmina Funke. He married
Theresa Harder at St. Paul
June 30, 1909. They farmed the
family farm in Glasgow Township until retirement in 1.52.
Survivors include his wife ;
one son, Cortland, Lake City ;
two daughters, Mrs. Hiimer
(Lorraine) Clarkson, Rose-

I. _ ._ JIM DlflfTT

.... /OOHiV DID

TUESDAY

Winona Funerals
Leo J. Wunderlich
Funeral services for Leo J.
Wunderlich, 279 E. 5th St., will
be at 9:80 a.m. Wednesday at
Burke's Funeral Home and at 10
at Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart, the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Harold J. Dittman officiating.
Burial will be in Woodlawn
Cemetery with graveside rites
by the American L e g i o n .
Friends may call at the funeral
home this afternoon and evening. Msgr. Dittman will lead a
Rosary at .. A memorial is being arranged,
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
Flow •— 13,500 cubic feet per
second at 8 a.m. today.
Friday
« 12;45 p.m. — Wisconsin, 7
barges, up.
Small craft *- none.

Saturday
5:40 p.m, — Frank B. Durant, 5 barges, up.
Small craft — none.
Sunday
5 p.m. — L. Wade Childress,
IS barges, down.
5:20 p.m. — Gopher, 1 barge,
up.
8:25 p.m. — Arrowhead, 6
barges, up.
10:45 p.m. — Carl D., 3
barges, down.
11:55 p.m. — Lady Marjorie,
6 barges, down.
Small craft — 3.
Monday
3:20 a.m. — Charles W. Snyder, 3 barges, up.
9 p.m. — Whayne H., 3
barges, up.
9:40 p.m. — Human Logan,
4 barges, up.
11:40 p.m. — Wisconsin, 5
barges, down.
12 p.m. — Sam Houston, 1
barge, up.
Small craft — none.

The FIRST
National Bank
of Winona
Mamb.r Federal Deposit

8

Insurance Corporation

ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special) — On motion of John
Nintemann Jr., with second by
Gerald Wegman, the St. Charles School board voted Monday night to hold a referendum
election Dec. 14 on a proposed
$1,100,000 bond issue for construction of a new high school.
Frank Koch and Delvin Ruhberg voted with Nintemann and
Wegman. Walter Fischer and
Lyman Persons abstained.
A building plan for 600 students and 32 teaching stations
presented at the last board
meeting was estimated by the
architects at $1,285,000.
KOCH. WEGMAN , Rubbers
and Nintemann voted in favor
of engaging Dorsey, Owen, Marquardt, Windhorst & West, Minneapolis attorneys, to work with

T. G. Evensen ic Associates,
Minneapolis fiscal agents, in
making financial arrangements
for the proposed building. Fischer and Persons voted against
engaging this firm, which was
hired by the district in its last
building project.
David L. Goblirsch of the fiscal agents discussed different
methods of financing the proposed school, which if approved will
require more capital than the
district can bond for. _ ;
The board will appoint a citizens committee of 15 to 18 —
from among persons who did
not participate in previous differences over the question of
building here or joining another
district — to help in preparing
Today
the brochure to be circulated
3 a.m. — Cayuga , 7 barges, previous to the election. The
up.
school board will be ex officio
4:15 a.m. — Dan Luckett, 9 members.
barges, up.
Voting will be from 3 to 9
4:45 a.m. — Emily G., 4 p.m. in the ag room at school.
barges, up.
IN OTHER business the board
mount, Minn., and Mrs. Alva authorized Superintendent Hen(Wilma) Freiermuth, Theil- ry Bartel to deal with Prudenman; 15 grandchildren; six tial for group health coverage
great-grandchildren, and two for faculty and administration
sisters, Mrs. Francis Decker, and to purchase of snow tires
Hollydale, Calif., and Mrs. La- for the kindergarten bus.
vina Hanson, San Jose, Calif. The bid of Bjarae Melbo for
One son, three granddaughters, purchasing
sink units at
two brothers and seven sisters school for $3used
and a stoker unit
have died.
and two motors for $15 was acFuneral services will be at cepted.
board approved
2 p.m. Thursday at United shorteningThe
the sleeves on sumChurch of Christ, Wabasha, the i rner band uniforms.

Rev. A. J. Ward officiating.
Burial will be in Riverside
Cemetery, Wabasha.
Friends may call at Buckman-Schierts Funeral Home,
Wabasha, after .7 tonight.
Pallbearers will be Emil,
Elmer and Ervin Funk, Ross
Hanson, Ambrose Hoffmann
and Jack Balow.

Mrs. Leroy Arnold

Dismissal Motion
Heard in Bohr
Suit Against King
Judge Arnold Hatfield ordered
the filing of briefs on a motion
of defendant's attorney to dismiss the suit of V.A. Bohr and
his w i f e , Scottsdale, Ariz.,
against King Gas and Fertilizer
Co., Lewiston, today in District
Court.
Attorney William E. Crowder,
Minneapolis,. at first sought to
have the suit continued to the
J anuary term of District Court.
However, Attorney William A.
Lindquist, for the Bohrs, insisted that the motion to dismiss
must be heard and settled before any disposition is made
concerning trial of the suit.
Judge Hatfield ordered that
the briefs be filed within 16
days. Lindquist told Crowder
that he would arrange for Bohr
to come to Minnesota within
this peroid so that the defense
attorney can take a deposition.
Judge Hatfield will rule on
dismissal of the case on the
basis of the briefs and other
filings by the opposing sides.

ARCADIA, Wis. ( Special) —
Mrs. Leroy Arnold, 62, died
Monday at 6:20 p.m. at St. Joseph's Hospital here where she
had been a patient one week.
The former Rose Huttel, she
was born Nov. 6, 1902, in the
Town of Montana, Buffalo County, to Frank and Isabell© Huttel. She was married to Leroy
Arnold here Oct. 3, 1923.
She was a member of Our
Lady of Perpetual Help Church,
St. Ann's Society and the Catholic Order of Lady Foresters.
Survivors are: Her husband;
four sons, Gerald, Wauwatosa,
Virgil and Harvey, Brookfield,
and Roea, Milwaukee; one
daughter, Mrs. Robert (Nilah )
Devlin, Mora, Minn.; 13 grandchildren, and one brother, Joseph Huttel, Arcadia. Her parents, one son, two brothers and
one sister have died.
WEATHER
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 9:30 a.m. at Our DAILY RIVER BULLETIN
Flood Stage 24-hr.
Lady of Perpetual Help Church,
Stage Today Chg.
the Rev. John P. Trant officiRed
Wing
14 2.3 —.1
Calvary
in
ating. Burial will be
Lake City
6.1 —.1
Cemetery.
Wabasha
12
7.0
Friends may call at Killian Alma Dam
4.1
Funeral Home after 4 p.m. Whitman Dnm . . . .
2.5
Wednesday. Rosary will be said Winona Dam
3.2
—.1
at 7:30 p.m. by the Lady For- Winona
13
5.4
—.1
St.
Ann's
esters and at 8:15 by
Tremp.
Pool
10.1
Society, led by Father Trant. Tremp. Pam
4.1

Rotary to^Host
Winona Co. 4-H
Champs at Lunch

Start your savings account today with

St. Charles
Sets School
Vote Dec. 14

Winona County 4-H champions
will be guests of the Winona Rotary Club Wednesday noon at
Hotel Winona.
About 30 county 4-H'ers who
received top honors at the county and state fairs will receive
merit certificates from the Rotary Club.

Dakota
7.5 —.1
Dresbach Pool . . .
9.5
..
Dresbach Dam , .. 1.8
La Crosse
12 4.8
Tributary Streams
Chippewa at D, .. 2.R +.3
Zumbro at Th
28.3 —.1
Tremp. at Dodge .. 0.1 —.2
Black at Galcsv. .. 2.2 — .1
La Crosse at W.S. .. 2.4 +.6
Root at Houston, .. 5.7
RIVER FORECAST
(From Hastings to Guttcnberf. )
Little change lndicnted In river stages in district for next
several days.
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Walking Most Frequent
'Transportation to WHS

Buffalo County 4-H
Leaders Banquet Set I
At Nelson on Thursday

Road Contract
Payment OKed

Participation in
Winter Sports
Gains Sharply

Trial Slated
On Charge
Of Assault

More Winona Senior H i g h Of this number replying to the NELSON, Wis. (Special) School students use their feet to questionnaire, 300—or approx- Jerald Apps, extension specialget to school than any other mately 30 per- .—— ^— ^ist at the University of Wiscon¦ sin, will speak at the Buffalo
, mem- cent — s a i d *. ¦
means of transportation
bers of tha Winona Boardc. Ed- they walked.
SCHOOl County 4-H adult leaders recogucation learned Monday night The n e x t
nition banquet at 8 p.m. ThursSuperintendent of Schools A. largest group D ^a-J
day at the community hall here. Clifford W. Bothering, 469
L. Nelson reported on results of were the 210, PPara
W. Sanborn St., pleaded not
a questionnaire that had been r e p r ecirculated among 1.006 high senting 21 percent of the total,
guilty to assault today in munischool students on their school who ride to school in a school
cipal court.
bus,
travel habits.
Judge John D. McGill set
Interest in how students get
trial on the charge for Tuesday
to school had been expressed
earlier this fail by hoard memat 10:80 a.m. and orderedRoth*
bers in their discussion of pos•ring to pay $60 bail for Us
sible sites for a new Senior
ireadom until the trial date.
High School.
Rothering was attempting te
Nelson's report showed that
arrange payment at noon to*
(15 percent) ride to school
Payment of the final estimate 150
A
sharp
increase
In
participaday.
with their parents; 123 (12 perof the cost of a road project cent take a city bus and 114 tion in the Senior High School A complaint by Rothering's
was approved by the Winona (11 percent) ride with others.
winter sports program will wife, Geneva, brought about
County Board ot Commissioners
80
students,
remaining
Of
the
necessitate
some increase in his arrest today at 2:09 i.m.
this morning.
(8
drive
their
own
cars
percent)
supervisory
personnel, the
The payment of $12,476.18 will and 30 (3 percent) use a motor- Board of Education
was advis- PETER M. Blum, 21, a Wingo to N. A. Roverud Co., Wi- cycle or bicycle.
Monday
night.
ed
ona State College student,
nona, contractor for the project,
Superintendent
of
Schools
A.
pleaded not guilty to driving
which involved work on County
L. Nelson told directors that with no valid driver's license.
State Aid Highway 31 in Mount
at Monday's turnout for the
Vernon Township. Total Cost of
swimming
team there were 110 His case was continued to Nov.
the work was $90,587.06, of which
_________ students — a 20.
.
$78,090.91 has already been paid.¦
e number Blum was arraigned on the
C L
I Iar8them
The bo a r d
from charge Oct. 31 but was given a
of
OCnOOl
—7—
a u t h o r ized t '
the junior high five-day continuance when ha
payment of his COUm V
D_ .___ ._J school level — said that his wallet had been
expenses for
DOarO and 55 for has- lost three weeks before, with
u
any county of- p
D __ -__ ._his license in it. The continoara Rochester Mayor Alex Smekta Swimming, —"ketball.
t iciaiwho
unless some ad- uance was to allow Bailiff
wishes to atwill be the principal speaker at justment in programming were
McGuire to check Minntend the Minnesota Association a public Veterans Day program to be made, poses a problem, George
Highway
recesota
of Counties state convention in Wednesday beginning at 9 a.m. the superintendent said, be- ords for Blum'sDepartment
license.
Rochester Nov. 22 through 24. at Senior High School auditor- cause the number of coaches
employed in the past could not Blum today disclosed that he
The group placed on file a ium.
effectively
with this large holds a New York driver's li?
Weishorn,
$1,000 bond for G. L.
The program will be one of number of work
cense. He said that he lost the
students.
treasurer of the Automobile several local observances in acwallet
Oct. 11 or 12. He wrote
The
only
alternative
to
a
cutSafety Club of Winona, an or- cordance with a proclamation
license within
ganization to which the county issued today by Harold Brie- back in the number participat- for a duplicate
he
said,
days,
and has
two
ing,
Nelson
explained,
would
be
makes a contribution each year. sath, president of the City Counsince
sent
New
York
a check
junior
high
to
broaden
the
Monthly reports from county cil and acting mayor, requesting school program. He suggested to cover cost of the duplicate.
departments were approved, and all Winonans to honor those who that perhaps a schedule could He expected the duplicate to
payment of monthly bills was have served in the armed forces be arranged on an intramural
come last week, he said, and
in defense of the nation.
authorized.
two nights a week and didn't realize that he was
¦
Briesath asked that in the city basis
scheduled to appear Thursday
porch lights be turned on from Saturday mornings.
6 to 10 p.m. today to remind Fourth Ward Director Frank- to answer the charge. Blum
2 Lead Discussion
all citizens of Veterans Day and lin Tillman said he liked the was brought in today on a
At Regional Menta l to
concept "of broad participation" bench warrant issued by Judge
flv, flags Wednesday.
and other directors agreed that McGill Friday.
High
At
Wednesday's
Senior
Health Workshop
efforts
should be made to acauditorium program representaJudge McGill continued
TWo Winona County repre- tives of veterans organizations commodate as many students Blum's arraignment on the
possible.
aa
sentatives were discussion lead- will be platform guests and
charge for 10 days. He ordered
ers Monday night at a regional Warren Magnuson of the high Attending the meeting were Blum to contact Bailiff McBoard
President
Lawrence
Sanworkshop conducted in Austin school faculty will give a readtelman, 1st Ward; David Wyn- Guire and Clerk of Municipal
by the Minnesota Association for ing, "Known But to God."
director-at-large; Dr. C. R. Court Edgar Lynch if tha dupne,
The Rev. Russell M. Dacken,
Mental Health.
Kollofski and Dr. L. L. Korda, licate comes before then.
give
First
Baptist
Church,
will
They were Mrs. Karl Lipsohn,
2nd Ward; Dr. C. W. Rogers A BENCH warrant was
Stockton, president of the Wi- the invocation.
and Frank J. Allen Jr., 3rd
nona County Mental Health As- Walter Meier, Lewiston.
Ward, and FranklinTillman and issued today for arrest of Carol
G. Gora, 22, 1845 W. Sth St.,
sociation, and Ben Hayenga, Three county representatives Daniel Sadowski, 4th Ward.
on charges of going through a
treasurer of the group and ex- will attend a state association
stop sign, speeding and driving
ecutive director of the Family meeting in Minneapolis this WILLIAM ROBERTON ILL
Service of Margaret Simpson week. They will be Mrs. lip- LEWISTON, Minn. (Special) without 1 valid driver's liHome.
sohn, Mrs. J. Milton Dahm and —Williaid Roberton, Fremont, cense.
Others at the workshop were Lee Larson. Also attending will is at St. Mary's Hospital, Ro- Miss Gora was scheduled to
Mrs. Gerald Masyga, James be the Rt. Rev. Msgr. J. Rich- chester, where he had surgery appear in municipal court toHeinlen, Miss Verna Woodrich ard Feiten, dkector ot Catholic last Tuesday and suffered a day to answer' the charges,
and Mrs. Arthur Wacholz, all of Charities here and a member of stroke Thursday. His condition which date from Nov. 1 at 1:20
a.m.
Winona, and the Rev. and Mrs. the state group's board.
is listed as critical

Smekta to Speak
At Veterans Day
Program at WHS
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Tothe 5 out of 10 people
who didn't believethis ad...
a sporting proposition
Take a no-obligation test drift in a 1965
Ford.Maybe you just couldn't believe the
ad (reprinted above) which appeared in
this paper a few weeks ago. After all,
many consider Rolls-Royce to be one of
the world's finest cars. Bat Ford i
ride quieter. The world's leading acoustical experts (Bolt , Beranek and
Newman, Inc.) made the tests. The U.S.
A_to CI_b certified the result..
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This year's Ford has the strongest body
e«r . . . a revolutionary new frame that
"tunes out" vibrations . . . new ultraaoft
coll-apringsuspensions—all contributing
to the aew hashed ride. But the ride Is
ealy part of what's new.

¦
New swept-back tostniment panel adds
Transmitfive inches extra knee room. ¦
*io« tunnel «» lower than in competing cars
Trunk has mora
for extra foot room. ¦
-sable space than evcr-holds four 2-su-u.rs
st-ndu_| upright.
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hardtop*) removes stale air, provides fresh
,j r even with all windows closed. lExcrogjre nt- twin-edge key—works with either
gjdc up.
¦
Hot, bat hashed, 289-ca. In. V-i Is standard equipment ia XL and LTD models.

¦
Smooth, thrifty all-new Big Six in other
models-the most powerful standard Six
offered by any car in Ford's class. Si V-I
optkm t. 42S bp .
m ^ Fwd ^^^^ tn ^M ^ h9rr 3
fpeed| no( 2 M jn many compcling carl_
m Fully iyiM_ironlzed manual transmissions
-you can even shift down lo first without
dashing gears.
«
// ^fl t hls tounth like a lot f or ont car us
offer . . . lake a Hit drive. See why more
people are buying Fords than ever before
in post-war history.
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IN WINONA SEE OWL MOTOR COMPANY
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Joan Schreiber
Becomes Bride of
James Vondrasek

;

Mrs. George Kelley Talks
On Mexico at Ruskin Club

The early Indians of Mexico probably came from
Asia by way of Alaska. Each tribe in its turn built up a
civilization, waged warfare and was conquered by succeeding tribes."
M?_ . George Kelley, speaker at the Raskin Study
Club Monday afternoon , thus laid the foundation for her
talk, "Indian Imprints in
Mexico!" The club met at
the home of Mrs. Karl Iipsohn, Stockton, Minn., with
Miss Inez Adams as co-hostess.
Mrs. Kelley said historians
are greatly indebted to Franciscan fathers and monks for collecting and interpreting ancient
manuscripts, finger paintings
and data on the significance of
monuments still standing in
Mexico. The chief data, she said
comes from archaeology, "that
fascinating branch of research
which affords a record of social history through the study
of surviving remains of human
handiwork of past ages."
"FROM THESE sources we
derive a truly remarkable pietore of a civilization which existed thousands of years ago,
whose refinements and brutalities are still amazing historians," the speaker stated.
She said the Aztecs, who occupied Mexico from 1325 to 1519,
created the greatest empire of
their time and dominated the
Valley of Mexico and the Indian tribes all the way to Yucatan.
Mrs. Kelley described their
form of government, their
m e t h o d s of communication,
their religion, education and agriculture.
"They mined silver, lead, Qh,
copper and gold. They used an
alloy of tin and copper and with
tools made from this, cut all
metals, from which they fashioned beautiful vases, urns and
sculptural images. Their beautiful colors were achieved from
mineral and vegetable matter.
"THUS WE find remnants of
a great civilization, which is a
surprising mixture of refinement, intelligence and brutality
in the archaeological excavations and relics of Mexico,"
Mrs. Kelley concluded.
A business session was conducted by Mrs. S. A. Boyd, president. During the social hour
after the meeting, Mrs. J. Milton Dahm, program chairman,
presided at the tea table.
¦

Stockton Society
Elects Officers
STOCKTON, Minn.— Officers
were elected, when the Ladles
Aid Society .of Grace Lutheran
Church met Monday evening.
Elected were: Mrs. Leo Gaulke, president; Mrs. David Olson, vice president; Mrs. Gene
Schumacher, secretary, a n d
Mrs. Alvin Burfeind, treasurer.
Committee members elected
were: Mmes. John Van Winkle
and Arthur Wacholz, Children's
Friend Society; Mmes. Leonard
Burfeind and Schumacher, delegates, and Mmes. Gaulke and
Claude Kratz, alternates, Lutheran Women's Missionary
League; Mmes. Linda Anderson
and Hilary Joswick, altar committee, and Mmes. Arthur Ledebuhr and Walter Rehse, social,
sick and shower committee.
The annual Christmas party
will be held Dec. 14. Women
are to bring their husbands.
There will be an exchange of
gifts. The lunch and game committee is comprised of Mrnes.
Alvin Burfeind, Olson, Arthur
Ledebuhr, Leonard Burfeind
and Anderson,
NEUMANN OPEN HOUSE
ST. CHARLES, Minn. ( Special) — Mr. and Mrs. Albert
"Bill" Neumann of St. Charles
will observe their 40th wedding
anniversary at an open house
at their home Sunday, from 2
to 5 p.m. Hosts will be their
two sons and wives , Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Neumann of Altura and Mr. and Mrs. Francis
Neumann of St. Charles. No
cards have been issued.

LADIES!

MR. A_iD MRS. HIRAM
B. HEGGE, Whitehall, Wis.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Miss Joan
Marguerite Hegge, to Joseph E. Maule Jr., son of
Mrs. Joseph Maule and the
late Mr. Maule, Independence, Wis. A Dec. 1 wedding is planned.
a

Yule Party
Set by Club
Auxiliary
The Christmas party on Dec.
7 was the main topic of business
when the Auxiliary to the Winona Athletic Club met Monday
evening at the club, with 55
members in attendance.
Appointed to serve on the
party committee were Mmes.
Harry Smocke, Edward Kleinschmidt, Clarence Chuchna and
Frances Hamerski. Reservations are to be made with members of the committee not later
than Dec. 4.
It was announced that election
of officers will be conducted at
the December meeting. Mrs.
Virgil Ramm is chairman of the
nominating committee.
A social hour followed the
meeting, with prizes won by
Mmes. Edward Kulas, CeU
Welch and Harry Zywicki in
SCO; Mrs. Lutian Grupa in _vm_check; Mmes. Helen Taber,
Tillie Owecke and Anton Sikorski, in schafskopf , and Mrs. Ed
mund Drwall, in a game. Mrs.
Frank Wineski won the attendance prize.

Stockton PTA Sets
Card Party Date

TAYLOR , Wis. (Special) The Taylor library , operated by
the * Taylor Legion Auxiliary ,
will be open from 2:30 to 4 p.m.
Saturdays . Attendants for November and December are Mrs.
Al Waller , Nov . 14; Mrs. William Berg , Nov. 21; Mrs. Alvin
Nelson, Nov. 28; Mrs . L«e Casper, Dec . 5; and Mrs. Russell
Larson, Dec . 12.
The library has, received 25
new adult books and 25 new
children books.

4B

MAID OF HONOR was Miss
Ann Schreiber and bridesmaids
were Misses Sandra Vondrasek
and Judy' Walsfcy.
They wore floor-length gowns
of sapphire-blue satin in a
sheath style with scoop necklines and elbow-length sleeves.
Their skirts featured split-panel
overskirts. They wore matching
crowns, trimmed with pearls,
and face veils. Their bouquets
were of white chrysanthemums.
Richard Vondrasek was best
man and groomsmen were Kenneth Bernhardt and Jackie
Kline. Joseph Cisewski and Jerome Borzyskowski were ushers.
A wedding breakfast was held
at the home of the bride and
the reception was at Winona
Athletic Club.
THE COUPLE went on a honeymoon to Wisconsin Dells.
They are now at home at 700V.
E. 4th St.
The bride attended Cotter
High School and works for the
Northwestern Bell Telephone
Co. The groom attended Winona
Senior High School and is employed by East End Coal Co.

¦
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Buy Gifts WI
Start paying in JMUMI
L . . with our
Christmas Shopper Account

Mr. and Mrs. James Vondras ek Jr.
<_-itremStu.lt)

Hardies Creek
Meetings Noted
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) —
Hardies Creek Lutheran Church
Women will meet Thursday at
1:30 p.m. A special Thanksgiving program will be presented
and treasure chests will be received.
The Brotherhood will meet at
8 p.m.
Luther League will meet Sunday at 8 p.m. A program is being arranged by Gary Smikmd
and Ronald Waller. Lunch will
be served by the Arnold Smikrud, Leonard Oines and Merlin
Rindahl families.
a

.

LaLeche League to
Hear Pediatrician

Dr. Curtis Johnson, pediatrician, will talk on the topic,
"Breast Feeding," at the November meeting of the LaLeche
League.
The group will meet at 8:30
p.m. Thursday in the Guild Hall
of Central Methodist Church.
LADIES AID
There will be a question and
Ladies Aid of the Church of answer period following Dr.
the Brethren will meet at 2 Johnson's talk. Refreshments
p.m. Thursday with Mrs. Ward will be served.
Lewis, 217 W. Mark St.
"Anyone interested is cordial¦
ly invited to attend," said Mrs.
LWV MEETING
Brendan Lee, league president.
Unit 3 of the League of Women Voters will meet 8 p.m. Everett J. Kohner, 365 W. King
Wednesday at the home of Mrs. St.
sp™ -__ _ff_^^

Rebekahs, Husbands
Invited to Dinner
At Hotel by IOOF
Members of Wenonah Rebekah Lodge -and their husbands
are invited to attend the Homecoming dinner of the Odd Fellows of Humboldt Lodge 24 Saturday evening at the Winona
Hotel. Registrations are to be
made with Mrs , Milton Reed or
Mrs. Paul Griesel Sr,
Miss Ruth Miller was elected
noble grand of Wenonah Rebekah Lodge 7 last Wednesday.
Mrs. W. K. Wheeler was elected vice grand, Mrs. Griesel Sr.
was elected secretary, and Mrs.
E. E. Porter was re-elected
treasurer.
Plans were made for a rummage sale Friday at the Red
Men's Wigwam. Anyone having
articles to be picked up is to
call Mrs. Reed.
A public card party will be
held Nov. 21 at Lake Park
Lodge.
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DISCUSSION GROUP
I
LANESBORO, Minn. ( Special)
Fox
will
lead
the
— Mrs. Peter
discussion on "Who Is a Good
Parishioner?" from the study
book, "Catholic Living " when
St. Dolores' Unit meets next
Thursday at 8 p.m. at the home I
of Mrs. Gloy 1. Bennett, with
Mrs. Lavern Scanlan as assistant hostess.
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MAKE IT A MERRY CHRISTMAS WITH GIFTS PROM CHOATES . . . AND
MAKE SHOPPING EASY WITH OUR SEPARATE BUDGET CHARGE ACCOUNT, CREATED SOLELY FOB CHRISTMAS SHOPPING CHARGES.
START YOUR SHOPPING NOW . . . AND START PAYING IN JANUARY,
ON AN EASY MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN, WITH NO SERVICE CHARGES.
ASK ABOUT THE BENEFITS OF THIS SPECIAL ACCOUNT. AND MAKE
APPLICATION FOR SAME IN OUR MAIN OFFICE, SECOND FLOOR.
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You'll love the look , thr foci , tlie fit ol this long
sleeve casual shirt with new lii-pmi collar Luxtirious !10"r Dacron® and 20'', nitlou. in spirited duotone strip.. Sizes ; 30 to 38
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Oood Assortment Colors and Sty les
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Treasure of a shirt with roll sleeves , notched collar.
Streamlined stripes and sumptuous detailing. 80%
Dacron* and 20% colon. Sues: 30 to .18.
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Taylor Library
Hours Announced
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THE BRIDE wore a gown of
lace over taffeta , styled with a
fitted bodice with braceletlength sleeves and a sabrina
neckline, embroidered w i t h
pearls and sequins. The bouffant
skirt of tiers of scalloped lace
ruffles had a front pick-up with
rose trim and a back, cascade
of ruffles, sweeping to a chapellength train.
Her veil of imported English
illusion was held by a princess
crown of seed pearls. She carried a bouquet of red Sweetheart roses and white chrysanthemums.

STOCKTON, Minn. — T h e
Stockton PTA will hold the first
of a series of three card parties Saturday at 8 p.m. at the
school here.
Canasta, schafskopf and 500
will be flayed. Tickets are
available from the school children or at the door. „Lunch will
be served. Prizes will be awarded.
The planning committee is
comprised of Mmes. Jack Case,
Daryl Potter and Thomas Rowan.

200 PAIR SIZE

/

Miss Joan Schreiber, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Adolph
Schreiber, Winona Rt. 2, became the bride of James Vondrasek Jr., son of James Vondrasek, 716 E. 4tb St., Oct. 31
at the Cathedral of the Sacred
Heart.
The Rev. Donald Connelly officiated and the children's choir
sang.
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WAnnROR K ESSENTIAL :
Supeili . online ntitl shirt
I.ive in it , mid
love it ' French-lino collar -ind roll sleewn.
65% Dncror# and 35% cotton , Sizes: 30 lo 40
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KORELL PLUS-SIZES FIT YOU PERFE CTLY
m' . . Mf i'th no olhroiiont if you r* 5' 5" or under!

|
'i

Make your Holiday wardrobe brighter with this Rnyon nnd
f
Acetate ribbon knit, fully lined sheath. Pipiiifi accents the |
square neckline and the waist line. Illuc , Hod , Teal , Dlnck. |

A coatum. for the top of your Holfrlny preferred list. Slicutl. \
dreai with aoft pltati along the r<iuncl , open neckline , and ]
a pretty, waist length fitted jacket for cover up. Bluc/Oreon
Lilac/BliM.
sires: UV . to _av_
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Ladies Aid Votes
Many Charities
For Christmas
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special )
-Members of the Ladles Aid
of St, John's Lutheran Church
at a recent meeting decided to
make many monetary donations
at Christmas time again this
year u they have in the past.
The lifts will go to the Nursing Home for the L u t h e r a n
Aged, Belle Plain*
, Minn.. East
Fork Lutheran Nursery; St.
Philip1! Lutheran Church, Minneapolis; Bethesda Lutheran
HOtne, Watertbwn, Wis.; March
of Dimes, and the Red Cross
The members also planned to
give gifts to the residents of the
Lutheran Home at Fountain
City, Wis. The gifts will be
brought to the Christmas party
meeting and later taken to the
home.
It was also voted to purchase
material for a trophy case for
the school, which Arnold Tepers
will make.
Mrs. Roy Meyer presided at
the business meeting. It was
agreed to buy a black stole' for
the pastor to use on Good Friday.
Tha Rev. T. H. Albrecht led
the Bible study discussion.
About 60 members attended and
hostesses were Mmes. Elmer
Windhorst, Edward Witt, Alvin
Sprick and Albert Steffenhagen.

James Wilhelmson,
Weds Miss Schwartz
In Lutheran Church
SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Special) — Miss Lois Schwartz,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Schwartz, Northfield, Minn.,
and James Wilhelmson, son oi
Mrs. William W i l h e l m s o n ,
Spring Grove, and the late Mr.
Wilhelmson, were united in
marriage Nov. 1 at St. Peter's
Lutheran Church, Northfield.
THE REV. Robert Hansen officiated and Adrian Olson was
soloist.
The bride was given in mar'
riage by her father. She designed and made her wedding gown
of dull lustre satin: It was floorlength with a bell-shaped skirt
and fitted bodice, featuring a
rounded neckline and threequarter - length' sleeves. A detachable train was trimmed
with lace appliques as was the
neckline. Her silk illusion veil
fell from an open crown pillbox.
She carried a white orchid and
feathered carnations on a white
prayer book.
Miss Kay Schwartz, Menomonie. Wis., sister of the bride,
was maid of honor and Mrs.
Garaett Deters, Eitzen, Minn.,
was bridesmaid. They wore
identical floor-length gowns of
hunter green crepe with matching headpieces and veils. They
carried colonial bouquets of
white pompons.
BONNIE STORLIE, who was
flower girl, wore a white crepe
floor-length gown with matching headpiece and veil. She carried a nosegay of emerald green
pompons. Stephen S a m u e l s ,
Northfield, was ringbedrer.
Jeffrey Olson, Decorah, Iowa,
was b e s t man and Lee
Schwartz , Menomonie, brother
of the bride, was groomsman.
Harold Jetson, Spring Grove,
and Arland Brown, St. Paul,
were ushers.
The mother of the bride wore
a royal blue dress and the mother of the groom wore a beige
dress. Both had corsages of
pink rosebuds.
A RECEPTION was held In
the church parlors following the
ceremony. Mrs. Henry Hanson,
Hamlin, Iowa, was hostess. Others who assisted were Mrs. Ted
Elbracbt, Clarkson, Neb., sister
of the bride; Mrs. Ted Hanscom, St. Petersburg, Fla., sister of the groom; Miss Inga
Wi lhelmson, Byron, M i n n. ;
Mmes. Tll-ord Ike, David Aisled, both of Spring Grove;
Richard Bruflcdt, South St.
Paul; Don Powers, Fairmont,
Minn.; Isabelle Bergquist and
Jim Hayes, Minneapolis , and
Misses Daflene Hanson , Janice
Krueger, Anita Johnson, Mary
Rachut, Ruby Olson and Muriel
Soium, and Mrs, James Conner ,
all of Austin.
The newlyweds are now at
home at Spring Grove. The
groom is employed by Deters
Implement, Eitzen . The bride
formerly worked as a medical
8e<retary at St, Olaf Hospital ,
Austin.
LISKOW TRANSFERRED
EYOTA , Minn. (Special) —
Russell Liskow , former section
foreman for the Chicago «t
North Western Railway System
here , has been transferred to
Boone, Iowa , where he will be
roudmaster. Leon Smith, Eyota,
succeeds Liskow as section toreman.
AdVerffstm«nf

Stomach Gas?
GET rr (JP AND

Tet] like a balloon that's about
to burst? Have that raw. acld-y
tiurn in your .toma.h? Get that
fat up and ouf-wlth wonderful
funder 'a Tablet*. Pfunder 'i
Tablets* "fonming" action eleara
a.omaeh of pr.a.tit ga. -co-t.
lining ofatomruh for eontinuine
rah*!. <m Pfunder'a Tablet.to>
dajr. At drntgiita.

Dirksen and
Halleck Out
To Save GOP

_ mi inir •

million acres; the federal government 4 million, mostly held
by the Agriculture Department,
and another 3.8 million are tax
ST. PAUL (AP) - A total of forfeited.
90_,
or about one-fourth
13,-_7,
of Minnesota's .1.2 million acre SPRING GROVE PROGRAM
land area is publicly owned, Co- SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Speordinator F. Robert Ednian of cial) — A change in the hour
the Minnesota Outdoor Recrea- of the Veterans Day program at
WASHINGTON (AP ) — Al- tion Resources Commisson said the high school auditorium has
though they are interested in Monday.
been announced. It will be at
the outcome, it won't make The state owns more than 5.3 10:45 a.m. instead of 11:15.
much practical difference to
¦¦
¦¦_¦
¦¦ _-¦
Sen. Everett W. Dirksen of Illi- AT WILLIAMS _¦
nois aflid Rep. Charles A. Halleck of Indiana whether Dean
Burch ia forced out as Republican national chairman.
Because Burch was one of
those who engineered the campaign ia which Sen. Barry Goldwater was solidly defeated in
his bid for the presidency, some
Republicans are hunting for the
chairman's scalp.
The Senate and House Republican leaders have avoided getting involved in this controverGals of all ages love them! Cozy '
sy. They know that the record
the party carries into the 1-6.
warm granny gowns or night shirts
elections will be forged in Conwith matching panties in bright
gress and not by the national
and gay floral or striped challis
committee.
and flannel. Sizes S-M-L.
There have been some cries
for new and younger faces in
the leadership roles. But Dirksen and Halleckappear to have
fortified their power base and
seem unlikely to be presented
with any serious challenge from
within the ranks of their followers.
The national chairman It
invited to sit In with them and
other members of Congress in
weekly meetings during the
session.
Goldwater, who picked Burch
and wants him retained as national chairman, has made it
clear he recognizes that the
Wonderfully wearable cotton, cotton
_M__«_l^l___r
party's record is made in Con- quilted
or
corduroy
for
winter
robes
gress.
wMtwwWMS
mornings! All in pretty prints..and
l_mWu\WLw
"This is the historical place
where the real political power
rests," he told a post-election
news conference in Phoenix,
Ariz.
The defeated presidential
candidate said he plans to
"work hand and glove" with
Dirksen and Halleck. But Goldwater is leaving the Senate in
¦¦—
_______ Pv^____v^!l_tc^sib-__^__________l
- ~
January and may not always be
"
the
GOP
leaders
around when
decide to file off a policy state¦jryXA W*
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4th of State Land
Is Publicly Owned

GRANNY GOWNS
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Minnesota Twins
To Attend Harmony
Church Banquets
HARMONY, Minn. (Specia!)The Harmony Methodist Church
and Greenfield Lutheran Church
are each having a father-son
banquet Wednesday at -.30
p.m. at their church parlors.
Following the banquet, both
groups will meet together for
a program to be presented at
8 p.m. at the high school gymnasium.
The Minnesota Twins will be
featured on the program. One
or more of the Twins will also
be present at the banquets. The
public is invited to attend the
program at . p.m.
¦

Royal Neighbors
Attend Funeral
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ALUMINUM GltTWARE

I The ideal Christmas gift ! Choose
; from butter dishes, tidbit trays,
trays, pitchers, relish dishes and
ma_y more. All in gleaming
aluminum or chrome.
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Mrs. B. R. Wandsnider, state
''
¦**•'• f
" ast overn 'ght serv' i^ , n - \
' [
ice
on imprinting •
recorder of the Minnesota State
*
J
your choice of many
Camp, Royal Neighbors of
7f
;
r
America, attended the funeral
beautifu l Christmai
4>t ^S / ^J '
of Mrs, Margaret Walton, Mankato, Minn., supreme auditor of
Royal Neighbors, Saturday at
Mankato.
She was accompanied by
Mmes. Clark Guile, R. L. Searight, Nels Briesath, Catherine
Lorenz and Helen Heck.
Miss Anns B. Spangler, supreme oracle and Mrs. Katharine Dunn, supreme recorder,
^"^ HOSIEItY AND LINGERIE DEPT.
both of Bock Island, 111., and
Mrs. Mildred Nixson, Lakeland,
Minn., state supervisor, were
also present.
¦
KNIGHTS AT LA CRESCENT
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special ) — La Crescent Knights of
52-54 Watt Third
Columbus Council 5115 will meet
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in CruciMmm ^
mm—lm ^^
mmmmtmm
mm
m^
m
fixion cafeteria.
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WILLIAMS

BOOK and STATIOM HV

BAKESALE

St. Paul 's Episcopal Parish House

Thursday, November 12
1:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M.

• CAKES • COOKIES • PASTRIES • BREADS
• BAKED BEANS • POTATO SALAD
• MEAT BALLS ? CHILI
• JAMS • JELLIES • PICKLES

Homemade Candy
"J EWEL CANDY''
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Legal Firm
Named for
Bond Issue
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Civil Association
Invites Officials,
President of College
Guests at the Winona Civic
Association meeting Thursday
will be members of the City
Council and the Winona County
Board of Commissioners and
Frank Theis, newly elected city
representative.
Speaker will be Dr. Nels Minne, president of Winona State
College. The meeting will begin
at 8 p.m. and will be held at
the Winona Athletic Club.
Business is to include election
of officers and adoption of the
group's articles of incorporation.

¦

A, Minneapolis firm was retainedby the Board of Educatioijt. Monday night to serve as
ajmrovingattorney for the bond
issnfc that will be requested to
finance t h e current public
"apool building program that
. contemplatescotikruction of a
new Senior High School and
building for the Winona Area
Vocational-TechnicalSchool.
Selected to approve legal as; of the bond issue, for
pect,
___
which author!zaHon will be c •
, ^
r e q u es t e d bCnOOl
from the state
Legislature at
D _ . .._ . J
its next ses- _ DOara
sion, was the
:
ELEVA, Wis. (Special)—Some
firm of Dorsey, Owen, Mar- 300 friends and neighbors atquardt & West which will work tended open house at the Eleva
with City Attorney George M. Grade School Sunday honoring
Robertson on legal matters con- three Eleva businessmen who
cerned with the bond sale.
retired this year: Ralph DuxA St. Paul firm of bond con- bury, druggist, Ed Enos, barber,
sultants previously bad been and Roy Anderson, garage
retained to supervise sale of the owner.
bonds if they are authorized.
John Ward, Osseo attorney ,
DIRECTORS Monday a l s o the speaker, highlighted the
took preliminary steps in the careers of the honored guests
selection of an architect for the Fred Ruseling, oldest living person born in Eleva, reminisced
building project.
At Friday and Monday lunch- of earlier years in the village,
eon meetings directors had met A women's quartet, each
with two Twin Cities architec- dressed to represent one of the
tural firms, Matson & Wegleit- special guests, sang parodies
ner and Setter, Leach & Lind- on such tunes as "Bicycle Built
strom, Inc., who are interested for Two." Mrs. Don Nelson,
in being retained for the con- Mrs. Stanley Berg,' Mrs. Ronald
struction program.
Peterson and Mrs. Mary PerThat brought to nine the num- ham were members of the
ber of architects who have "Harmony Four," dedicating
made presentations to t h e their numbers to the men and
board.
their wives.
Directors Monday began mak- Linda Wenaas and Kathleen
ing tenative arrangements for Blomquist played a clarinet
a tour of schools of compara- duet, accompanied by Diane
tively recent construction as a Back. Gary Hageness, broiler
preliminary to f ormal selection festival chairman, opened the
of an architect for the Winona program. The Rev. Paul Menwork.
son, Mondovi Rt. 1, gave the
A number of directors will go invocation.
to the Chicago area Nov. 19
for a tour of selected schools Electric clocks were presented
there and the following week a to the couples by Mrs. Selmer
tour of schools in the Twin Severson and Miss Leona Mulvaney, officers of the Women's
Cities area is planned.
Civic Club. A dinner followed,
THE TWO TRIPS are being with Doughboy Industries, Inc.,
arranged by Superintendent of donating the charcoal-broiled
Schools A. L. Nelson after di- chicken.
rectors agreed that the greatest
number of newer schools could
be seen in the shortest time by
going to these two metropolitan
areas.
Shorter trips to individual
schools closer to Winona probably will be arranged in the
next month or so.
LONDON (AP) - Prime Minister Harold Wilson said today
MwrffMniMf
Premier Chou En-lai of Bed
China has sent him a message
' proposing a major power sum¦
>v.
mit meeting to discuss nuclear
[ disarmament.
| Wilson told the House of Com' mons his Labor government is
consulting with Allied nations
before answering the proposal.
Red China recently set off its
first nuclear device, but Western scientists doubt that it has
yet developed a workable nuclear bomb or the means to
deliver it by plane or rocket.

300 at Eleva
Dinner Honoring
3 Businessmen

Chou Asks
Talks on
Disarmament
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Two Youths Charged
With Setting Fires

FOR W £»MWWMHWttR'J W*0-
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(g£)WINONA
INSURANCE
C.nttr AGENCY
Phone 3366

ST. CLOUD, Minn. (AP) Michael Groeciki and James
Maciey, both 19 and of Sauk
Rapids, were in jail in lieu of
$3,000 bond today, charged with
setting fire Sunday to Maynew
Lake School north of here.
Authorities said they also are
I accused of setting a $5,100 fire
Sunday at the Minden Town_ hip
Hall , east of Sauk Rapids.

CHILDREN'S

.

Christmas Portrait
SPECIAL
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Employment of two instructors for the Winona Area Vocational-Technical School to supervise training in two courses
organized under provisions of
the federal Manpower Development & Training Act was approved Monday night by the
Board of Education. '
Bruce Lyngklip, formerly of
Chatfield, Minn., will teach
welding for a 26-week course
. ..
set up under j—
MDT at a salary of $160 a
w e e k . The

¦
_ \
jCnOOl

established on (

Board

sal
ary

w as

a weekly basis in a projection of the sixth
step on the teachers' salary
schedule figured on 1/38 of the
annual wage of $6,100 which is
paid for a normal 38-week
school year.
LYNGKLIP now is teaching
welding to high school students
three hours a day as a replacement for Warren Macemon who was relieved of his
teaching duties recently when
he was appointed for a year's
period as assistant to the vocational-technical school director.
The . school board authorized
payment of $90 a week to Lyngklip for this work until a replacement is found.
George Wos, Prairie Island,
was hired as instructor for the
course for highway technicians
added recently to the MflDT
program. His salary will be
based on a wage rate of $5.50
an hour for the 26-week course.
T h e highway technicians'
course is now in its second
week with an enrollment of
about 25.
IN OTHER personnel matters, the board accepted a recommendation by Superintendent of Schools A. L. Nelson
that an adjustment be made in
the salary of Ronald Kuhn, a
distributive education teacher.
Kuhn was raised from the
third to the fourth step on the
bachelor degree schedule to
compensate him for trade experience.

Man Sentenced
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special) For Forgery
— Arthur Giere, Galesville, received a red ribbon for his exhibit of coins older than the In Buffalo Co.
time of Christ at the annual
meeting of the Minnesota Organization of Numismatists at
Minneapolis last week. Giere is
a state director.
There were 37 coin cases in
the convention hall, he said, and
50 coin dealers in the trading
room.

Pair Hurt at
Parry Blast
Ask $145,000

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Mr.
and Mrs. Norman P. Rooney of
Golden Valley have filed suit for
$145,000 as the result of a chafing dish explosion at a party for
Sen. Eugene McCarthy.
The mishap occurred last January at a $500-a-couple dinner
in the home of Cortland J. Silver, St. Paul businessman. The
suit names Silver and the catering firm which handled the dinner.
The Rooneys alleged they received severe burns from the
explosion. Five other persons
also were treated in a hospital.
McCarthy was not injured.

Veterans Day
Program .el
At Lake City High

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
—A past state American Legion
Auxiliary president and national committee member, Mrs. Helen Smith, Elmore, will be introduced by Edwin Herman,
past 1st District American Legion commander, when she
speaks at the Veterans Day program at Lincoln High School
here Wednesday at 11 a.m.
Mayor Harry Johnson will extend the welcome and the Rev.
John Mountain, assistant priest
at St. Mary's Catholic Church,
will give the invocation. Following an opening number by the
high school band, Walter Gludt
directing, the colors will be advanced by the color guards of
American Legion Post 110 and
VFW Post 8729. David Balow,
freshman, Scout Troop 48, will
A resolution commending Vic- lead in the pledge of allegiance.
tor T. Gislason, public schools Miss Jeanette Tosten will lead
director of athletics, health and singing by the high school chorphysical education, for recogni- us, accompanied by a brass ention he recently received from semble.
the Minnesota Association for Special local guests will be
Health, Physical Education, Eugene Solheid, Legion comRecreation and Safety,' w a s mander; Mrs. Marilyn Hanson,
adopted Monday night by the auxiliary president; William
Board of Education.
VFW commander; Mrs.
Gislason this fall was the re- Wilde,
, auxiliary presiB.
J.
Roozen
cipient of the Paul Schmidt tro- dent and Dr. H. J. Fiege, Lakephy awarded ,
-. view WWI Barracks commanby the associ- _ » ' L
I
der.
ation for out- OCMOOl
The Lake City State Bank will
standing servbe
closed. There will be no lo__
ice to the field D<*
_ - -_ • .
p
cal
and rural mail deliveries.
oara
of physical edThe
lobby of the post office will
ucation a n d
open
for outgoing mail.
be
recreation.
The award, the board resolution stated, "is a distinct rec- Confirmation Rites
ognition of your contribution in
this field. Our school is proud Set at Living Hope;
to have a member of the staff French Creek Festival
so honored. We know that you
will continue to be a valued ETTRICK, Wis.—Public quesmember of our staff and you tioning of the candidates for
will receive further recognition confirmation will be held at Livfor your professional accom- ing Hope fellowship hall Tuesplishment. "
day at 8:30 p.m. The confirmaPayrolls approved M o n d a y tion service will be Sunday at
were for : Driver training, S404; 10:30 a.m. A congregational dinhomebound instruction, S767; ner will be served at noon.
substitute teachers, $382; mis- French Creek L u t h e r a n
cellaneous teaching and other church will have a mission festiservices, $1,177 ; noon hour su- val service Sunday at 10:45 a.m.
vervisors at Central Elemen- Dinner will be served at noon ,
tary, $72; Jefferson , $266; Lin- and an afternoon session will be
coln, $54 ; Washington-Koscius- at 2 p.m.
ko, $71); Madison , $45; Senior Speaker will be the Rev. RobHigh School, $146 ; cafeteria ert Fedde , missionary from
helpers, $390 , and custodial help- Brazil. At the afternoon meeting
er, $65,
ho will show color slides. While
Overtime payments for cus- a student at the seminary , Pastodial personnel totaling $7(i7 tor Fedde occasionally preachand cafeteria workers, $138, al- ed at the French Creek Church.
so were approved.

Gislason Wins
Commendation

Five 5x7 Enlargements for

$10.00

(From the Same Pose)
• No Sitting Fee •
Make Your A ppointment Now With

Frank Brueske
Photog rapher

416 Wait Howard St.
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-— OPTICIANS -—
GROUND FLOOR - 7S WEST THIRD STREET - PHONE 6222
. AAA. TO 5 PM. INCLUDING SATURDAY -9 AM. TO • P.M. FRIDAY
All Eyeglasses Mad. in Minnesota by Minnasota Technicians

"Sate Eyes Save Lives "
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Never before at this
low, low price!
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Wool & rayon coat style jumper
lfl .

. Now! First showing of handsome
new styles by
makers

,

FUR TR MMED

¦

W

Feg. 5.99
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lass green tint.
• Your choice of white, rose, or sung
eyewear. One-year Warranty
broken
about
You
need
never
worry
again
•
available on single vision or bifocals, frames end lenses, $2.00.
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Sleep warm and coxy in
new flannel sleepwear!

L

099
Tour choice of pajamas , long or
waltz lengt h gowns; all in cloudsoft super warm flannel. Washable. Prints, stripes, plains and
novelty trims. 34 to 40.

WB from . . . come in today and pklc
_MMM^
_J_W__ ^_
and w 'nter *coot!
J____r !______ HS____ y°ur new
Casual
dressv styles , trimmed and
__\ |j_f^ T___Mr4^__l'l
4r* ____________mt___m untrimmed. For girls, petites, misses and
°* \\_____ \_______ \_W_ w °men. Priced from 12.95 to 39.50
"W
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J SWEATERS

i

^1

5"

/„ Tweed effect in Orion with de.A tailed border stitch; large pearly
4ft luster buttons. White, pink, blue,
«' • * lemon, beige charcoal. 34 to 42.
,

Favorites! Tailored in fine
J, P. Stevens wool! Smart!

SKIRT S
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Take your pick of slim , boxpleated, kick-pleated. Choic . of
colors. Deftly cut. Petite s izes
8 to 16, misses 10 to 18.
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• ALL THE MOST WANTED STYL ES FOR THH
BRIDE-TO-BE

Wedding Announcements &
Invitations From $8 Per 100
• Wedding Napkins
• All-Occasion Napkins
• Imprinted Coasters

• Thank You Notes
• Imprinted Matches
•Playing Cards

24-Hour Service—Free Bride 's Book
• MAIL ORDERS FILLED PROMPTLY
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ALMA, Wis. (Special) - In
Buffalo County Court before
Judge Gary B. Schlosstein Monday, Jessie Wekkend, 55, formerly employed at the Ulrich
Reidt Jr. farm here, was sentenced to one year in Waupun
state prison on a (heck forgery
*'
charge.
The sentence was stayed and
he was placed on probation
three years with the state Department of Public welfare. He
was ordered to refrain from
drinking for one year; make
restitution of the bogus $20
check he cashed with Rene
Harry, Alma merchant, within
one year, and the remainder of
the $118.09 in total checks be
cashed within two years. He
was arrested on the $20 check
charge.
He signed Reidt's name on
four checks ; two on Alger Marum, Gilrnanton; one for $5 on
Minnie Schultz, Alma, who had
no funds in the bank, and signed
someone else's signature at the
Gilrnanton Co-operative Creamery when charging merchandise.
He cashed the checks during
five days early in October after
he left his job at the Allen
Sterry Logging Co., Alma, stayed at the Burlington Hotel,
Alma, one night at a Mondovi
motel, etc. He purchased $35 in
clothes at Hartman Clothing,
Alma, signing Reidt's name.
District Attorney Pat H. Motley, prosecuted. Roger L. Hartman appeared as Weekend's
court-appointed attorney.
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2 Instructors
For Manpower
Courses Named

Galesville Collector
Wins Ribbon With
Rare Coin Exhibit

/

TV .Radio Toy

Price.
37
I I by Fisher to 6.
1 For ages 2
/
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Commissioners Ettrick Woman
Years Old;
OK Bond for 90
30 Attend Party
Project , Car

V oice of the
Outdoors
Caledonia Elk
A ghost of yesteryear, a 14*
year-old bull elk stepped out of
the fog Sunday morning within
the range of a Caledonian's shotgun. Thinking it • big buck
deer, Lowell Beneke, 28, pumped slugs Into the big animal
until It dropped.It was the first
elk killed h Southeastern Minnesota, perhaps in a 100 years.
Where did it come from?
This is tho unsolved mystery
of the 186. deer season in
Zone 6 today. Phil Ham,
Houston County warden, assisted bv a game specialist,
positively identified lt as an
elk. It's teeth revealed, it
WM 14 years old.
In the top picture U the big
deer suspended on block and
tackle at the entrance to the
locker plant at Eitzen where
several hundred people viewed
it. It is balanced in running position, The insert picture from
"Wisconsin Mammals" shows a
similar-sized elk, Note the antlers of the two animals, the
bull neck and strong deg muscles.
The lower picture, the
hanging elk, shows Beneke,
in checkered jacket, the successful hunter, and Phil
Ham, Houston County warden, who identified the animal, and Lester Buckoltz,
butcher, operator of the
locker plant. It weighed 450
pounds field-dressed. There
is no open season, of course,
on elk in Minnesota and
Warden Ham conf iscated the
animal but did not put the
hunter under arrest.
Deer Reports
Despite the two-day fog that
made hunting hazardous all day
Saturday and up to noon Sunday, the three-day 1964 deer season was a success in Zone 6,
southeastern Minnesota. It closed at sundown Monday.
Of course, the tally of the

Going to learn

kill cannot be estimated until a check of the locker
plants Is made by the wardens. Unlike Wisconsin, Minnesota does not maintain
"check-in" stations and no
official count is available.

Lanesboro Area
Farmer Maintain s
Long Vote Record

However, spot checks, are
made. The one at Whitewater
Wild Life Refuge, according to
George Meyer, superintendent,
showed on Saturday that 657
hunters got 88 deer. On Sunday
329 hunters got only 18 deer.
The refuge was fog-bound most
of the two days. Car checks
Monday showed cars of 250
hunters parked adjoining the
hunting area.

LANESBORO , Minn . ( Special) — Andrew Elstad, 90,
retired Amherst Township
farmer, has voted at every
general election since 1896,
the year McKinley was
elected president. This year ,
Elstad, accompanied by his
wife , drove the family car
to the Amherst Town Hall
to vote. The nonagenarian,
who has always voted a
straight Republican ticket,
served as Fillmore County
Republican chairman several years ago and also has
been a delegate to the state
Republican conventions. The
couple still reside on the
family farm homesteaded
107 years ago.
>

At the Eitzen locker plant ,
where the big elk was hanging, there were 85 deer
being processed up to 3 p.m.
Monday, more than a year
ago. In Winona, Warnken
Lockers had 70 in mid-afternoon, Monday and Safranek's 25, far below former
years.

Shooting was heavy in many
areas afterthe fog rose Sunday
afternoon. In fact , that was the
real opening time. The fog actually cut the open season in
half as a big percent of the
license holders did not hunt on
Saturday or Sunday forenoon
Any party wishing to get a
because of the hazard.
permit in these areas may apply
by completing a deer party apFor example, Bob Weathplication card available at the
ers, 470 Laird St, entertaincounty clerks office. This card
ed a party of five from
together with the deer party
Faribault and Owatonna
license stub and a remittance of
over the weekend. They
. Just a few fasciniting evening! will
$5.00 should be mailed to the
hunted in the Wilson area
prepare you for the FAA Private Pilot's
Madison, Wis., office of the
and got three on Saturday,
written test. Modern audio-visual teachConservation Department. The
ing system makes step-by-step instruc- none Sunday and three Monpermit will be sent be return
day.
It
was
hard
hunting,
interesting.
tion simple,
mail as the supply lasts.
Join other aviation-minded people In
according to Bob.
letting a head start toward your own
. One deer of either sex
The number of hunters repilot's license.
may
be taken on the party
porting with deer to the office
permit in addition to the inwas much lower than former
dividual limit of the party
FREE FLIGHT
years. Photographer Merrill members. Deer shot in
a
Kelley, normally swamped with
LESSON
special quota area must be
deer pictures, got only a few
registered within that area.
In the n.w Piper Ch.rok.. calls.
At least two persons must
for enrolling In Hit ground
accompany the deer to the
Wisconsin
Permits
class.
registration station.
A
number
of
resident
deer
•
party permits are still availCell 54_8 er .top out to too
able for groups of 4 or more .
Bob Dunn for details.
Confusion Among
hunters. The quota areas
OO IT NOW
where permits are still
oe
gnmen
available are A, E, F, E,
and H as defined on the big
Winona Aviation
PHOENIX , Ariz. (AP ) game hunting regulations.
Service
There
are signs of confusion
These areas are located in
Max Conrad Field
the Northwestern part of
around the Maricopa County
Wisconsin.
Courthouse now that the election is over.
Assistant County Manager
Fred Dalzell recently told a
signmaker he needed a sign for
each member of the Board of
All th* Neat Vou Should From
Supervisors and would give him
the names after the election.
"We'll need three signs, however," Dalzell told the signmaker , "each with the name of the
elected official on it. "
Does Your Burner Perform
The signs showed up Monday.
Each read; "Name of Elected
Official. "
PROPEFLYand SATISFACTORILY?

Red Wing Man
Shot in Foot

Get a
head start—

ENROLL IN OUR
PRIVATEPILOT
BR0UNDSCHOOL
COURSE

Ph nix Si

ARE YOU GETTING
YOUR FUEL?
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Let Ut .Help you With
All Your Heating Problems
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Fuel Oil
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JOSWICK'S

East End Coil & Oil Co.
Call Ua For "PERSONAL AUTOMATIC CARE"
« KEEP FULL SERVICI
« GUARANTIED PRICE

• BUDGET PLAN
• BURNER SERVICI

PHONE 3389
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General Takes
Own Radio lo
Golf Course

WASHINGTON (AP ) - It is a
quiet weekend afternoon. The
four-star general is out on the
golf course. Suddenly, a military emergency erupts .
The general, a member of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff , is nowhere
near the "hot lines" that connect the Pentagon command
post with his home and office.
His car, with its telephone link,
is back at the club house.
How to reach him? Send a
messenger?
No. Call him directly — on his
personal small package twoway radio.
The Defense Department said
today that all of the military
chiefs have such radios, which
can tie them into the global U.S.
military communications net.
"They do not literally carry
them or their person at all
times, only when away from
normal communications," the
Pentagon said.
All of the chiefs have been
using these personal radios
since early 1964 and some high
officials have had them for
longer than that , the department said.
The radios operate on 1 or l 1 .
watts power and hnve a range
of up to 17 miles.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
More reports of good kills
have been cited in Minnesota 's
deer season, three days old today.
Sheriff John Muhar said at
Grand Rapids that some camps
in northern Itasca County reported twice as many kills as last
year .
Meanwhile, there were also
more reports of wounded hunters. The latest included :
Vernon Peterson, 22, Parkers
Prairie. His left leg, hit by a
charge as he changed shells in
his shotgun Saturday, was amputated at Alexandria Monday.
Richard L. Burmester, 27,
Red Wing, shot in the right foot
when he stumbled southeast of
Red Wing.
Matt Bozich, 39, Hibbing, snot
in the right leg as he walked
with two companions.

Mink Toe Piece

Fr»r Detroit Dentist

DETROIT (AP) — Now , of all
things, a mink cloak for the
toes.
That's right , a mink toe piece,
and Dr. Morton B. Lesser, a
Detroit dentist, has it — thanks
to his furrier brother-in-law ,
Sam Offcn.
Lesser
injured
his
Dr.
Achilles tendon playing squash.
A doctor put a cast on his leg,
leaving, as usual , the toes sticking out.
With winter coming on, Offen
came to the aid of his brotherin-law , doing him up with a toe
cover in lutetia mink , label ,
initials and all. A tie around the
cast holds it in place.

PONTIAC SOMETIME?
W HY NOT NOW ?
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY ON

1964 Company Cars & Some '65 Models

C. Paul Venables/ Inc.

Contracts and bonds for road
work and a new patrol car were
accepted Monday by the Winona
County Board of Commissioners.
The road work is a project
involving improvement of County State Aid Highway 15 from
a point 2.14 miles northeast of
CSAH 17 at Witoka to County
Road 122. Low bidder was William Ramlo & Sons, Canton,
which bid 177,999.94.
The contract and bond for the
patrol car, which is to be used
by the sheriff's department,
came from Quality Chevrolet
Co., Winona. The firm will furnish the car for 11,90. 05 with
trade-in.
Contracts for both the road
work and the car were award'
ed during the
7"
board's Oct©- I / »
ber meeting.
LOUDly
The board
placed on file
D-_ a, r-- a letter from I poarq
the state highway commissioner, approving
extension of CSAH 37 near St.
Charles. The road, which had
ended at the north edge of
Trunk Highway 14, now will
continue southward to CSAH 35,
a distance of about two additional miles.
Also placed on file was a letter from James Baird, Winona
city engineer, asking that the
board meet with Winona 's City
Council members to discuss the
possibility of a state aid road
construction project in Winona
during 1966. No specific project
was mentioned. A meeting at
an early date was requested.
¦

ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) Thirty friends and relatives celebrated the 80th birthday of
Mrs. Freda Remus with her
Thursday night.
The former Freda Gutzmann,
she was born in southern Germany Nov. 5, 1884. She came to
the "U.S. at 18. She had met Henry Remus in Germany, and they
were married in La Crosse in
1902,
They lived in La Crosse a
year, where he was employed in
sawmills. Then they came to Ettrick, farming in South Beaver
Creek. He died in 1937.
Mrs. Remus raid her farm to
her son, Erick, and moved into
the village in 19 .6, where she
lived alone in her small home.
She has six sons; . Arthur , Midway; Henry and Erick, Ettrick ;
Richard, Onalaska; Ludwig,
South Beaver Creek, and Ansel,
who lives just southeast of Ettrick ; two daughters, Mr*. Norman (Gertrude ) Herold, Galesville, and Mrs. Henry (Hilda)
Krueger, West Salem ; 36 grandchildren and 29 great-grandchildren.
Two sons have died, William,
who was killed in a train-car
accident at Onalaska in 1936,
and Fred.
¦

Library of Congress
Dome Gets Cleaning
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
massive, ornate dome high
above the main reading room o_
the Library of Congrett it get*
ting its first cleaning in _?
yean.
It hasn't been scrubbed or
repaired since the building was
opened in 1897,

Questiont
"I called the fuel oil man to |
fill the oil tank in my new
home. One coupling wasn't
connected — now we have a
swimming pool in the basement. Do contractors carry
liability insurance to cover
such losses?"
For tho aruwar M your liuuraneo

Fire Loss $75,000
HUTISFORD, Wis. IA -A $75,000 barn fire on the Francis J.
Miller farm near this Dodge
County village Monday resulted
in the loss of 47 head of cattle and some machinery.

(utillan , f**l frto to call us.

Clark & Clark, Inc.
.117 Center St..
Phone _W4

- ---_
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Young Indian
Sentenced at BRF

BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
—Delbert Cleveland, 22, Black
River Falls, was sentenced in
Jackson County Court Friday to
one year in county jail on a
charge of a high degree of negligence in the operation of a
firearm, causing the death of
Phillip Snowball, 26.
Snowball died at Lutheran
Hospital, La Crosse, Nov. 1. He
had been hit Oct. 26 when a
12 gauge shotgun in the hands
of Cleveland fired.
The sentence was stayed and
Cleveland was placed on probation with the state Department of Public Welfare for 18
months. He was ordered to pay
costs and the services of his attorney, Harold Berkholtz. He was
further ordered to refrain from
handling or using any firearms,
weapons or any device capable
of projecting any pellet for any
purpose.
He was arraigned Oct. 30,
and entered no plea at his preliminary hearing. Snowball was
buried at the Indian Mission
Thursday in a grave dug by
Cleveland. Both men were from
the Indian Mission near here.

Andersen Not Here,
Rolvaag Office Says
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LAY AWAY THAT SPECIAL
CHRISTMAS GIFT NOW . . .
Whil. Sanctions

I!

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) -Gov.
Karl Rolvaag's staff reports
that someone from the office of
Republican Gov. George Romney of Michigan telephoned the
Minnesota Capitol Monday and
asked for Gov. Elmer L. Andersen.
Rolvaag, a Democrat, suc- ft^T
ceeded Andersen, a Republican, ; **"
in March 1963.
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MENSWEAR

122 E. Third St.
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Win a FREE

THANKSGIVING
TURKEY
Just Come In and Register-No
Purchase Necessary
at your

MIDLAND STATION
Second and Main - Winona

FIRST DRAWING FOR FREE
TURKEY SATURDAY, NOV. 14
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THE MINNESOTA SPORTS WRITERS got together at the
Edgewatsr Inn., Minneapolis, Saturday following the MinnesotaIowa game, and it was Minnesota Viking public relations boss
John Thompsonwho brought down the house.
Thompson had an interesting tale to tell
about George Svendsen's scouting woes.
Svendsen, it seems, was employed by the
San Francisco 4_ers to scout the Vikings.
After watching the Green Bay Packers carve
out a 42-13 victory, he calmly enclosed a note
stating: "The one man you can beat in the
Viking secondary is Charlie Britt."
He mailed his report that night. And by
the time it arrived in San Francisco, Britt
had been put on waivers by the Vikings and
Britt
claimed by the 49ers.
"George was a little worried about any future work with
the 49ers," reported Thompson.
ROY GRADE, ONALASKA football coach , comes up with
a paper on his team, criticized frequently for running up the
scores and pouring it on, explaining his reasoning :

This year we at Onalaska High have been blessed with
tome exceptionally f ine talent m football. Most of our team
ho. been playing for two, or in some cases, three years as
varsity p layers. Thirteen of our starters on offense or defense
are seniors , and herein lies a pro blem.
We , the coaching staff, have been frequent ly criticized by
the opponents and our own fans alike for "running up the
score. " Perhaps a frank appraisal of the situation and our

reasoning on the subject would be beneficial to all.

PROBLEM — You are greeted with fi ne talent the first day
of the season — do you pick the best 11 men who can do the
job of p laying football, or do you obtain a "salt and pepper "
effect with the very talented spread through the not so talented ,
so everyone gets a chance?
OUR SOLUTION — Choose the best 11 boys we can find ,

Chairman in
Favo r of
Antitrust Suit

Irish in
1st Spot,
OSUJth

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Notre Dame is the No. 1 team
in the country for the second
straight week, but the unbeaten
Irish must make a strong showing against Michigan State this
Saturday to receive another
vote of confidence.
The Associated Press panel of
sports writers and sportscasters
placed Notre Dame at the head
of the major college Top Ten
again this week but only by 13
points over Alabama , the Southeastern Conference champion.
A shaky 17-15 victory over
Pitt last Saturday, coupled with
Alabama's 17-9 triumph over
Louisiana State, another member of the Top Ten, left the Irish
with a slim lead , built on 26 of
41 first-place votes.
Alabama replaced Ohio State
as runner-up, receiving 11 firstplace votes. The Buckeyes tumbled to seventh following their
27-0 loss to Penn State.
Unbeaten Arkansas and Nebraska and once-beaten Texas
each advanced one spot to third,
fourth and fifth , respectively.
Michigan bolted from nowhere
to sixth while Oregon State
moved into the Top Ten in
eighth place.
LSU, one of five of the elite to
lose last Saturday, dropped to
ninth, and Georgia Tech slipped
to 10th. Florida and Purdue fell
out altogether.
In seeking its eighth victory,
Notre Dame plays a team it
hasn 't defeated since 1954. In
the ensuing period. Michigan
State has knocked off the Irish
seven times. The Spartans also
are fresh from a 21-7 victory
that knocked Purdue out of the
Top Ten and out of the lead in
the Big Ten.
The Top Ten , with first-place
v o t e s in parentheses, and
points :

regardless of position. Whoe.er and tcriere.er a boy can help
us, this is where he will play .
PROBLEM — This week we are to play a team which is
"down," possibly they have graduated many seniors last year
or have __ _t _ ine<_ many injuries this year.
OUR SOLUTION — Work as hard as possible on the basic
fundamentals oj the game where we have a weakness. Add
new formations or unorthodox plays such as a roll out rig ht ,
double-reverse past , pass to the quarterback. These plays are
rarely used in a game , but tend to stimulate and maintain interest.
1. Notre Dame (26) 380
PROBLEM — During the game the opponent is obviously
¦* the weaker team as is evident by the score, their abilities and
2. Alabama (11) . . . 367
334
3. Arkansas (3)
size .
OUR SOLUTION — Do the best job you can. Don't let the
4. Nebraska ...... 283
opponent determine how we are going to play . Hit hard on de220
5. Texas
fense , block and run hard on offense. We never want to lose
6. Michigan . . . . . . . 184
the formal discipline that we have at Onalaska. There is no
7. Ohio State
138
slacking off; no horse p lay in practices , nor do we want to
114
Stated)
8.
Oregon
foster this attitude in a game. There is a second benefit , we
9.
Louisiana
State
69
believe there are fewer injuriea in a game if it is played the
10. Georgia Tech . . . 50
way it should be played. This type of game may sound rough
to the fans on the sideline , but there are fewer "hurts" than
if you tackle with, your chest or get hit while running at half
speed.
PROBLEM — How and when do you substitute frfo game?
• OUR SOLUTION —For the most part this is not a major
problem. .Decisions, on who toill be doing most of the playing
are made in the week pr evious to the game during the pract ice
sessions. Anyone who can earn the position by learning his lessons well , by doing the job better than anyone else on the
team should have the right tb play. These things are determined in the practic e, not m the game. Boys who want to
share in the enjoyment of the game must prove their worth in
the practice before .
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Big
PROBLEM — The score is reaching the safe point , that
is there doesn 't seem much danger in losing the ball gam e. Aaron Brown already has broken the Minnesota Gopher pass
Do you substitute or do you try to run the score up?
OUR SOLUTION — This is the most difficult of decisions receiving record , and John Hanto make. We would say "yes " to both parts of the questions. kinson is within an eyelash of
Yes, substitute within the bounds of the p revious question ; no, smashing a host of others with
if you substitute merely to keep the score down. We believe his passing.
When Brown snared four of
we have an obligation to the boys we ha.e asked to gi.e an
all-out effort all week. Where is the justificat ion or the reward Hankinson 's passes Saturday
(playing m the game) if as soon as you have demonstrated against Iowa, it gave him 25 for
that you have learned well , you are sitting on the bench? In the season for 243 yards. That
a few games the score was lopsided in the first quarter. 1/ is the most passes ever caught
the .arsity players are made to sit out the remainder of the by a Gopher in one season,
game , are we not penali zing the player for doing things well? eclipsing Bud Grant's mark of
In effect we are saying "Do well enough to win but not too 24 set in 1949.
well or you will pa y the conseqences of not p laying. " Put yourBrown has two games to go,
self in the position of the boys. If you knew you would be too.
sitting on the bench for doing a good job , would you give 100
Hankinson has completed 70 of
percent effort in practice , would you continue to train , would 132 passes (53 per cent) for 837
you try to de.elop methods and attitudes that we hope will yards and six touchdowns. He's
prevail throughout your life ? We think not , you would be better had seven intercepted.
off being second string. This coaching staf f does not and canIn five Big Ten games, Hannot fost er mediocrity in any form , and still feel that we are kinson has hit 49 of 94 aerials
doing a creditable job. Neither can we ask any boy to try not for 595 yards.
to score a touchdown or open a hole in the line. After all ,
Easily within his reach , barhauen 't we alway s insisted on their best?
ring
injury, are Duane Blaska 's
attempt
to
control
There are however ways in which to
tolal passing yardage record of
the score and still stay within the bounds of the. principles de862 yards in 1962, Blaska 's 71
fined. These p ractices have been followed whenever feasible.
completions the same year and
lay
siring
p
letting
the
second
doton
,
kicking
on
fourth
Not
a couple of Sandy Stephens' recline.
offense , and the varsity play defense. Playing the varsity
ords — nine touchdown passes
with Ih e second hacks and vice-versa.
Unfortunately, these problems only present themsdi'es once in a season and 757 yards gained
every f e w years. Usually yo i4 are not g iven the talents and against Big Ten opponents.
Behind Brow n in the receiving
cbilifics for an X - l record , but are fighting f or your life and
department
, Ken Last has
some
pride
and
dignity.
with
hold
your
head
up
to
hoping
We do not insist that we are right in this matter , only that caught 16 for 198 yards and Kent
Krame r 14 for 260.
we do hatie a reason and can offer justi fication /or it.
In rushing, Fred Farthing still
•
lends
L
with 321 yards on 86 carBOW
bowling:
At
WESTGATE
in
Winona
SPLITMAKERS
ries.
Hankinson
has 163 on 58
,
Lily
Somers
6-7-10
4-7-10,
Nancy
Gappa
Neitzke
4-10,
—Alice
Dorthey Palubick i 5-8-10, Ruth Cierzan 5-10 , Rita Ramczyk trios and Reid 152 on 51 carries .
Two Gophers appear doubtful
5-7-9. Shirley Bronk 4-5, Bev Otto 5-6, Joanne O'Reilly 5-10, for
Saturday 's invasion by PurJudy
2-10,
Nita
Serwa
5-6-10,
Alice
Spalding
Fern Girtler 4-5-7,
due
because of injuries. Tackle
Murtinger , 5-7 Virginia Schuminski 5-7, Jerry Willyard 6-7-10, Gale Gilli ngham has a badl
y
Sue Plait 5-8-10, Dorothy Adams 6-7-10, Vivian Albert 2-5-7, sprained ankle and halfback Bill
Alfrieda
Fugue
6-7,
5-7,
Betty Bauer 5-10 . Sherm Pampuch
Crockett ' s foot injury still hamRuth Braatz 3-7, Pat Frey 5-6-7-10, Lois Schacht 4-10, Al Peter- pers him too much" .
man 5-8-10, Clint Kuhlman 5-8-10, Louis Czarnowski 4-9-10. At
RED MEN S CLUB-Doris Fegre 6-7. At HAI/-ROI) LANESTeresa Thicke 2-4-10, Harold Brandt 5-10, Brink Iverson 6-7,
Al Bittner 5-10, Viola Cordes 2-7-10, Myrtle Holmay 6-10, Eleanor I^eonhardt 6-10, Ruth .Jerowski 5-6-10, Helen Grulkowski
5-7, 5-10, Mary Prochowitz 5-8-10, Joan Wiczek 5-8-10. At WIST PKTK KSBIIRG . Fla . (AP )
NONA ATHLETIC CLUB-Doris Cierzan 5-6-10, 5-7, Winnie
The
Minne sota Twins ' entry is
Sheridan 3-7, Irene Newfeldt 5-7, Gen Chuchna 4-5-7, Betty the hottest
team in the Florida
Mlynczak 3-7-10, Orvilla Cisewski 4-7-10, Ruth Kukowski 5-10, Instruction al League
.
Gert
Gabrych
3-6-7,
Mary Girtler 3-7-10, Grace Grochowski 5-10,
The Twins farmhands whi pped
Brandes
5-10.
Betty
Kansas City 14-2 Monday for
their sixth straight win. They 've
NBA
also reeled off 17 triumph s in
MONDAY' . RIJULTJ
their last 21 games and stand
No 8«mti Khfdultd.
21-12 In the league.
TODAY'S OAMBS
¦•lllmort vi. Dttrell «l Phll.dtlphla
Outfielder Joe Nossek and
Sin Fnnchco al Phll»d«lpM«.
first baseman Dick Reese each
New York *l Lot Ang«l«>
WEDNESDAY 'S OAMBS
had four hits Mon day, while Jim
Cincinnati it it. Loim
Ollom , Carl Finafrock and Gene
Phllndtlphl* »l Balllmoi..
Sin Priftcltcs »l BMlon,
Ross combined to pitch the win .
The Twins swept a doubleNHL
header from Detroit Sunday, by
MONDAY'S RESULT*
Writ* or Phon*
No limn ichtdultd
identical 7-0 scores. Dave BosTODAY'S OAMIS
DUANE RIMGLLR
well pitched a two-hitter and
Oalralt «t totton .
WINONA
P.O. B- M MS
W IDNBSDAY'H OAMES
struck out 11 in Ihe opener ,
Oi.it 72.1
Botl.n it N.w York .
while
Don (iregsor * hurled a
Dttrott
Toronto
*t
SINTRr INS.RANCH
MOfltro.1 at Chicago .
three-hitter in the second.

MILWAUKEE (AP) - Eugene Grobschmidt, Milwaukee
County board chairman, says he
is in favor of a suggestion that
the county, assured that the
Braves will make their home in
Milwaukee for one more year,
consider an antitrust action
against the National League.
The antitrust suit was proposed Monday by Rep. Henry
Reuss, D-Wls., who said the
league's action in Phoenix,
Ariz., last week "is a clear attempt at restraint of trade."
In a unanimous decision, the
league told the Braves to keep
to theii* contract with the county
to play all 1965 home games in
County Stadium, but approved
the shift of the club to Atlanta
for the 1966 season.
Reus, said that "baseball's
42-year-old exemption from the
antitrust laws is at an end." He
said there was no reason for the
county to await possible action
by the Department of Justice or

I'M LOOKING FOR THAT BEAR! . . . ' .'
Heavyweight champion Cassius Clay holds
big collar and rope which he says he is going
to fasten around "the Bear," his name for

Sonny Liston. Clay caused a near traffic
jam in Boston with his search for "the Bear."
Clay meets Liston in a title fight in Boston
Nov. 16. (AP Photofax)

LISTON FIGURES HE'S GOT IT WON

Both Clay, Liston in
Perfect Shape for Bout

BOSTON (AP ) - Sonny Liston's left shoulder is A-OK for
his heavyweight title rematch
with Cassius Clay on Nov. 16
but the champion already has
proclaimed himself the winner

and is looking for the rabbitformer champion Floyd Patterson.
Both Clay and Liston were
pronounced in perfect condition
by Dr. Nathan Shapiro, Massa-

Brown Breaks
Gopher Pass
Receiving Mark

•

•

Twins ' Instruction
League Entry 'Hot'

Complete g^p^

Auto Inwrance

"PERFECT HEALTH " . . . Sonny Liston laughs as Tommy Rawson , associate boxing commissioner checks his weight
in Boston today. Liston was pronounced in "perfect health"
for title fight against heavyweight champion Cassius Clay in
Boston Nov. 16. Weight at preliminary examination was not
announced but was presumed to be "around 212. " (AP Photofax)

Tulane Suffers
Heavy Losses
ATLANTA (AP ) - Tulane ,
which put its Southeastern Conference status in doubt by
scheduling only three SEC
games in 1966, has lost more
than $1.2 million on its athletic
program during the past two
years.
The decision to cut bark on
the SEC schedule and possibly
lay the ground work for getting
out of the conference came
several months ago when school
officials decided they could not
afford to subsidize the program
to the tune of WOO .OOO n year .
The $1..-million figure—which
officials at the university in
New Orleans would neither confirm nor deny—came from two
persons close to the school and
also from two members of the
athletic staffs of two other SI.C
institutions.
Dr . Hix N. Yard , athletic
director of Tulane , said in a
telephone interview that it was
obvious to the educated eye that
the losses at Tulane the past
two seasons have been heavy .
But he declined to put any figure on them.
"A look at the Tulane catalog
is enough to let you see how
hard it is lor us to compete in

| the SEC financiall y, " Yard said.
j "The average scholarshi p here
costs us $2,500 a year , while it' s
about half that at state-supported schools.
"I would like to set the record
I straight oa this: We are not ,
! nor do we have any intention of ,
i deemphasuing athletics at Tulane ," Yard said.
"We just want to gel things
back in order around here and
get our feet on the ground , and I
believe the conference will want
i to cooperate with us . "
The SEC'! will hold Its annual
meeting in Atlanta in January
and will determine at that time
j what action to take on the Tulane mailer. The school's decision not to play the required six
conference football games is a
I violation o( the SEC bylaws.
SEC Commissioner Bernie
Moore
said In Birmingham that
I
I he had not had time to study
| Tulane 's situation and did not
know how other conference
members felt.
Tulane is 1-6 in the won-loss
column this year and has won
onl y two other games since
1961. A t t e n d a n c e at home
games has „vcraged about 18,000 this season .

chusetts Boxing Commission
physician, at a preliminary
medical check Monday.
Minutes earlier, Clay staged
one of his side shows, snarling
traffic on Commonwealth Avenue and ' drawing the attention
he sought in a mock hunt for the
Big Bear; his name for Liston.
Chief concern of Dr. Shapiro's
examination was the left shoulder which was injured and
caused Liston to lose his title to
Clay after six rounds in Miami
last February.
"I can find no restriction of
motion," Dr. Shapiro said. "The
biceps and entire muscular system has been rebuilt completely since the injury. "
Liston , a 9-to-5 favorite in the
Las Vegas line, said "I would
say I'd win in less than 15
rounds. I'm in better shape than
I've ever been in my life . Beyond that I leave the talking up
to Clay. "
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But Buddy,
You 're Wrong!
NEW YORK (AP) - A guy
walked into the National Horse
Show in Madison Square Garden
Monday night , looked around
with a puzled expression on his
face and went to his seat.
The seat was occupied so he
took his complaint to the chief
usher.
"Someone's in my seat ," he
growled. "GET HIM OUT. And
the way, what time does the
wrestling start?"
He had a ticket for the wrestling matches next Monday
night, Nov. 16.

FUN WHILE
IT LASTED
SYDNEY, Australia (yR —
Reginald Spiers, the 22-yearold athlete who flew 12,000
miles hidden in a wooden
crate because he couldn 't
pay $640 for a ticket, must
pay $970 freight charges,
Air India said today .
"He knows what he has to
pay, it's set out in the consignment ," said George Talati , Perth manager of the
Indian line. "We don't intend to invoice him for it. "
Spiers said Monday he
would pay up but it would
have to be in installments.
Talati said the company
wants a lump sum.

the Congress before toitiattng
action.
"Chairman Emanuel Celler of
the House Judiciary .Cotnmitte.
has likewise expressed the view
that Milwaukee County should
call the antitrust laws into
play, " Reuss said.
Grobschmidt said Monday
night he would confer at soon aa
possible with county corporation
counsel Robert Russell about
such a suit.
Russell told newsmen he did
not want to comment on th.
proposal at this time.
County Executive John Doyn_
said he would have no immediate comment on the suggestion.
Circuit Judge Robert O. Cannon of Milwaukee, legal adviser
for the Major League Baseball
Players Association, said in an
address Monday that if baseball
expansion does take place, there
was a good chance that Milwaukee would be the first city considered.
Cannon, who has been mentioned as a possible successor
to' retiring baseball commissioner Ford Frick . -also urged
support for the Braves during
the 1965 season.
"There should be no vindictiveness," Cannon said. "Milwaukee should not take it out
On America 's greatest game . . .
and punish the owners by not
supporting the Braves."
Charles 0. Finley, who has
made several unsuccessful efforts to move his American
League Kansas City Athletics,
said Monday he was not interested in Milwaukee as a 1966
location. He said :
"What has gone on in Milwauke, what is going on now
and what may go on next season and in the future is none of
my business. I couldn't care
less."
Grobschmidt also said Monday he had asked Russell for
an opinion on the status of the
county's suit that resulted in a
temporary injunction blocking
the Braves' move to Atlanta for
the 1965 season.
He indicated the county would
seek to have the injunction continued, saying, "If the injunction is removed , and the Braves
started to move out , where
would we be?"
The injunction was issued last
month by Circuit Court Judge
Ronold Drechsler, who has
scheduled the next hearing for
Wednesday . However, Grobschmidt indicated the county
might seek an adjournment.
Russell said National League
attorneys had told him that
league president Warren Giles
would send the county a statement on the decision by the
owners. But the statement may
not arrive until next week, Russell said.
A stockholder's suit brought
against the Braves in U.S. District Court will not be pressed.
It was brought by Francis Demet, owner of a single Braves'
share, to force the club to keep
to its contract. He sai_ he would
not seek dismissal of the suit
but would no longer pursue it.

Clay, who did not confront
Liston face-to-face but did run
alongside his car as the latter
arrived and left , again predicted he would win in nine rounds ,
i I n"ii i u v [ mv_ waa
i iy
_ Maamj_^_ ^_ a_______a '
"" )
"maybe before that. " He raised ¦mi
nine fingers for cameramen and
'¦" L .
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hailed it as "another great pre__________________
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_____________________________'^
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diction ."
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"I figure the guy's afraid ," aas^^^^M^^^_ ^^^^^^^^M\'4*^BB^MwMK ^m^^^^^^^^^^^_ \
said Clay. "It' s do or die for
him. He's going to be desperate.
"I figure he 'll stalk me. He
' _^I^I^I^I^B^I^E
flJ^l^l^l^lB
says he's going to wait for me. I ^__H(__ H^__^_ R. M9_H^_B
figure he'll get beat even worse
that way. I' m a much better
V_^_^_^_^_^_9_^_^B_|_^_^_^_^_^_^_B^
boxer . I' m going to hit him a lot _____________ t_tm_ ^*
to the body.
"I know we are going to win.
After we win we want the rabbit
— Patterson. I think of Liston
as the hunter and Patterson as
the rabbit. "
_ \ *£ ~J ^_ \''/ ^M
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MM. WmmmML '
Boxing Commission Chairman
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Herman Greenberg reminded
newsmen that the contract in- D
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tenders and that $50,000 of the
winner 's purse will be retained _ _r___ P_M_Ti______________i^*^*^_________i^ ^L ^LWrA
y kyliA
to assure compliance. The contenders presumabl y will come
from the Ring Maga2ine ratings
since the World Boxing Association refuses to recognize the t ~i_
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fight or Clay as champ ion.
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CAPTURES SIXTH PLACE

AFTER WINNING CY YOUNG AWARD

Arnie Breitlow
Smashes 659 Set

Arnie Breitlow shoved into
•ixth place on the individual aeries listing by hammering 659
for Bunke 's APCO In the City
League at Hal-Rod Lanes Monday night.
That was the only top-ten action of the night.
Breitlow waxed games of
232. 196 and 229 as his team
pushed within one game of
league-leading Oasis Bar ,
Graham . McGuire rocketed
1,024—2,912, but saw Spa ad
Wash tit its game total, John
Sherman of Bub's and Emil
Nascak of Hotel Winona each
cocked 244s.
In the Pin Topplers League
at Westgate Bowl , Delorea
Wick - came up with a .56 series to top the city women.
Teammate Betty Englerth slapped 200 and the pair led their
Main Tavern group to tofr— _, 049.
Helen Englerth turned 548, Irlene Trimmer 535, Marg* Mora vec 526, Irene Bronk 519, Leona Lubinski 517, Marianne
O'Brien S12, Esther Pozaitc 511,
Marge McGuire 509, Betty Englerth 505 and Yvonne Carpenter
802.
Alice Spalding pounded the
maple to the tune of 554 In the
Ladies League at Westgate.
She rolls for Winona Typewriter. Esther Kelm produced 217—
634 for Grulkowski Beauty and
Midland CO'Op landed team honors with 963—2,870. ,
Elaine Bambenek fired 522,
Arlene Sobeck 510 and Eleanore
Loshek 80S.
HAL-ROD LANES: VFW Ray Gabrych slammed 221 and
Henry Yackel S77 as Waaon's
Supper Club dropped 1,037. Harold Brandt had 221 for Winona
Milk and Bakken Construction
1,847.
High School Boys — Spartans
picked up 749—2,146, while Kirk
Brandmire was toppling 192
for Pin Busters and John Walski SOS for Good Players, Steve
Waltzer tipped 505 and Ron Dulek 502.
High School Girls — Suzanne

Laak swept 171—434 for Scramblers. Strikettes took team highs
With 7.8—2,079.
Park-flee Junior Glrh—Mary
Leaf of All-Stars cruised to 151
-293. Pin Busters skidded 689
and Roadelder. 1,319.
His *N Men - Fountain Citians captured 768—2,260. Susie
Kane waxed 177—499 for McElmury-Wolf . and Ed Kauphusman 195—565 for KauphuamanKauphuiman.
WESTGATE BOWL : Community - Mark Warren's 216
helped Sunbeam Bread score
1,006-2,864. Bob Schossow skidded 585 for Schmidt's.
Alley Gaiters—Doretta Schultz*
204 paced Mohan Window to 946
while Jan Wleczorek was driving Fenake Body Shop to 2,579
with her 807.
WINONA AC: Go-G.tt.r_ Ceil Bell ripped 182—452 to lead
Graham _. McGuire to 836—2,448. Ruth Kukowski of E.B. 's
Corner came up with 452. A
week ago, Irene N.wf.ldt had
the league's high individual series with 454,
Monday — Schlitz Beer copped 956 behind Norm Banlckl's
590. Ral ph Hardtke tipped 226
for Polly Meadows and Home
Beverage Service captured 2,802. John Cierzan tumbled 568
errorless.
RED MEN'S CLUB: Mondaynit. — Al Maynard's 487 shoved Schmidt's to 2,664. Robert
Nelson Jr. cracked 195 for Sunbeam, which belted 930.

Minnesota Wins
Cross-Country

T BARGAINS V

DAILY NEWS

ADS

Before Going
Shopping

WOOSTER, Ohio (AP) - "I
have to give pitching coach
Marv Grissom a lot of the credit," says Dean Chance, the Los
Angeles Angels' right - hander
who was named the Cy Young
Award winner as tha best major league pitcher of 1964.
A special committee of the
Baseball Writers Association of
America gave Chance 17 of the
20 votes cast, making him the
third successive Los Angeles
hurler to be selected.
He succeeds Sandy Koufax of
the Dodgers, who received one
vote although he was injured
part of the season. The Dodgers'

Pistons Will
Fire Coach,
Sign Veteran

Don Dry-dale won in 1862,
Larry Jackson of the Chicago
Cubs, whose 24-11 record made
him the majors' winningest
pitcher, was named on the other
two ballots , the committee announced Monday.
"I'm really happy about the
honor,'' the 23-year-old off-season farmer said. "I thought I
had a pretty good shot at it
after the season when the statistics came out.
"I've been with Grissom since
1961 , " said Chance, who posted
a 20-9 record and a 1.65 ERA.
"He gave me confidence and
taught me different little things

like following through and
smoothing out my motion.
"Of course, this year, I had
three years of experience, and I
used it all to the best of my
ability. I learned how to pitch. "
Chance used his blazing fast
ball and slider to rack up the
moat .hutouts In the majors —
11. A record-tying five of them
were 1-0 decisions. The last
pitcher to achieve this mark
was Carl Hubbell in 1933.
Chance also had the most
complete games in the American League with 15. His 20fi
strikeouts put him a close third
in the AL behind Al Downing of

the Yankees and Cah.il. Pas

cual of Minnesota.
Asked if winning the awari
might have a beneficial effeel
on his salary next year, Chanci
replied ;
"I think this honor and Uv
other awards I'm getting wil
give me a bigger status ant
make my presence worth mon
next season. "
Chance started 35 gamea aiu
finished seven of his 11 relie
appearances. He worked __78 1-!
innings , walked only 86 am
permitted only seven homers
Six of his nine defeats were by 1
single run.

HAS QUARTERBACK , HALFBACK GAME

Bruhn Solving Player Riddle

MADISON m — Do two quarterbacks make a fullback ?
Wisconsin football Coach Milt
Bruhn really doesn't care but
he's going to try to turn a pair
of signslcallers into success in
the Badgers' final two Big Ten
games.
In an attempt to improve on
what Is destined to be a losing
season, Bruhn said Monday that
Hal Brandt and Jesse Kaye will
share the quarterb_cking duties
Saturday at Illinois and a week
hence in the season windup
against Minnesota in Madison.

WRONG WAY JIM . . . Jim Marshall is the Minnesota
Vikings' defensive end who gained national fame when he ran
the wrong way with a fumble against San Francisco Oct. 25.
He's received nearly 300 pieces of mail from fans urging encouragement but Marshall has suffered no ill effects and is
even enjoying his new-found attention. (AP Photofax)

Kaye saw bis first extended
service in Saturday 's loss to
Northwestern, and made the
most of his chance by pitching
a 52-yard scoring pass to end
Jim Jones, But when the Badgers got close to the goal on
drives, Brandt was called back
to action.

Marshall Worry? Heck He s
Enj oying 'Wrong-Way'Tag Walden Gives

MINNEAPOLIS (JB-Jim Marshall is built more like a grizzly
bear, but he has tha spirit of a
pixie.
That's why, somehow, the
Wrong Way tag he picked up a
couple Of weeks ago just doesn't
seem to fit.
Marshall picked up a fumble
4n; the Vlking-San Francisco
49er6_|*m«Oot-._£ and sprinted
URBANA. 111. (AP ) - Minne- 66 yattfi t. score a touchdown.
sota captured the BI3 Ten eroat- It was onr- of several great
country championship Monday flays he made that day. The
for the first time in 90 years, only trouble was that Marshall
but Northwestern'. Lee Assen- ran the wrong way, and scored
heimer won the individual a safety for the 49ers.
Minnesota Won the game 11crown.
Minnesota finished with a to- 22, largely on the strength of a
tal of 36 points while defending touchdown Carl Eller scored
champion Michigan State, win- after he picked up a fumble
ner in 11 of the last 13 meets, which Marshall jarred loose
from rookie quarterback George
was second with 59.
They were followed by Wis- Mira.
consin with 91, Northwestern 99, As far aa his national image is
concerned, however, Marshall
Iowa 109 and Indiana 117.
Assenheimer took the lead aft- now is a humorous figure, which
er the first mile and remained is fine with him.
in front the rest of the way, edg- "Yes, there 's Wrong Way
ing Minnesota 's Norris Peterson Rlegels, Wrong Way Corrigan
by five yards. Aasenheimer's and Wrong Way Marshall ," he
winning time for the four-mile quips.
course was 20:11.
Marshall was crestfallen over
Mike Kainea of Michigan £tate the wrong-way run — for about
was third followed by Tom H .l- two hours.
nonen of Minnesota. Other Go- His teammates lightened the
phers placing had Bob Weigel situation on the plane trip back
eighth, Dave Wagner 10th. John from California. "Let Jim fly
Valentine 11th , Mike Elweil 14th the plane and we'll get a vacaand Stan Gaffin 17th.
tion in Hawaii ," they jabbed.
Marshall is a good-natured
TILLMAN SERVICES
fellow - off the football field MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Fu- but he's also a very fine defenneral services will be held here sive end who knows his ability
Thursday for John J. Tillman, and his worth to the Vikings.
73 , a former professional boxer "I've had a lot of kidding,
who had served 25 years as naturally , " he says , "but it's In
Minnesota boxing commissioner. good fun. Almost everybody Is
Tillman died Sunday.
sympathetic , and the opposing
players don't bring it up.
You can't help getting the
impression that to Marshall the
incident ia the best thing that
ever happened to him. Not that

Smart
Shoppers
Always
Read

Chance Credits Pitching Coach

he's planning any more such
escapades.
"This is my agent," he
cracks, pointing to Eller, his
close personal friend and the
other Viking defensive end.
Eller is a rookie, but he's come
fast wifch the help of Marshall
and others. Marshall doesn't
hide his pride in Eller's fast
development. ' ."¦- —
"I've been on I've Got A Secret already," Marshall said,
"and I've got some other television appearances in the works,
but I can't talk about them

yet."
Butted in Eller :
"Give us more publicity. We
need some more TV shows." .
The Viking office has been
deluged with upwards of 300
letters from fans from all over
the country, including one from
Roy Riegels who made the
famed wrong-way dash in the
1929 Rose Bowl game.
Now a successful California
businessman, Riegels advised
Marshall to shrug it off.
Marshall isn't shrugging it
off ; he's enjoying it immensely.

FIRST DRILL . . . Winona High School basketball candidate Bruce Holan ia seen driving down the lane during the
Hawks * first drill of the season Monday. Coach John Kenney's forces open the season Nov. 27 against Mahlomedi here.
(Dally News Sports Photo)

Wittenberg Rates
As No. 1 Team

I

"WHY WAIT?"

Vikings Best
Punt Average

MINNEAPOLIS (*V—For three
years, the Minnesota Vikings
had the worst punting average
in the National Football League.
This week, thanks to Bobby
Walden, they have the best.
Walden booted for a 52.4 average against San Francisco
Sunday to boost his season average for 47 kicks to 47.1. That's
better than the likes of Yale
Lary bf the Lions, Don Chandler
of the New York Giants and
Tommy Davis of the .fters.
Elsewhere on the Viking statical front:
Fullback Bill Brown regained
the Minnesota rushing lead
when he gained 54 yards Sunday
to Tommy Mason's 23. Brown
now has carried 133 times
for 468 yards and a 3.5 average ,
while Mason has 439 yards on 94
carries and a 4.7 average.
Fran Tarkenton has 115 completions in 195 pass attempts for
a 59 completion percentage,
1,652 yards and IS touchdowns
— all of which should move him
very near Green Bay's Bart
Starr and Baltimore 's Johnny
Unitas In the NFL passing derby. He's had seven intercepted.
Brown still has a big lead in
the pass receiving department,
with 33 catches lor 445 yards
and six touchdowns.
Paul Flatley and Tom Hall
each have caught 17, for 260 and
227 yards , respectively, ' while
Mason has 15 catches for 148,
Jerry Reichow 14 for 206 and
Gordie Smith 10 for 116.

"Jesse sparked 'em up all
right" Bruhn said in telling of
plans for dual quarterbacking.
Then he explained why Brandt
was called off the bench:
"Hal will throw more accurately and where things are
jammed up close to the goal we
need to be sure to hit the target."
Bruhn continued that "Kaye
did a fine job, although he is
still throwing behind the receiver on action passes, and each
quarterback has a quality we

___ ___ _________ _ _ _

can use. Northwestern had set j Juries.
its defenses for Brandt's pass- j Al Piraino was assigned to
ing so we used Kaye 's running j share the offensive right tackle
ability. He got away for a few ! chores with Mike Sachen.
Suiting up for the drill was
good ones, too."
defensive back Dave Fronek,
The Badgers looked at movies who stayed home last weekend
of the Northwestern game Mon- j because of a sprained ankle.
day, then moved outside for a ¦
anoth-minute loosening up drill.
I Co-captaln Ron ,Frain,
er defensive back also worked
Bruhn made one lineup out for the first time since inchange and also had good news j juring a knee several week. ago.
from the Infirmary, which had However , he is not expected to
been called on for yeoman duty ! see action before the Minnein this season of too many in- i sota game.
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All this Great
Christmas Music : ',
Silent Night. O Little Town of Beth- , 1
1 k hemi 0 Comt A n y« Fathful. Joy to >
the World. Good King Wenceslius. ;
Whit Child ts This? Holy, Holy, Holy. ,' \
Ablda With Ma. Ava Maria (Bach- >
Gounod) .Toy land.TheBhaP herdB_y. j ?
Deck the Halls with Bough, of Holly. [ \
Th. First Noil. Hark! Tha Herald , I
_^
Sin8 . God R<JltYt Merry Gen- < ?
Ut . ;
Q
tlemenn8«l"t°
Co
^ Come
tie Children. Go T.U h On the Moua- ¦ ,
,>
. . ... _ ,
« „ , . .u
tain. Sing
Hosanna , Halleluiah.
'
'
<
>
,
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.
,
.
,
v
W-.etyouranow! X
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1 Another Great Holiday Buy from Goodyear ! f

WILL DEFEND TITLE
PHILADELPHIA (AP) Middleweight boxing champion
Joey Giardello will defend his
title against Ruben (Hurricane )
Carter Dec. 14 in Convention
Hall — with or without television — says Giardello 's attorney, Michael Del Collo.
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By Till. ASSOCIATED PRP1SS !
PHILADELPHIA (AP ) - Don Wittenberg , which has finWattrick , new executive manag- ished its season undefeated but
er of the Detroit Pistons of the has rejected partici pat ion in a
National Basketball Association , bowl f!nme , retained Its No. I
is expected to announce today rating today in The Associated
the release of Couch Charley Press small - college football j
{
Wolf and the signing of a veter- poll.
an player on the Detroit team ' Th«' Top Ten, with first-place
votes in parentheses, nnd !
as the new mentor .
Wattrick , a 54-yenr-old Detroit points:
1)1
1. Wlllir»b-r _ (?)
radio and sports personality
1. Loulilana Tech (ll
M
Let ut ready your car now for .afar winter driving.
_
1.
FforMa
A
named lo the executive pout
M U>
»>
4. Pnlrl. View
;j
Monday, .sulci he hoped to make
Our complet- wintarlilnjj service it ffltt, aconomical
i, Lot An .ilei II. (I)
44 ]
an announcement through his
U
«. San OI_ s* II
and guaranteed to please. You'll enjoy peace of mind
;.
Tirntt
A
I
JJ
*
I
Detroit office,
I. M«tl_ Cl<UlotU
4;
In Fort Wayne , Ind., Pistons ' t, Minn Concordia
40
when cold weather arrive, if you have Sam wlnterlie
14
owner Fred Stollner said Wat- 10. Arka ntat »Ut«
your car NOWI
trick is Acting on his own initia"Any
changes
will
he
made
j
tive in team matters. Zollnrr
added that he expects lo hear a by me nnd I intend to change j
report from Wattrick when he the coaeli 11s soon as possible ," ,
returns from the East later this he added .
'
Citlnn the Pistons ' 2-!» losing ]
week.
Wattrick declined dirocl com- record , Wattrick said one of his •
ment on the coaching ('twinge , first ads in his new job would i
except to Bay that he "wants io he lo "try lo make this team a | Huff and Belleview
Phone 9S34
know why we 're not winnin g. So winner. " The Pistons haven 't
1 look nt first things first. 1 look ( had a winning season nince
WE GIVE GOLD BONO STAMPS
at the guy (hat has been in con- moving from Fort Wayne in j (S*6)
1
I
1957.
trol of the team. "
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8 1
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datlari In tha Unit*. Statai and Canada will make allowtnoa on a nay/ lira baiad on original traad daath
ramalfl lng and currant "Qondyaar Trlca."
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Directors Approve Most
Wage Pane l Suggestions

An adjustment panel's recommendations on procedures to be
followed by the Winona Board
of Education and public school
teachers in the discussion of
Srofessional problems — includig .alary matters — was accepted for use in next year 's
teachers' salary talks Monday
night by the school board which,
however, declined to make any
of the recommended adjustments in instructional salaries
for the current contract year.
The formal vote on a fourpoint motion on the panel report
was unanimous although during
the extended
discussion that
.
c ,
preceded the
bCnOOl
vote t h e r e
w e r e some
D— ' -.J '
DOafU
expressions indicating a de- ——
'
sire on the part of at least a
minority of the board membership to consider some sort of
adjustment in the wage struc-

ture for the 1964-65 contract the master's degree schedule
Dver and above the $200 acrossyear.
the-board boost voted by the
THE ULTIMATE decision did board last spring and an evenly
include a provision that the pan- distributed increment for the
el's salary recommendations be top seven steps on the bachetaken into consideration when lor 's degree schedule in which
the salary schedule comes up no changes were made by the
for consideration again this board for the 1964-65 contract
winter.
year.
The three-member panel was
Finally approved by directors
called last summer to study Monday night was a motion by
grievances posed by teachers 4th Ward Director Franklin
concerned with methods em- Tillman providing that:
ployed by the board in conduct• The report be placed on
ing its discussions with the
of record.
teachers prior to final action file as a matter
proposed
in the
The
plan
on the 1964-65 salary schedule
•
and with dissatisfaction with report for the meeting of the
board with the teachers for the
the schedule itself .
The panel report urged an purpose of discussing "mutual
overhaul of procedures in teach- problems" be used by the board
er-school board discussions and m establishing the 1965-66 teachrecommended certain upward ers' salary schedule.
adjustments in the current
• There be no adjustments
in teachers ' salary contracts for
year's salary schedule.
the 1964-65 contract year.
PRINCIPAL POINTS in the
• The salary proposal and
later included an additional in- other recommendations containcrease in the higher levels of ed in the report be considered
by the board at the'time teachers ' salary schedules for 1965-66
are being adopted.

4T 9th Unit to Train
In West Next August

The 419th Civil Affairs Company, USAR, Winona, has been
selected as the single civil affairs unit from the 5th U.S.
Army to participate in reserve
component special warfare annual field training at Fort Carson, Colo., and Camp Guernsey ,
Wyo , in August , 1965, Lt. Col.
Stanley E. Wehrenberg, commanding officer of the Winona
unit, announced today.
A special forces operations
base will be established at Fort
Carson. The Camp Guernsey
area will bf used as the unconventional warfare training
area.
The operation will be controlled from Fort Carson, utilizing
special forces communications,
facilities and techniques. Training will include all phases of
special warfare, to include the
participation of civil affairs personnel in support of the operation.
Other units will include air-

borne special forces personnel,
a psychological warfare unit, a
transportation company and a
hospital medical detachment.
"While we don't have all the
information necessary to project
to a detailed summer encampment, it's going to be very interesting to say the least," Col.
Wehrenberg said. "There will
be many factors corning up that
will be new to us in preparing
for this annual training. We assume the units will be airlifted
to the AFT area, but have nothing firm on this.
"Being a civil affairs unit in
support to special warfare will
give us 'on the ground' training, and will present much
more realistically the type of
work we would be doing under
actual conditions. We are looking forward to excellent training in a coordinating effort with
all the units involved in this
operation," Col. Wehrenberg
said.

DENNIS THE MENACE
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THE RECOMMENDATIONS
on procedures drew favorable
expressions from the board and
there was general agreement
that they should be followed in
next year 's salary meetings.
These recommendations included such items as a new
starting date for salary talks so
that wage matters might be
resolved prior to adoption of a
budget for the contract period;
that discussions with a teachers' salary committee be by the
whole board rather than only
by a board committee and that
a sufficient number of meetings
be held to allow for full discussion of all problems.
Dr. C. W. Rogers, 3rd Ward,
commented, "It seems to me
that a lot of the preliminary
work could be worked out by a
committee. I can't see why all
of us would have to meet every
time, especially on these purely
preliminary matters."

DR. ROGERS said that he
agreed that a once-a-year discussion of salaries was desirable and Dr. C R. Kollofski,
2nd Ward, said that he'd like to
discuss all of this "in one package" at the next salary discussion, acknowledging that he
wasn't completely satisfied with
the end results of the last action.
Wynne had a somewhat similar expression and emphasized
that he "would like to see next
time at the outset some talk on
salary schedule policy, before
we get into talk about dollar and
Cents."
At this point Tillman 's motion
was put to a vote and was adopted unanimously.

Durand Debaters
In Two Tourneys

DURAND , Wis. — Durand debaters traveled to Stillwater ,
Minn., and River Falls for tournaments Saturday.
At Stillwater the A team came
away with a 5-1 score and a tie
for the title.

The affirmative team of Cheryl Ward
and Kenneth Smith defeated Eau Claire
Regis and Centennial and lost to Alexander Ramsey. The negative pair, Jackie
Buckholtz and John Hess, won all three
defeatins Blake, Hopkins and Minnehaha Academy.
The second unit at Stillwater was
composed of Mary Spindler and Gary
Castleberg, affirmative, and Mary Shafer . and Gary Wekkin, negative. The affirmative lost to Cooper, Mora and
Stillwater. The negative won over Hopkins and St. Paul Johnson and lost to
South St. Paul. Buckholtz and Hess
tied for
Individual
honors with
37
points, followed by Wekkin, 33, and
Shafer, 33.
At River Falls the beginners participated In a three-round practice tournament sponsored by the State University. Durand was represented by Nancy
Atorey. Jim Forster, Jane Bartholomew,
Delores King. Charles Schlosser, Kathy
Forslund, Myrna Bauer and Mary Rutherford.

Saturday the entire squad will
compete in the Eau Claire MeBOARD President Lawrence morial invitational. R. M. DuesSantelman said that he also felt terbeck is debate coach.
¦
that the panel wasn't recommending that an unlimited number of . meetings of board members and teachers be held.
"I'd think," Santelman said,
"that they mean there should be
a reasonable number of meetings — perhaps three if that
number would be be sufficient
Two meets are on this week's
for full discussion — and that schedule for the Winona Senior
the teachers know of this. Oth- High School debate squad.
erwise these meetings could go
Coach Keith Larson announcon indefinitely. "
ed that on Wednesday Senior
Frank J. Allen Jr., 3rd Ward, High will be host to Cotter High
started out the discussion on the School and La Crosse Aquinas
salary recommendations with High School debaters in a practhe observation, "I just wonder tice tournament.
if we reject the recommendation
Saturday the Senior High varof the panel this year but agree sity team will participate in the
to discuss it next year and, in annual Hopkins (Minn.)
High
effect , a year from now adopt School Invitational
Tournament.
it in principle if it wouldn't look
Saturday two squads of Senlike we admit we were wrong
but don't want to admit it this ior High debaters participated
in a tournament at Hutchinson
year. "
'
(Minn.) High School .
DANIEL Sadowski , 4th Ward ,
The A squad of Lee Turner,
replied, "I think that last spring Jeanne Hittner , Terry Blanchwe came up with what we ard and Kath y Twomey won two
thought was fair. It was some- and lost four debates , while the
thing we wanted to start with B squad of Lynn Schroeder,
and work forward in the future. Ruth Karnath, Martha Donahue
What they are asking me to do and Linda Klingbeil was 1 and
when they recommend a change 5.
in the schedule is to admit that
About 25 high schools were
I was wrong and I don 't think I represented at the tournament.
was wrong. "
Tillman added, "What we were
trying to do when we adopted Elgin Man Hurt
this schedule last spring was to ELGIN , Minn. —Donald Presupgrade education in Wjnona cher, 25, Elgin , apparentl y sufand make our schools the best fered minor injuries in a 10possible for every dollar spent. foo. fall at a R o c h e s t e r
The intent of the board was cer- church Monday at 9.30 a.m.
tainly honorable and had as its
Employed by Erickson Decoonly goal upgrading of educa- rators , Rochester , he was painttion here. "
ing on the new Gloria Dei Lu"1 think that was the intent ," theran Church , Rochester. He
Allen agreed, "but it was totally was standing on the decking of
unpalatable lo fhe teachers and the church when he stepped
equally unpalatable to all three back and fell through the skymembers of the panel. The prin- light .
ci ple is still good and still right
He was taken to St. Mary 's
but 1 think I might have to Hospital by ambulance f o r
agree that maybe we didn 't go emergency treatment of laceraat it the right wav. "
tions about the face.

Debaters Slate
More Tourneys

DIRKCTOIt-at-Larg. D a v i d

Wynne wondered whether some
compromise might be developed which would be mutually satisfactory, noting that implement inR the panel recommendation for the bachelor 's degree
schedule would involve a relatively small amount of money
-ind (lint the largest increase in
piiyroll wo uld come at the master ' s level.
Santelman mentioned, "We
have adjusted the salary scheduled to take effect last Sept. 1,
.soon we 'll he starting talks on
new adjustme nts for lflfi _ - _fi and
I don ' t think there would be a
Rood psychological effect on the
"Don't Itt him bug you—Hit bark' » worse than hi* bite." c ommunity to make another ad-

MARK TRAIL

justment now. I think the community is used to accepting salary adjustments just once a
year. "

DOCTORS NAME OPFICKRS
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special)-Dr. Philip Utz , La Crescent , was named tc the executive committee of the Zumbro
Valley Medical Society at Rochester last week. He will serve
with the officers , all from Rochester, and Dr. J. P. Nehring,
Preston , and Dr. Grant Olson ,
Wesl Concord, also on the committee . The executive officers
and 18 other doctors representing some 7.0 members in Olmsted , Fillmore , Houston and
Dodge counties were named delegates to the 196S annual meeting of the stale Medical Association .

By Ed Dodd

Peterson Asks Buffalo County Board Selected Blue
Chip Stocks
Recount in Considering Food
Two Counties Stamp Plan for 1965 A Little Higher

BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
(Special ) — Recount petitions
were filed with Jackson and
Trempealeau county clerks Monday by Merlin J. Peterson, incumbent assemblyman, f o r
most precincts.
Attorney Ralph Lund represented Peterson, who is ia Madison attending the "lame duck"
session ol the legislature, in
asking for recounts in 25 of
Jackson's 30 precincts and in 32
of Trempealeau's 39.
In the unofficial vote Peterson, Republican , received 7,390
votes to John Radcliffe, Strum,
Democrat, 7,531, a difference of
141 votes.
In the completed canvass in
Trempealeau County Peterson
gained 10 votes with correction
of a mathematical error in
Blair
The Jackson board of canvassers hasn't completed its
work because of the hospitalization of a member, Eugene
Greenlee. However, Peterson
has picked up a net of 30 votes
in the Town of Albion, Peterson's home precinct, where
there were errors for both candidates.
Peterson has asked for recounts in all Trempealeau County precincts except the Town of
Caledonia and the three wards
in each of the cities of Whitehall and Galesville.
The recount will cost Peterson $2 a precinct.
It is also reported that a recount will be asked by Republican Mrs. Edith Gilbertson, Jackson County treasurer, who lost
to Mrs. Alva Hagen, Democrat, by 43 votes in the unofficial count. Errors wePe • found
in Albion in this race also.

Slightly Higher
Budget , Levy
Asked af Mondovi

ALMA, Wis. (Special) - The
Buffalo County Board of Supervisors, in annual session Tuesday, proposed drawing up a resolution making Jan. 1 the starting date for the USDA-Wisconsin
Department of Public Welfare
plan to distribute foods to households now receiving public assistance and to non-public assistance households.
The resolution would raise $4,500 to conduct the "program in
1965.

THE PLAN would furnish food
to persons on old age assistance,
the blind, disabled, and dependent children, plus low income
families ranging from $110 maximum salary for one-family
households to $335 in food for
families of seven, with additional $30 per month for each
person in homes with more than
seven children.
The board also is considering
creation of a corporation counsel proposed by Jerome Benson,
director of the county welfare
department. The proposal, tried
in 20 other counties, Benson
said, would provide the department with 40 hours ot legal
counsel a month at a salary of
$180 to take care of matters not
now being handled because of
lack of help.
Bensen said 18 estates of welfare recipients are pending that
would return _ noney to the county. He said that if the district
attorney would handle these
cases he would rece ive $250 an
estate, while it would cost the
county nothing under a corporation counsel.
THERE ARE paternity cases
to dispose of, investigations of
cases where relatives might contribute to the support of welfare
recipients, etc, Benson said.
The state would reimburse the
county 55 percent of the cost,
Benson said, so under the program he proposes, it would cost
the county $972 a year. Currently the county is losing up to
$3,000 in work which a part-time
district attorney doesn't have
time for, he said.
The budget hearing was held.
The budget proposes $1,028,586
for expenditures for next year
and a tax levy of $549 ,920. Other
revenues would include $198,000
for highways and $351,920 from
other sources.
On motion of Oscar Florin,
$125 for the Great River Road
was added to the budget.

MONDOVI , Wis. (Special) —
A slightly lower proposed budget and slightly higher tax levy
will be considered at the public
budget hearing at the council
rooms next Tuesday at 7:30
p.m.
The proposed budget for 1965
is $140,155. This year expenditures will total $140,499, the last THE BOARD moved to rethree months estimated.
scind the $100 annual salary to
THE COUNCIL propose* to Alger Marum, Gilrnanton, as
raise $61,950 in local taxes for deputy civil defense director and
city purposes and anticipates place him on a regular county
$78,204 in other revenues. Last board per diem and mileage bayear it raised $60,182 by taxes. sis when attending recommendGeneral government is pro- ed meetings .
posed at $19,500, $3,000 higher. County Agent Archie Brovold
The highway proposal is $32,- said Buffalo County's share of
419, about $5,000. higher than a budget for the Upper Missisthe $27,609 expenditures this sippi River Regional Planning
Commission has been raised
year.
from the original $300 per year
The council proposes to raise for three years. No appropria$8,911 for unclassified expenses, tion has been made by the
compared with $6,260 for the board.
current year.
Among members of the comIt will levy $23,800 for muni- mission are Earl Blank , Cochcipal indebtedness. Last year rane, two-year term ; Mayor
the city raised $24,515 for debt Gaylord Schultz , Mondovi , four
retirement.
years, and Arthur Hitt , Alma,
Levy for outlay was dropped six years. The commission infrom $15,919 raised last year to cludes Pepin, Pierce, Crawford ,
$10 ,300 in the proposed budget. Vernon, La Crosse and TremWalter Boos of the Depart- pealeau counties in. addition to
ment of State Audit discussed Buffaln.
the 1963 audit with the council,
which granted an adjustment of IN DISCUSSING rural devel$250 to the Buffalo County Fair opment, Brovold said the MonAssociation on last summer's dovi Agricultural , Professional
rental because booths under the and Businessmen's Association
grandstand weren 't usable after is considering building an enclosed area about 160 by 120
the hail storm in June.
feet at an estimated $30,000
IN OTHER business, council which could be used by horse
granted a pharmacists 's permit clubs, for horse sales, breeders
to Donald Ede; approved new association meetings and for
street lights at the east and many other purposes, besides
west ends of the new Vine providing restrooms for the
Street extension ; rejected bids county fairgrounds at Mondovi.
for its tenant house because it
He said the Mondovi group
considered them too low — the might want assistance in the
city will sell the building; dis- community project.
cussed fees to adjoining towns
He reported fair premiums,
(or use of the dump ; approved $5,31)8.75, the largest in Ihe hisa book transfer of $2,119 in hos- tory of the fair. He reported for
pital pledges to the construction fund on recommendation
CHICAGO (AP ) - (USDA )
of the auditor , and laid over
consideration of a new building Live poultry : wholesale buying
prices unchanged to % higher;
code to a future meeting.
roasters 23-26 ; special fed white
rock fryers 18-19; heavy hens
PRODUCE
17-17% ; few geese 25.
NEW YORK (AP ) - (USDA )
— Butter offerings in balance
with needs. Demand fair. Prices unchanged.
Cheese s t e a d y . Prices unchanged.
? Wholesale egg offerings ample. Demand slightly improved
today.
(Wholesale s e l l i n g prices ,
based on exchange and other
volume sales )
Mixed colors : standards 34-35 ;
checks 27-28.
Whites: extra fancy heavy
weight (47 lbs min) 3B M h ;
fumy medium ( 41 lbs average )
2B-21); fancy heavy yeight (47
lbs min ) .Wx-uV'i. ; medium (40
lbs average ) 27-28 ; smalls C.6
lbs average) 25'-.-2fi'-.; peewees
(31 Ibs average) 20-21 .
Browns: extra fancy heavy
weight (47 Ibs min ) :i!M0: fancy medium (41 Ibs average )
2!» l -.-:i0'v ; fancy heavy weight ,
<« 7 lbs min» :ia-:.!) ; smalls cifi
lbs average) 2_ ' _ - - 7 l _ ; peewees
C31 lbs average ) 18-19 .

CHICAGO (AP ) - No wheat ,
oats or soybean sales, Corn No
3 yellow 1.14-16; No 4 yellow
1.11-1.13. Soybean oil 11.75
CHICAGO (AP ) - (USDA) Potatoes : arrivals 34; on track
194 ; total U.S. shipments :i«r> ;
supplies
moderate;
demand
slow; market (lull; carlot track
sales: Idaho russets 5.90 ; Minnesota North Dakota Red River
Valley round reels 4.15.
CHICAGO ( AP ) — Chicago
Mercantile Kxchange — Butter
steady ; wholesale buying prices
unchanged ; Oil score A A 61' « .
92 A 6V U: IH) B WW. «9 C 60;
cars IX) B til 1 -. ; ft!) C hi.
F.ggs about sleady, wholesale
buying prices unchanged ; 70 i
per cent or better grade A
whites 34; mixed ;i4 ; mediums
25; standards 29; dirties unquoted ; checks 23%,
NEW YORK (AP I - Canadian dollar .9304, previous
.9303,
I

NEW YORK (AP) - Gaini
John Bollinger, secretary-treasurer, who is hospitalized at La by airlines, tobacco, and .electrSwvqca
ed blue chips helped keep the
State Auditor Walter Boos,
early thii
Chippewa Falls, suggested to stock market steady
moderTrading
was
afternoon.
the board that it place convention expenses lor off icers and ately active.
committees in a budgeted ac- Steels, motors and rails were
_
count; that the county look into lower.
the possibility of combining pur- Some of the chemicals, mail
chases by departments to save orders and office equipments
money; investigate purchasing also posted gains.
a postal meter; transfer collecgoing through
tion of delinquent property tax- The list was
es from the county back to the another consolidation phase,
local taxing districts, and use brokers said, and there was
facsimile signatures on checks little in the news to stimulate a
sharp move either up or down.
to save time and per diem.
THE BOARD heard a report The Wall Street background
from Roger L. Hartman on his included news of scattered
work as family court commis- strikes throughout the country
sioner since succeeding the late and a rise in business inventoJudge G. L. Pattison in June.
ries.
Herman Spieth sat as a mem- The
little
was
market
ber of the board for Earl Blank , changed throughout the morn '
Cochrane. Chairman Ed Sendel- ing and showed no signs of a
bach, Waumandee, presided. turnabout as the session wore
The board continued in session on.
loday.
The Associated Press average,
of
60 stocks at noon was un1 P.M. New York changed
at 327.8 with industrials up .2, rails off .3 and utiliStock Prices
ties unchanged.
Alf'd Ch 54% Int'I Ppr 37% The Dow Jones industrial avAls Chal 20M. Jns & L
74% erage at noon was up .71 at
Amrada 84% Kn 'ct
93% 875.28.
Am Cn
433/. Lrld
44%
Am M&F 18V _ Mp Hon 128% Prices were irregular in active trading on the American
Am Mt
16 Mn MM .59
AT&T
68 Mn & Ont 25% Stock Exchange.
Corporate bonds were mixed.
Am Tb
35% Mn PA.L 48
U.S.
government bonds rose in
Ancda
54% Mn Chm 84%
ArchDh 36% Mon Dak 40% livelier trading.
Armc St 67% Mn Wd
42%
Armour
54 Nt Dy
84
LIVESTOCK
Avco CP 2P/_ N Am Av 52VR
Beth Stl 37% Nr N Gs 56%
ST. PAUt
ST. PAUL, Minn. (_l - USDA
Bng Air
63% Nor Pac 55% — SOUTH
Cattle 6,000; calves 2,000; only modBrswk
£ 3A No St Pw 38 erately active; slaughter steers and
heifers
sleady; cows steady, bulla
CtrTr
39M> Nw Air
61% strong tofullymostly
25 higher with a few
Ch MSPP 31%, Nw Bk
sales 50 up; vealers and slaughter calvei
47
steady,
feeders
strong
fo 50 Mghan
C&NW
59% Penney
66% high choice and prime 1,225
lb. sttert
Chrysler 55% Pepsi
58% 24,26; average to high choice 1,150-1,25)
23.75 .4.0O; most choice 950-1,250 lb.
Ct Svc
75% Phil Pet
52% lb
23.00-23.5C; high choice and prima 971
Cm Ed
56% Plsby
73y4 Ib. heifers 23.00; high choice 900-100 IB.
Cn CI
49% Plrd
171% 22.75; most choice 850-1,000 Ib. 21.0021.50; utility and commercial cows 12.00Cn Can , 51% Pr Oil
58% 13.25; canner and cutter 10.00-12.00; utilCnt Oil
73% RCA
32% ity and commercial bulls 16.00-17.SOi
canner
and cutter 1O.0O-15.5O; choice
Cntl D
50% Rd Owl
29 vealers
24.00-26.00; choice calvei 16.00Deere
45% Rp Stl
44% 18.00; good and choice 650-850 Ib. feeder
1B.50-22.00.
Douglas 29% Rex Drug 59% steers
Hogs 12,000; active ; barrows, giltl
Dow Chm 78 Rey Tob 40% and sows strong to 25 higher ; feeder
strotig; 1-3 190-230 Ib. barrows and
du Pont 275% Sears Roe 12.V. pigs
gilts 14.75; mos> 190-240 Ib. 14.25-14.50f
East Rod 142% Shell Oil 57% medium 1-2 160-200 Ib. 14.00-14.50; 1-3
tb. sows 12.50-13.00; 2-3 360-40)
Ford Mot — Sinclair
51 270-360
Ib. ll.7S-12.S0; choice 129-160 Ib. feeder
Gen Elec 10% Socony
—
pigs mostly 13.50, few 14.00.
Sheep 5,000; opening sales slaughter
Gen Fds 41% Sp Rand 14
lambs steady, uneven Instances 25 highGen Mills - St Binds 77% er but later weak to 50 lower; slaughter
Gen Mot 41% St Oil Cal 68% ewes steady; feeder lambs steady to 25
higher; high choice and prime 95Gen Tel
38% St Oil Ind 42% 25
102 Ib. wooled slaughter lambs 21,25)
choice
and prime 80-110 Ib. 20.O0-21.0Oi
Gillette
28% St Oil NJ 89%
utility and good slaughter ewes 4.50Goodrich 63% Swft _. Co 53% 5.50;
choice and fancy 75-80 Ib. feeder
Goodyear 45%, Texaco
88% lambs 19.75; olher choice and fancy
60-80 Ib. 19.00-19.50; good and choice
Gould Bat 39% Texas Ins 87% breeding ewes 8.00-UM.
Gt No Ry 61% Un Pac
44%
CHICAGO
CHICAGO I* — USDA — Hogs 8,008)
Gryhnd
23% U S Rub 60% butchers
steady fo 25 lomri 1-2 190-221
Gulf Oil
61% U S Steel 55
Ib. butchers 15.25-16.00; mixed 1-3 190lbs. 14.50-1S.25; few 15.50) 230-2H
Homestk 47% Westg El 42% 230
Ibs. 13.75-14.50 ; 2-3 250-270 lbs. 13.25IB Mad. 429% Wlwcrth 29% 14.00; 270-300 Ibs. 12.75-13.50; mixed 1-1
Int Harv 83% Yg S _. T 47% 400-500 Ib. sows 11.25-U.75; 2-3 500-65.
Ibs. 1075-11.50.
Catfle 2,00; calves 15; slaughter staen
steady; several loads and lots choice
with (ew prime 1,050-1,250 Ib. 25.0025.50; most choice 1,0OO-l,!5O Ibs . 23.5024.75; good all weights 21,00-23.25 ; load
and tew lots mixed choice and prime
946-1,000 Ib, heifers 23.25-23.50) choice
800-1,000 Ibs. 22.50-23.00.
Sheep 500; wooled slaughter Iambi
and twes mostly steady; several lots
choice and prime TO-105 Ib. wooled
slaughter lambs 21 .00-21.50; good and
choice 20.00-21.00; good 19.00-20.00.

GRAIN
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -Wheat
receipts today 336; year ago 257;
trading basis unchanged; prices
VA lower ; Cash spring wheat
basis, No 1 dark northern 1.78%1.79%; Spring wheat one cent
premium each lb over 58-61 lbs;
Spring wheat one cent discount
each % lb under 58 lbs; Protein
prems: 11-17 per cent 1.78%1, 89%.
No 1 hard Montana winter
1.76%-1.81%.
Minn . - SD No 1 hard winter
172%-1,78%.
No 1 hard amber durum,
choice 1.73-1 .75] discounts, amber 3-5 cents; durum 7-10 cents.
Corn No 2 yellow 1.14%.
Oats No 2 white 55-64%; No 3
white 52%-62%; No 2 heavy
white 62-66 ; No 3 heavy white
60-63%.
Barley , cars 126, year ago 292;
good to choice 1.04-1.36 ; low to
intermediate 96-1.28; feed 87-95.
Rye No 2 1.18^4-1.22 %.
Flax No 1 3.22.
Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.63.

¦

(lit Pub. Date, Tuesday, Oct. 27, 1964)
Stats of Minnesota 1 is.
County of Winona
) In Probata Court
No. 15,731
In Re Eita ta ef
Henry R. Aunt, Decedent.
Order for Hearing en Petition
to Sell Real Estate
The representative ot said estate having filed herein a petition to sell certain
real estate described In said petition;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on November . 18, 1964,
at 11:30 o' clock A.M., before this Court
In th* proba te court roo m In the court
housa In Winona, Milnnesola, and lhat
notice hereof be given by publication
ot this order In the Winona Daily New*
end by mailed notice as provided by
law .
Dated October 26, 1944.
E. D. L I B E R A ,
Probate Judge,
(Probate Court Seal)
Norman A. Berth,
Attorney (or Petitioner. .
(First Pub. Tuesday, Nov, 70, 19H)
Stale ol Minnesota
County ot Winona

)
)

ss .
In Probate Court

No. 15,909

in Re Estate ef
Leone M. Stetlen, Decadent .
Order for Hearing on Final Account
•nd Petition for Distribution.
The representative ot the above named
estate having tiled her final account anal
and allowance
These quotalloru appl y as lo noon to- petition for settlement
thereof and lor distribution to the persona
day
thereunto
entitled)
Will be open vetaranV Day r*fIT IS ORDERED. That the hearing
ul*r buefnau hourt.
thereof be had on December 4, 1964 , af
Buymo noun it* irom * a.m. lo • 11:15 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
p.m. Monday through Friday.
the probate court room In Ihe courf
All livestock arriving altar closing house In Winona, Mlnneiota, and lhat
will
ba
properly
carta
tor
Km*
, walgfmd notice hereof be given by publication of
and priced tha following morning.
this order In the Winona Dally Mews anil
nog.
by mailed notice as provided by law.
Top butcher. (190 .20) . 14 ,00-14 .40
Dated November 6, 1964,
Top IOWI
13 3 5 1 .75
E. D. LIBERA,
Cattle
P robate Judge.
The cattle market Ik ttaeri and halt.
(Prob«il<! Court Seal)
FIS weak; cow. steady,
Streater, Murphy 6, Brosnahan,
High choice
,
,, , 2175
Attorneys for Petitioner .

WINONA MARKETS
Swltt & Company

Top heel cow .

11.2s

Canner. and cultara
11.}5 down
Vial
veal
market
is
tteady.
Th*
Top choice
7..00
Good and choice
. ..
l_.0O-. 0 O 0
Commercial tmi boner t . 9.00 down

(Pub. Dale Tuesday, Nov. 3, 1964)
Stat* nt Minnesota I 11.
Counly ot Winona
I In Probate Court
No 15,914
In Re Gtlite ef
(
Lillian M. Grpeldlng, Dstedanl.
j Order lor Hearing on Petition tor Probata
el Will, Limiting Time te pile Clalmi
noun, a a m 10 « pin , doted iatixdayi
and for Hearing Thereon
j
Submit lampla belote loading
1; Myrtle Douglas having Med a petition
(New Crop Barley)
I for the probate of the Will of laid deNo. I Barley .. .
») . »
cedent and tor the appoin tment of Myrlle
No J parlay . . . ., .
l.Ci
Douglai m aneculrlx, which Will It on
No , 3 barley
«
file In this Court and open lo Inspection ;
No. 4 barley
It
IT IS ORDERED, Thai the hearing
thereof ha had on December J, 1964 , at
11 o' clock A M., before this Court m
the prohnle court room in Ihe courf
Iheit cguulahoni apply ai ol
house In Winona, Mlnnrinla, and that
10 30 a.m. loday
ohlecllon
- to Ihe nllow«i\<_ . nt t,nld WH
j_
Grade A (lumbol
II any, be filed twlore
Grade A llaigei
j)
.aid time of
Itiaf Iho time wllhln whic h
Grede A (medium)
II ; hearing)
I
creditors
ot
said
dnccdent may file their
(.rode A (iniellj
IJ
Gt nde fl
ll I claim> he limited to lour months Irom
J the
rt/i
ln
liereot,
end Hint tt, 0 claims
dreae C
, .11
10 fikil in heard on March 12. 1965, at
11 n .lnd- A M , helo re this Court in
the prolMi e lourl room In Ihe court house
No. I northern tprlng wheat
. 1.6/
m Winnim, Minne\oln, And that nolir.
No. 3 norlhern ipring wheat . ,
1.6.
Hereof he olvon by publication of thli
No. J norlhern spring wheat
1 .61
¦ order In (he Wino na
Dally News and
No, 4 norlhern tprlng wheel , ,
1.3/
by mailed nolli c a. prnvlrtsrl hy law
Nn. I hard winter wheat
1.57
Dated October 2V, I.M
!
No. 3 hard winter wheal
I 55
E D L IBfeRA,
No . 3 hard winter wheat ....
LSI
Probate Judge.
No. 4 hard winter wheal
1.47
(Prohale
Court
Seal)
I
No . I rye
L17 [ Dannl. A Challern,
No, J rya
1.1* J Attorney fw Peltlbntr,

. ruedtert Mult Corporation

Winona i_gg Market

Bay State Milling Company

!

Want Ads
Start Here
———

e^^^^^ a^^

NOTICB

Thli Mwip.p.r will be rMponilbl*
for only one incorrtcl inurtlon ef
•ny clmlf lad edvirt liement publlih»_ In the want Ad taction. Check
your M in. call WI II a earn*
tion mutt ba made.

Help Wanted—Male

27 Farm Imp I.m .nt.

Train for PRINTING
ft Hand Composition
Unecasting and Presswork
Write
GRAPHIC ARTS

Technical School
(or Catalog.
Approved for Veteran Training
Telephone Your Want Ads 1104 Currie Ave.. Minneapolis
to The Winona Daily News
Dial 3321 for .n Ad Taker.
1

i

BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR-.
E., 10, 1J.

Card of Thanks
:
PETERSON I with to thank ' everyone who vltlfed me
and sent cards during my stay at tha
hospital.
Mrs. Beatrice Peterson

Lost and Found

4

LOST—autornatlc Browning oun. Revvtrd.
Harmony Hotel, Winona, Minn. Tel.
3468.
HOLSTEIN HElFERS-oVi
a yearling, one
a two-year-old. top of left aar cut
off . Notify O'Rourk Bros., Lewiston,
Minn. Tel. 1793.
MALE BLACK Labrador lost " Frl7 Answers to "Gunner." Reward. Tel.
5393.

Personal!

7

Tel. La Crosse 2-7766
or write
E-9 Winona Daily News
for interview.
28

EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER-wanted
for grain elevator and feed mill. Tel,
Lewiston 3301.

Situations Wanted—Fern. 29
PART-TIME OFFICE work, lonfl and
varied ex perience. Tel. 51*7.
~~
~
HOUSEKEEPING^OB-ln o7Tei_r wf.
nona, by dependable girl. Write or
inquire E-14 Dally News.

Frank West Agency

STUDEBAKER—1957 President, posltractlon, v-l, straight slick, wilt sacrifice
for (250 or bast offer. 273 W. Howard,
nUnf..

HOMBLITB CHAIN IAWS
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICI
_
Johtmon
ret. Hit
Ind

IN GOODVIEW

1963 CHEVROLET

GOLTZ PHARMACY

Free Magnetic FlaihJFght

TERRAMYCIN
For Mastitis

Tube .
Carton est 11

B *e
».«

..

87

DUO-THERM apace heater ¦with Kiel.
¦
tank. -72 W . 4th.
GET SOAP STONB AT
ROBB BROS. STORE
Tel, 4007
57* E. 4th>
RUMMAGE SALE — Community Roorr,
Thurley Hoenes, Sat., Nov 14, 1 to 5.
Wenonah Women's chapter Uaak Walton League.
BOY'S GREEN alpaca lined coat, size 18,
tllj boy 's black trousers, slie 34, V);
boy 's black tipper overshoes, size 11, $7.
567 E. eth. Tel 9586, (after 5:30).
ICE SKATE EXCHAW-TTiockey and
figure. KOLTER BICYCLE SHOP, 402
Mankato, Tel. 5665.
HAVE YOU SEEN Cherl, the Poodle;
Kitty, the . Klttent JoJo, the Clown;
Pandy, the Panda; Kate, Ihe Caterpillar; or Tlllle, the Turtle? These adorable novclr-y kits ere available now at
THE PAIMT DEPOT, ;.7 Center It.
COMPLETE set ol household furniture,
very reasonable. 1065 Marlon. Tel.
6-2180.
USED TVs, portables end consoles)
also used refrigerator!. B t. B
ELECT RIC CO., 155 E.Jrd .
^
BAR BELL vlales for "sale, 17. lbs., assorted welshts. Tel. 1-3409 after 6:30
___
_ P1m._
FREEZER SALE now going on, buy
_
SONS, ¦ 761
for less. FRANK LILLA
E. Sth. Opening evenlngi,
COCA COLA dispenser, Burroughs cash
register, Defiance and Globe Stlmpson
scale, Hussmann milk and vegetable
case, National meat grinder, meat
block, U.S Berkel meat illcer, i gondolas, frui t rack, counter, etc. Also
groceries at reduced prices. Curtis Grocery, 4.7 e. 3rd, Winona.

SANITARY

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service

DA ILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS

ANTIBIOTIC
INJECTIBLES

~~
ROUTE" MAN

MARRIED, to nssurne aitabll.hed territory, This roufe produced In excess ot
M,400 net last yonr. Send work record
and qualifications to E-12 Dally Mows.

BE YOUR
OWN BOSS
W_ have a good downtown
service s t a t i o n location
available that hits been established for over 20 years.
For the right man, a minimum investment will be required.
Tel. 4140 for an appointment. A s k for
Peter Maklnen , Marketing Representative.

Mobil Oil Co.

(First Pub. Tuesday, Nov. 3, 1M4)
State of Minnesota | as.
County of Winona I In Probate Court
No. 11.74 1
In Re Mate af
Richard Prick, Decedent.
Or-ir for Hearlnf on final Account
•nd Petition tor Distribution.
Tha representative or the above named
eitata having filed his final account ana
petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and tor distribution to tha persons
thereunto entitled i
IT IS ORDERED, the! Ihe hiarlng
thereof ba had on December J, 1*64 , at
10:4) o'clock A.M., before Ihla Court In
the probate court room In Ihe court
houia In Winona, Minnesota, and ffiaf
nolle* hereof be given by publication ot
this orclir In the Winona Dally Newi and
by mailed notice as provided by lew ,
Dated October 30, I.M.
R, D, LIBERA,
Probate Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Streater, Murphy i, Broenahen,
Attor neys for Petitioner.

Why It Pays to
Insist On
Genuine Ske lgas

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44

YEARLINO HEN5^700 HyLlnii. Daniel
Swlggum, Utica, Minn. Tol. St, Charlei
932-3063.
WANTED—yearling hens, any amount,
any distance, highest possible prices,
Ross Pearson. Tel, Alma 685-3545,
DEKALBlo -liiiiT old "pullets; fully vac
clnated, light controlled, relied on slal
floors. Available year around. SPELT]
CHICK HATCHERY, Rolllngitone, Minn
Tel, 8689-2311.

Wanted—Livestock

46

H~6_ -TEIN TPRINQING COWsTnd half
ers wanted, also open and bred half
ers, E. E, Oremelsbach, Inc., Lewiston,
Minn. Tel. 4161.
~
"""_
EWI-TON SALES BARN
A real good auction marks! for yout
livestock . Dairy cettle on hand all
week, hogs bought every day Irucki
available, _Sele Thurs. Jel. 3167.

Farm Implements

48

NOW IS THE TIME
to get in on
the

FARM-OYL

Frozen Ground Oil
Special

FREE

All purpose 8-ei.dcr
socket wrench
or
Handy Dandy 3 ft.
step ladder with
the purchase of 30
gallons of oil.

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
"BRKEZY ACRES"
South on New Hwy. 1 .-61
Open Saturday Afternoons

When you buy fuel, It Is the
amount of heat you get from
it that Teally determines its
value. That's why genuine
SKELGAS - the purest LPGas yo>u can buy — gives
you the most for your money.
SKELGAS purity is always
carefully guarded, but cutrate, untested gas may contain Impurities that prevent
efficien t burning. Why risk
it? See us for genuine SKELGAS now — every cylinder
is assured full weight.

GAIL-ROSS
APPLIANCE

217 E. 3rd

Tol. 4210

Furn., Rugs, Llnol.um

64

KROEHLER WEEK
SPECIAL
$99.95

Big, comfortable

SWIVEL ROCKER
With extra soft sent and
Sleepyhollow back , reversible zipper.d T-cushlon, cover in genuine Nnuflahydo.
Brown, beige or green.

$85 WT-

BURKE'S

FUKNITURF. MART
Ensl 3rd and Frnnklln Sts.
Free Parking Behind Store

VENABLES

Sale or Rant; Exchange 101

"
Itf ACRES, Grade A dairy farm or bief
cattle farm, modern buildings, priced
right, smell down payment, easy terms.
Immediate possession. Tel. Lewiston
4304.

80

Jerry's Plumbing

Frank O'Laughlin

17S Lifaystf. «t7
Tel. 5240, or 4440 after hours.

HAY FOR S-MJE^iir. tern) lore, Reasonable. Tel. 7463.
EAR CORN from picker, approximately
20% moisture. Tel. HouilOfl 196-3427
after 7 p.m ,

Article, fear Sale

$1995

Frank West Agency

48

¦""
'
^TJLTURECTSOD
I roll or 1.C0O
nt E. 7th
Tai. _ ttJ._ or M1M
GUARANTEE D top quality black dirt
HALVERSON BROS.
T.I. 4401 or 4371

Wanted—Rail Estate

75 W, 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings

102

Everybody Sells Cars

WILL PAY HIGHEST CASH PRICE.
FOR VOUR CI TV PROPERTY

WE DO TOO!
"BUT FOR LESS"

"HANK" JEZEWSK I

(Winona's Only Rati Estate Buyer)
Tal. mt and m
P.O. ^otJ4i _

"In response .to your question, Mr. Pottleby, the computer says: "Whadya , some kind of nut?' "
Accessories, Tiras. Parts 104
It doesn't take a computer to answer the question: "What's the best wey
to advertise?" Just call 3321 for a Dally News Classified Ad.

Furn., Rug* , Linoleum

64 Apartm.nfi, Furnished

~
"
COCKTAIL tablesTMM. 3 tBble gro_|M.
Including 2 itep and 1 cocktail table,
IIM5 kd. BORZYSKOWSKI FURMI
TURE, 302 Mankato Ave. Open eve
nlngs.

Good Things to Eat

65

POTATOES, Ruuet Bvrbank, 50 lbs.
11.35i black walnuts, hickory nuls, 5
Ibt. 49c. Winona Poleto Mkt., 116 MM,

Houi.hold Articles

91

COMPLETELY
FURNISHED' ?room
apt. for rent 6 months to responsible
perfy. W. .th. *100. Til. 53C3.

Butinesi Places for Rent 92
PRIME DOWNTOWN LOCATION - Retali end office space. AvalluMe now

Stirneman-Selover Co.
52M E. 3rd
Tel . 6066 or 2349

67 Garages for Rent

. cylinder, automatic transmission, radio, heater. Real
sharp. This car is priced
right, come in and see it.

'58 PLYMOUTH
4-door Sedan
"V-6, automatic
transmission, radio.

106

BEANS, BEER and a Warrior boat. What
more could any man ask for?
WARRIOR BOATS
Tel, .3&6S

94 Motorcycles, Bicycles
~

"~
"
r"
^EVER u5ed" anything Ilke~lt7 say
..•r» of Blue Lustre lor cleaning carper. Rent electric ihempooer, It. H.
Choate A Co

'60 PLYMOUTH
Station Wagon

—
~
USED tul>elHs"TbO)_!5 trucl( tFeT .
usad ».15x20 tint and tubes. Tel. tno.
557 Sioux.
Set <f 4
CAR FLOOR ArTATS
FREE
When you take advantage
of cur
1 for S24
SNOW TIRE OFFER
FIRESTONE STORE
JeL_ M3_3
J0O _W_-3r - .

Boats, Motors, Etc.

W INON A UTO

107

RAMBLER/

GARAGE "FORfRENT—4«9 Harriet, rear TRADE UP NOW "v_ hlle .lose^o.t 'prices
cottage,
are In effect on new 1964 modeltt also
used machines at sacrifice prices.
Houses for Rent
95 ROBB BROS. Motorcycle Shop, 573 E.
'
4th,
~
house! targe dining
Machinery and Tools
69 fwoi^BEDROOM
room, large living room, fireplace, trucks, Tract's, Trailer* 108
basement, garage, washing facilities.
LOOOVNO^Af-A-Y condltlonT ArnoW
CHEVROLET-l«r 2-ton truck, 14' fiat
Tel. 6-3642 efter 6 p.m. ,
Vollmer, Rt. 2, Alma, Wis. (On Hwy.
bed. Reasonable, Tel. 8-1780.
FOR RENT by tha week. 2-bedroom furID
nished mobile home. S27.JO per week. WE ARE EXPERTS In our field. Truck
bodies built, riulred, painted, IrfterMusical Merchandise
70 Tel. 3-3.26.
od. BERG'S, WM W. ^fh St. Tel. 4933.
MARION 1045—2 bedrooms, oil heat,
~^
~
USED FLUTE and case. Tel. Mondovi
no dogs, available Nov . 15. Shown by PlVMO _ TH-TW7 plck_p, good shape,
¦
«t-4916.
good
tires,
good
starting.
Tel. Foun
appointment 1074 Marlon St.
Jaln_Clty_8«87-4473.
FURNISHED HOME In Tlckwick. New
~
We Service and Stock
gas furnace, large pleasant rooms, gar- FORD—1950 '_ Ion pickupr"new tires,
Needles for AH
good
box,
1193.
117
Laird.
age. Couple or small family preferred.
Available after Dec. 1. Tel. (-2678 after
RECORD PLAYERS
2:30.

Hardt's /Music Store
118 B 3rd SI.
^_

Radios, Television

71

SPECIAL PRICES — Motorola TV and
llereo. SCHNEIDER SALES, 3930 .1ft
St., Goodview.
PORTABLE TV, 16" tube, 8118.J8
ROBB BROS. STORE
P6 E. ath.
Tel. 1007

Refrigerators
72
KELVINATOR k GIBSON
REFRIGERATORS, all sizes In stock.
WINONA FIRE & POWER CO. W EInd. Tel. SMS. (Across from the new
parking lot. ',

Farms, Land for Sal*

98

174 ACRES. 100 tillable, fair building!,
blacktop road, Fremont Township. Tel.
664-7476 between 9 end 5 p.m. or write
Ella Paulson, Rushford, Minn.
3TACREnFARM^v7~mlle " N ~Of ~St.
Charles, Minn. Wonderful location, modern buildings, good farmland. Tel. ' 9324521 after S p.m. or writ* Amllda
Thiede, St. Charles.
~
—
200-ACRE FARM. S1O.600. 3-bedroom
modern house About IS miles S. of
Winona, neir Hwy. 61. Immediate possession,
CORNFORTH REALTY
La Crescent. Minn.
Tel. 195-21M

Houses for Sale

99

109

Bel Air 4-d.oor,
¦
o 11 d turquoise
finish, 6 cylinder
engine, automatic
transmission
, raV dio, heater, whitewall Urea.

MANKATO AVE. 417—modern with 4
large rooms end bath, full besem.nt,
n*tt oil furnea, wed garege, only
15,700. WHI arrant* loan with payments
Ilka rent.

TED MAIER DRUGS

Hay, Orsin, Feed

Used Cert

Modern .-bedroom home,
oil heat, garage, nice lot.
748 46th Ave.

with
every carton

Quick Money . . .

MAN wnntod to care for cattle and calves
over winter .months, Write E-16 Dally
Newt.
MAN (or station attendant, must be mechanically minded, open salary. Write
or Inquire E-17 Dally News.

173 Lafayette St.
Tet. «-», or 440C attar Hours.

Sen the new 11 Ib modi! XL 11.

WELL kept carpeti «ho-v tha result, of
regular Blue Lustra spot cleaning. Rent
electric ihampooer, SI. R. D. Cent Co.
HAVE YOUR Borgana shortened and Situations Wanted—Male 30
ready, when Old Man Winter wanti tc
go tteady. W. Betihig.r, Wrs W. 3rd, COLLEGE ifudenf~wilnts part tliine"errv
ployment, prefer office work, have exARE YOU A PROBLEM ORINKER?cellent references. Tel. 7964.
Man or woman your drinking creates
numerous problems, ft you need and
Business
Opportunities
37
want help, contact Alcoholics Anon/'
mous. Pioneer Group c/o General De- FOR SALE—good going business, Trie
livery, Winona, Minn.
Tally-Ho Restaurant, Ideal for young
~
couple, partial financing available. Tel.
MEM_ TO Bud "and PhyTlirfrorrTutlca
:
Arcadia 4M5 for appointment,
It was nice seeing you Sun. night and
hearing that busy people (Ike you take
40
time out to read our adi. Stop In and Money to Loan
see us again real soon, Ray Meyer,¦
Loans
Insurance
Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL,
ZYMURGY may be the last word In the
Real Estate
dictionary but RUTH'S Is the last word
FRANK
WEST AGENCY
on dining. Testy meals like Mom used
Tsl. 5249
17S Latay.tt - St.
to make, served In a homey restful
(Next to Telephone Office)
atmosphere, at a convenient downtown
location . The door af 126 E. 3rd Is
open 24 hours a day, except Mon.
"" ~TRUS.E-^BD0MlfSAl7~ BELTS
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enfoy the
comfort of automatic personal care.
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
Keep full service—complete burner
PLAIN NOTE-AUTO-FURNITURB
care. Budget plen and guaranteed
170 E. 3rd
Tel, .915
price. Order today from JOSWICK'S
874 E. 3rd
Tal. 2347
Mrs. 9 a.m. to 3 p.m./ Sat. » a.m. to noon
EAST END COAL » OIL CO., 901 E.
Sth. Tel. 3389.
Business Service*
14
WINDOWS and screens, 2, 44l_xS5W ; 3-ft.
on any article of value . . .
EASY (fARE In/ability and beauty , . .
slold oak outside door and combination
NEUMANN'S
BARGAIN
STORE
vinyl floor coverings by Armstrong,
storm; White Scandall!, 120 bass, 3
»_
133
»1
E.
and
St
Tel.
Available at WINONA RUG CLEANtreble, case and stand. 712 W 4th after
ING SERVICE, 116 W. 3rd.
Wanted to Borrow
41 3:30 p.m.
RUMMAGE SALE-Nov. 11 and IS, 9 a.m.
Plumbing, Roofing
21 $3,000 at 7% Interest. Write E-1S Dally to 9 p.m. 1761 W. Wabasha, Apt. C.
News.
Also Serbia and Tammy clothes.
__
12 cu. ft. ) 3." gas
Horses, Cettle, Stock
43 REFRIGERATOR,
range, wttti broiler and griddle; 21"
f.7 E. 4th
Tel. WM
HEREFORD heifers, 9, and 3 steers from
Phllco TV, new picture tube, walnut;
PLANNING A NEW HOUSE? Choose
artificial breeding. 300 to 400 lbs.; l
automatic washer, 12 lb.) Trior electric
your plumbing as carefully as you
Hereford bull, artificial breeding, IS
buffer. These things ara Ilka new. Tel.
choose your lol. Call
months old) 3 Hereford cows, with
8-2828. 351 E. Sth.
calves at sfdei at feeder pigs, a weeks
old. Ted Stlnson, 1 mile In valley N.E. ADMIRAL, 21", good condition, good picture tube; 2 PA amplifiers. 15 and 5
PLUMBING <¦ HEATINO
of Wine House, Bluff Siding.
watt; record player, radio, Tel. 4785.
1,8 E. 3rd St.
Tal. iW
PUREBRED Yorkshire boars, excellent
TV—17", new picture tube, S3Q, Tel. 4785.
type,
vaccinated
for
Cholera
and
EryELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER sipelas. Betz Bros., Caledonia, Minn.
FEEDERS
For clogged sewers and drain*
Tel. JU-im.
GREEN FEEDERS, $145/ hay feeders.
Tel. 1509 or 643i
I year guarantee
S35
and
u
p.
On display af eur yard.
BULLS-servlceable age, 500
Also native lumber. BRUNKOW'S SAW
CALL SYL KUKOWSKI HOLSTEIN
Ib. butterfat herd average wllh records.
MILL _ LUMBER YARD. TrempeaRussell Persons, St. Charles, Minn. Tel.
leau. Wis. Tel. 534-6316.
93.-4.45.
WATCH FOR
HOLSTEIN purebred bulls, serviceable
B AMB E N E K ' S
age. Stephen Krcnebuich, VA miles E.
'
Opening Ad
Special truck, Sanitary a, Odorless
Grand
of Altura, Minn.
Coming Soonl
~
G. S. WOXLAND CO.
TOP
QUALITY
Hereford
cowi,
20
_re_
Rushford, Minn.
Tel. 864-W43
to calf April t, pregnancy tested i IS OK USED FURNITURE STORE
ADD A SECOND BATH and end morning
cows with calves at side. Top Shelf
273 E. 3rd St,
line-ups and while you 're at It Install I
Cattle Co., Galesville, Wis. Tel. CenterWe Buy • We Sell
LINDSAY wafer conditioner.- Soft w* ___________?'•
Furniture— Antlquei-Tools
1<r It no longer a luxury, your laundry
and other Hems
looks better, your dishes have new FEEDER PIGS-Floyd Klein, TrempeaTel. 8-3701
(1
leau,
Wis
mile
E.
of
Marshland
.
sparkle, you save on soap, bathing It
on Hwy. 33). Tel. Centervllle 539-2590.
• |oy. Inquire today at
HOLSTEIN HEIFERS, fresh and sprlngIng close; also Hereford and Shorthorn
PLUMBING & HEATING
bulls, serviceable. Joe Kamrowskl,
J07 t . 3rd.
Tel. 3/OS
Dodge, Wis.
HEREFORD'S, suitable
Help Wanted—Female
26 REGISTERED
for club calves; registered Hereford
WAITRESS wanted Apply in person.
halters, springing; choice of 16 bulls.
114 E. 3rd.
2 to 4 years, Forrest E. Moen, Rt. 3,
Houston, Minn, cell evenings.
REGISTERED NURSE, Licensed Practical Nurse. Practical Nurse. Apply at PUREBRED Duroc boars, also Landraee
Watkln 's Home. Tel. 8-2944.
boars. Clifford Hoff, Lansoboro, Minn.,
Baby M«rchandisa
{Pilot Mound).
59
A T TEN TION: Women and"glrli for pleajant telephone work In our downtown CROSS-BRED gilts, JJ, from purebred
"
FOLDING
h
lghchalrsTreguTsr
t15.»8, now
olflc.. 6Vfa hours per day. Apply Room
Chester White boar; 2 purebred Chester
812.95; nylon mesh playpens, 817.95.
_2S, 5n4_E.Jrd.
White boars, about 250 lbs./ ItO feeder
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE,
303
~
~
pigs, 60 Ib. average. Melvin Zlegler,
YOUNS LADY for telephone soliciting
Mankato Ave. Open evenings.
Fountain Clry , Wis.
from her home, good pay, must have
private phone or willing fo have one PUREBRED Holsteln bulls, serviceable Coal, Wood, Othar Fuel 63
Installed . Write to Mr. Larson, Store
age, good records and type. Reasonably
No. 14 .Miracle Ml/e, Rochester, Minn
priced. J, J. Rosenow, Waumandee. FIREPLACE wood and oak blociTwood,
Tel. Fountain City 8687-4771.
Wis.
WAITRESS nt downtown restaurant to
work full time days, experience helpful, but not necessary, Good wagei,
TeL_ 74ll.
BABYSITTER—3 days a week. Contact
Plain Penlcllln (Water-base)
Mrs. Paul Engen, 361 Druey Court, Apt.
10 cc vial
l»c
B. Come In person or write,
100 cc vial
Sl.SO
Comblotlc
(Water-base)
Holp Wanted^M-lf .
27
10 cc vial
Mc
100 cc vial
SI.99
WANTED union sheet metal worker for
10 cc Syrlncje with 2
ventilation work In Winona. Tel, .43-045I
needles
12.50
Como Specialty Co., St. Paul.

LOANSE- cS?

, I, - , ., ; nifliw

FORD J-bottorei plow, 16", ftotcfi-d coultars with razor blade shares. Tel. WW
toka to-ttlt.
CREAMERY PACKAOE bulk lank, capacity 1M o»U. Allen OeottHi Hilltop
Tavern, Fountain City, WJi, Tal.
¦ U»V.
tau.
_

Fertilizer, Sod

Well k n o w n nationwide
company wants 2 or 3 salesmen.
If you are looking for :
1. Job with a future.
2. Job •vith advancement.
3. Above average earnings.
4. Salary plus commission.
5. Factory training.

M

FOURTH W. 71«-W_II built, 6 roorrX
lull bath, lull baternent, new get furnace, large lot and e*r*g«. Will finance
en easy terms.

Animal Health Center

SALESMAN

Help—Mat* or Female

Housat for til*

STRICTLY BUSINESS

48

\ 0ODG6

£ SALES it.

Open Mon. & Fri . Eve.
3rd & Mankato Tel. 8-3649

1962 CHEVROLET

'62 INTERNATIONAL
C-132
1 ton capacity with
10 ft. stock rack.

Bel Air 4-door,
V-8, a u t o m a11 c transmission,
radio, h e a t e r ,
p o w e r steering,
power
brakes, tuV tone finish
with
matching interior . Locally
owned.

¦61 INTERNATIONAL
C-IOOO Travelall ,
very clean.

VENABLES

$1995

$1795
75 W. 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings

$1595

'62 CHEVROLET
Corvair Panel
4-speed transmission,
very clean .

Mobile Homes, Trailers 111

:
M5nMg0ti ' y - '^ -^A W
Land & Auction -Sdljfc r.:;.
y
t>i*rati4, tXanmtA &M.A
'
itt w.-it.-i Ttt.,—
wns amjm_I" _ }'! < '*rj
¦¦¦ .
.
_:

____
1

NOV, 11-Wed,, 1 ».m. 1 ft-llss Jt *
Prtnclt Werlein, wmtri *Wm
__v.,y¦
'Kohner, lucttonMr*;
¦
¦ Me**_f».,iWr..

Co., clerh.

'

- - ¦ ; ¦ ; ,£ ' ¦; ¦ . '
^

NOV. 11-Wtd. 1 p.m, 11 *Ht4_ :iW_AAl
el Rushford, * miles l.t, at __*+ '
berg. Oliver Lokatu awttart $mn*ar .
Bros., auctioneers) Mlnfl. LSfW * Au»>
tion 5«r.., dfK.
; _ •;;
NOV. ti-Wad. II a.m. V. tnlf. .«. ehy,
Dodoe Ctnttr en U.S. 14. 1 wil* H«,
and Ms mile E. Arnold Marti* tt*M*
.
ownirj Ken Leika, auitsmmfiTasWfc
'
._' '_. .
talis ce., clerk.
Nov 1S-PM., niJO p.m. 4 miw. t, *A,
Mondovi on Stcti Hwy. V, Ihm Wmils c. and 3 miles I
. tela -team*
ownirjJim H«IM» auetlonsMri NwrtMri.
¦¦;¦ ¦: ,.
inv. Co., clerk.
.'
NOV. iS-Prl. 10)90 a.m. 0»ri*e Audio*
..
101 Main St., La Crosse, Wil. Mm _ .
Hofwebor, ownert Russell sehr*t_tr«'
auctioneer/ Community Loan X Prn^,.
Co., clerk.
.
NOV. 14-Sit., 12'tM p^n. 4 miles S. of
Dovir, Minn., then Vs mlla W. Dick
Chsse. owner; Kohner *. Schroeder*.
auctioneers) Thorp Salts Cc, clerk. •
NOV. I4—Sat., 12 noon. At tho Follotif
Shelter, 3 miles N.W. of Houston, Mr,
a Mra, Palmer Halvereon. ownent 01*or St Sons, auctioneers/ Commercial
¦
Still Bank, Hokah, clerk.
:'
NOV, 14-Saf., 1 p_n. U mile* S.B. Or
Ea. Claire, Wis. Arnold L_uterb_ch,
ownir . W, A. Zeck, auctioneer) North- .
ern Inf . Co., eltrk.
NOV. 14-Sat., 12 noon. 4 rnllll E. Of
Mondovi on Federal Hwy. 10, then 7;
milts S. tn County Trunk SB, LeVern
Ktupp. owner ; Francis Werleln, euclorteer; Northern Inv. Co., clirk.
NOV 12—ThursTT^fp.m. Furniture Aue--'
tion, 174 W. Mark , Winona. Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; Minn. Land l> Auction
Serv., clerk .
N_v7 "l*-Mon., l p.m. . «_ . mile N, ef
Down^vllle on Hwy. 25, then W. H milt.
Donald Whinnery property; Johnson t\
Murray, owners _ auctioneers; Sateway
Credit Inc.. clerk. •
~
NOV l«—Mon., fp.m. 3!. miles ti Toi
Holrhen, Wis. on County Trunk V, in
Long Coulee. Arnold Krachel, owneri
Russell Schroeder, auctioneer; Com*
munlty Loan & Fin., clerk.

'
HOUSEHOLD .. :¦

AUCTION

At the Willard Kaufman ;
Place, IV . miles south of
Cochrane on old Hwy. 35.

Sun., Nov. 15
1:30 P.M.
11-ft . refrigerator w i t h
freezer; Marion Deluxe electric stove v Monarch kitchen range ; wood and coal
heater, like new; utility
table; 2 steel clothes closets; 2 iron beds, 1 single, 1
double; chest of drawers;
vanity dresser; 3-pc. sectional davenport; indoor :
chemical toilet, new ; humidifier and air conditioner;
air-foam occasional chair;
5 chairs, electric space heater; Formica kitchen table;
rocker; Fofmica breakfast
table and $ chairs; pressure
cooker and deep fryer, new;
2 blond end tables; lamp; 3
night tables; wash tubs and
pads; kitchen utensils; 3
linoleum rugs; 19x12 cloth
rug; many articles too numerous to mention.
MRS. ESTHER E.
KOHLHEPP, OWNER
Hil . H. Duellman,
Fountain City, Auctioneer
Ed Miller, Cochrane
State Bank, Clerk

~
COULEE Vo"blie HofnTSal_s,' HwyTlTeT.
BY BUILDERS—-^bedroom and 3-bedroom
next Is Krause Imp). See the beautiful
Stwing Machines
73 houses, family rooms, bullt-lns, ceramic
now 10' >nd 12' wide mobile homes.
baths, double garages. Tel. (-1059.
Also used. Open 'til » p.m. Mon. thru
USED PFAFF Zigzag sewing machine
Jel .
___
In attractive blond console. WINONA IF YOU WANT to buy, sell or trade
^ it , Mobile Home Sales
be sure to see Shank. MOVIEMAKER'S
RED TOP Hwy.
SEWING CO., 551 Huff St. Tel. 9m.
EXCHANGE,
'
552
E.
3rd.
See us Before you buy. W_ sell qual'60 CHEVROLET
_
ity and price 20 years at trailer deal
Stoves, Furnaces, Parts 75 THREE ' B EORCKJMS7 living .oom. ' dlnlng
Vh ton C & C.
tnfes. Hwy. el near Goodview Water
room, new kitchen, wall-1o-wall carpet'
Tower, Tel. I-3624.
0AS STOVE-fuliTlwrATcondltlonrwlll ing, combination windows and doors,
Very clean.
oil hot waler heat, good location. Tel.
make someone an excellent buy at
HUNTERS, VACATIONERS - Heated
8-1683.
I3_. Tel. 8-1376.
" pickup Campers and trave l traders tor
_ _
~
rent or sale. LEAHY'S Buffalo City
FAMOUS ALADDIN kerosene heate"r. BEAUTIFUL modern home, east central,
Tel. Cochrane 248-2532.
extra large lot, S12,000. Modern 2-fanrv
Low cost heat tor many uses, no
'51
INTERNATIONAL
liy home, east central, large garage
irnoke, no smell, 25 hours on one galAuction Sales
suitable
for
business.
Fountain
City,
No.
L-112
lon. A perfect fish house heater See
~
Shore Drive, beautiful view ot the rivi demonstration af our display room.
AUCTIONS
I
I HousehoW, LlvestociT~or
3
,i
er, 12-room, 2-famlly house, 150' frontton pickup,
Also gas or oil heaters, ranges, waGeneral. LYLE L. BOBO, RT, 3, Hous
age,
S4,500,
rent
terms.
Cozy
5-room
ter heaters, service and parts, RANGE
4-speed transmission.
ton, Minn. Tel. Hokah SW-2J03. Llcottage, east 9th, only S5.350, eesy
OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. Sth St
'
censed i. Bonded.
Clean new paint job.
terms. C. Shank, HOMEAAAKER'S EX
Tel, 1479. Adolph Mlchalowskl.
:
CHANGE, 552 E. 3rd St.
ALVIN KOHNER
Typewriters
77 NEW—3 bedroom, targe double garage,
AUCTIONEER, City and ttats licensed
end bonded, 252 Liberty St. (Corner
built-in stove and oven, large cabinPHOTORAPID , autornatlc copying? coplti
E. Sth and Liberty). Tel. 4tt0.
et, dining area, gas forced air heat,
•verythlng, cartridge loading, no mixfull basement, laundry tubs, Tel. 9745
ing or pouring, electric, plugs into any
or 8-2592 for appointment,
gmMK__ -___ __ ^^
wall socket. Now lust $99.50. WINONA
TYPEWRITER SERVICE, 161 E. 3rd COZY 3-bedroom home; carpeting, draperles Included: 2 bathrooms, many bulltTel. 8-3300.
_
lns, small apt. In basement. Under
TYPEWRITERS and addlng"machln«
814,000, Tel, 9215.
lor sale or rent. Reasonable rates,
IHC TRUCK SALES
free delivery. See us for all your <jt ATT R ACTIV E—3-bedroom home! Own.& SEBVICE
er leaving town. Hot water heat,
lice supplies, desks, files or office
65 Laird
Tel. 4738
beautiful floors, oak bullt-lns, all copchain. Lund typewriter Co. Tel. 522.
per plumbing, fenced yard, garage,
Washing, Ironing Mach. 79 many other exceptional fixtures. See
Located at 176 W. Mark St.
Used Cars
. 109 1
anytime at 850 40th or Tel. 9080.
ALL TAKEN CARE OF, the plumbing, CHEVROLET, 1«J, standard shift, motor
and rubber goodi also 1947 Dodge Mipainting, weather-proofing, heating, panelling, electrical wiring arid cupboards
ton pickup, runs flood. Tel . 490!. __
~
Owner remodeled for himself, then cirTWil Super, V ., - .toor,
RA7»B-ER
cumstances chanqed so he could not
standard shift, reclining seats, other |
Starting at 1 P.M.
move In. Everything Is In top shape
cxl ras. Tel. 5m.
for you to enjoy. Move rlflht In. Reach
for Ihe phone and we 'll pick you up and PLYMOUTH - 1959 2-door sedan, V-8, |
White electric cabinet model sewing machine , like
Commando, stnlotit transmission, very
show you this 3-bedroom home. ADTS
|
new
; Maytag washer, like new ; new Homco snow blower,
Real
economy.
Low
clean,
runs
perfect.
AGENCY. INC., Reeltors, 159 Walnut
price 1550. Tel, 5440.
St. Tel. 8-4365. After hours: E R. Clay
1 never used; boy's bicycle; writing desk ; antique desk
One Compact Model
8-2737 , 0111 Zlebell 4854, E. A. Abts 3184.
~
iroucWAG _ N^i95_ panel, good con- f . chair; library table; living room set; rocker ; 2 occa.
Just 25" wide.
dition, new tires . S5O0. Bernard Krlasal, 1 sional chairs ; record cabinet ; several metal cabinets and
2 miles E. of Wsrshland. Tel. CenterB0B
I wardrobes ; cedar chest; child's rocker ; 2 daybeds; hall
vllle 539-3145 .
^
table and chairs; step stool ;
"
|
CH EVRbrET-T9M Bel Air 2-door, V-8, | tree ; round dining room
with _tlck , mint condition, new tires i commode; antique dresser; chest ; wood wardrobe; 2
Two-cycle Dryer
end battery. Tel. 712. after t.
§ O C *Tel. 2349
3 Temps.
1 trunks ; metal bed ; antique buffet ; lawn wheelbarrow ;
FORDS^2T~V-87~flood condition. Tel.
I
120 Center St.
i good lawn mower; stepladder; wash tubs ; ^burner kero80-2234
Wltoka
.
_
_
sene stove; covered double rinse tubs on stand; metal
PLYMOUTH-195. 4 _oor, straight shift, I
|table; combination oil and wood range; ice box; electric
overdrive, 2 new tires. 519 Chatfield .
TOP LOADING WASHER
alarm clock ; large dial coin scale; small scale; room
F 6R D^1955, reasonably priced, blue, i
MATCHING DRYER
V-8, Club Sedan. 121 E. King.
|divider; dishes, pots, pans; garden tools; linens ; misc.

__

$1295

$1295

$495

Winona Truck
Service
|

FURNITURE

1 AUCT ION
If

'

I

f o

$169.95

Floor models, slightly marked,

$339.95
Complete

WINONA ELECTRIC
CONSTRUCTION CO.
119 W. 3rd

Tel. 5802

Wanted to Buy

81

D0GHO _ SE-sultBble "f.rcollle7Glve description, price and location. Write 111 1
Ollmore Ave., Winona.
"VA NTECT SCRAP IRON S.' METALr
COW HIDES, WOOl
RAW C I)RS,
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
AA 8. irV IRON AND WEIAl CO.
101 W '.nd. across Spur Gas Station
c or yout convenience
We Are Now Again Open on .ate,
WAV MILLER SCRAP IRON _ METAl
CO. pays Highest prices lor sera;
Iron, metals, hides, wool end raw «ur
._} W, Ind
Closed Saturdays
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
far scrap iron metals, rags, hldea,
row furs and woolI

Sam Weisman & Sons
INCORPORATBD
430 W. 3rd
lei. SUI

~
R»o_ns Without Maals

86

SLBBPINQ ROOM-30? E. Sth.
FURNISHED ROOM for rent. Genilemtn
Tel. 6.19.

Rooms for Housekeeping 87
MODERN ROOMS tor men with or wllh
o_l housekeeping privileges. Tel, <»!»

Apartments, Flats

SO

THREE ROOMSrprlvale 'balh, he«l aiKi
llfihts furnished. 1 mile W. 01 city
limits, Tei a 1.01 alter 4 p.m.
.iOHThTe. 30)-3-room upstairs unfuT
nlihed apt., private entrance. Heat ami
water turnlihn), Mo children.
~
~ ''
rd_NT7ilrJ c if y 4 roorn"'" apt Avsii
•Me ai once let MIMM2.
~
FIFTH W." I6.V _ -s ""rooms and bailh7' T«l.
474\ alter i p.m.
MODERN ".room .p^telrs ."apt.rneit ' anid
water lurnlshed , i) i. Available Nov . 13,
In E, clly limits on old Hwy. 41, Tel.
<«IJ.

1
1

1

j Thursday, November 12 I

RAINY MONDAY
BRIGHTENERS
Westinghouse
Dryers
$114.95

K

; ^
Aurtl«n W_»;\;.f:' |?l|

You Promised
Her A Lot

Now buy her a house, Now under
construction. Four-bedroom, two-tlreploce colonial with double garage,
powder room, ceramic bath, kitchen
with big eating aroa. Let us show
you tho plan. At this slate yon may
pick your colors In till, paint and
light fixtures.

A Place to
Hang Your Heart

This three-bedroom and panelled den
home Is ready to move Into today.
Frultwood kitchen cabinets, built-in
Hot Point range and oven, disposal,
benutllully
carpeted
living
room
complete
with
color coordinated
drapes, Large ceramic bath plus half
bath off master bedroom, two-car
garage, landscaped lot.

If You're Tv/o
(Or even Three)

Thnt It, tw_ or three In your family,
this completely remodeled two-bedroom end den horn* will please you.
The kllchen Is outstanding and completely new, tha bath It lone ol tha
most glnmorous we have ever seen,
tha heating and wiring are all new.
This home will really surprise you.

Ever Grow Money?

This unuiually nice duplex can 't
rsetlly do IhM but It' s Ihe next tx:M
ttilng. Onlf fen percent down payment buvi this well-maintained 2apnrlment home and ycu can Immediately sl.rt collecting rent . Good
west loc.llon, each apartment has
two bedrooms.

Hunters Special

No llcens* required to Inspect this ell
new horn* with stone fireplace, big
corner lot, bath and three quarters,
built-in range end oven and lots of
closet space. Located out far enough
to give you breathing space, close
enough to be convenient.
AFTER HOURS CALLl
Laura Flat. 2MB
Leo Koll 4511
W. L. (Wlb) Hel.cr 8-2111
nob Selover 7EJ7

1965
TRADE-IN'S

'63 CH RYSLER

Ntw Yorker
.-passenger station wngon, full power , many exlras. local one-owner ,
low mlleape .

|Also antique furniture.
Alvin Kohner, Auctioneer
|
§
Minnesota Land ic Auction Service,
Everett J. Kohner , Clerk
| t

mmmix HISIIIWIIIIIIWWWM ^^^^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

'62 FORD

Station waoon. V-t, automatic transmission, Prlc . to sell.

'63 PLYMOUTH

Belvedere
4-<loor sedan, 6-cylln<ter, automatic
transmission , local one-owner .

'61 OLDSMOBILE

F15
4-door sedan. V-8, standard transmission. Local on« owner .

NYSTROM 'S
Chrysler • Plymoulti
Onen Mond&y t Hrlday tllgWs

STICK W ITH
WINNERS
SELECT FROM
ONE OF OUR

38

CLEAN USED
CARS

fI cVt cW
Tal M49 W ALZ
V* **

BDICK-OLDS MOHILK -GMC
120 Cetiier St.
I -*
Monday A Friday Nights
Open
mammm-mammasmmmtamm *mmm T

mmm
a%mmmmtmmmstaMSM
^m^^^^^^
^^^^^^^
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§
|
|
|
|
|
1
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
1
I
1
|
|
a

1

j Satuirdlay, Noveinber 14 I
|Located 4 miles south of Dover , Minn., then V _ mile west;
|? or 6% miles north of Chatfield , then one mile east, follow
A Thorp auction arrows off county road No. 10.
*;
Start at 12:30 P.M.
Lunch by Elmira 4-H Club
As we are short on feed this year and overstocked ,
we will reduce our herd to a bare minimum, and offer
: > Hit; following good Angus Cottle at our 1964 production
A sale :
10.1 HEAD REGISTERED & GRADE BLACK ANGUS
CATTLE — 40 An«as cows (11 Registered, 29 Grades)
3 head; II outstanding Registered
¦ ' ¦: all vaccinated except
bulls, ages Wi, 2V_ and l '/j years ; 6 Registered helfera,
one year old , open and vaccinated ; one grade heifer,
yearling, bred; 53 head spring calves , most are vaccina.cd, 11 bull calves eligible for registration ; H heifer calves ,
¦ ellRihle for registration ; 16 Grade heifer calves ; 7 Grade
bull calves; ll steer calves.
•<
Most of the 1064 spring calf crop is sired by the aon
ti of Elleenmore 1032 960440, tho 1W9 International Grand .
Champion Bull. Many of these are very suitable for club
calv.3.
.^
| All negative Bongs and TB tested, In case of bad
I weather the sale will be held under cover.
THORP SALES COMPANY'S EASY TERMS
ij
HI
DICK CHASE , OWNER
Kohner 4. Schroeder, Auctioneers
•f
B. A. Smith 8. Sons, i epr. Thorp Salos Co., Clerk
y'.

|
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|
1
|
|
1
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1
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BUZZ SAWYER
*W
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DICK TRACY
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By Mort W.lk_r
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By Don Shmrwood

By Chic Young

BLONDIE

By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER
By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON
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Bring Your ramtly

REX MORGAN, M. D.

By Dal Curtis
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By Ernie Bushmill.r
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if=Visit the "House of Food Specials"
^
TOMO RROW
THURSDAY

j

and Every WEDNESDAY

and Every THURSDAY

;

BAKED SHORT

"Venetian" Night

!

RIBS DINNER

I

A wonderful Dinner that ineludes Soup or Juice , Bread
Basket , assorted Relishes .
choice of Potatoes . Salad ,
Dessert , and Beverage.
All You

NANCY
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By Alex Kotzk y

APARTMENT 3-G
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By Hanna-Barbe ra
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DAN FLAGG
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By Chester Gou ld

BEETLE BAILEY

THE FLINTSTONES

ly Rty 't r.i*. ,.

Can Eat

$4 50
JL

Genuine Italian Meat Balls

and Spaghetti-a tremendcms recipe furnished us by
an Italian Chef — includes
authentic Italian Garlic
Bread , Italian Salad and
all the trimminqs.
All You

$4 50

Can Eat

JL

FRIDAY

and Evary FRIDAY

W ^LETP.KE
SCALLOP
-nd 5
ana
tALL °P5.

Complete Dinner includes
Juice or Soup—Relish Tray
—Bread Basket—Choice of
Potatoes — Salad - Dessort - Beverage.
All You

Can Eat

$4 75
X

SATURDAY

and Every SATURDAY

~
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PRIME RIBS -

Th p tender red meat melts
in your mouth and is sure
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soon for more of Ihe samel
Um-m-m , great!
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for your next Private Party in our Dining Room.
Anniversary groups, family r_ uni.ni , office get-to0_th_ n all will enj oy COMPLETELY PRIVATE dining
and entertaining hers.

(It handles up to 50 parton*

comfortabl y,)

MARY WORTH

^^

By Saundarc and Emit

SUPPER CLUB
Fountain City, Wis.
f
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We Promise—You Won't Leave Our
Dining Room Hungry !
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